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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This project is part of the Second Great Mekong Subregion Tourism Infrastructure
Inclusive Growth Project (TIIGP2) financed by the ADB. The Loan Agreement originally envisaged
in Sihanoukville the realization of road infrastructures for the access to the Ocheuteal and Otres
beaches as well as the construction of piers in Victoria Beach and on the Koh Rong Island. Then
in October 2019, the Government decided to undertake a urgent infrastructure rehabilitation
program in Sihanouk that included the ADB financed projects. The ADB financed projects in
Sihanoukville were cancelled to avoid overlap with the Cambodian rehabilitation program.
Suitable replacement projects were proposed by the Cambodian Authorities assisted by
the PMCES Consultant. The projects of Kep Coastal Road and the Koh Tonsay were considered
the most suitable for replacement of the cancelled projects because similar in nature and scope
to the original Sihanoukville subprojects. This selection was shared by the special ADB Review
Mission made on 19-25 November 2019.
The present Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) report includes the two subprojects
located in Kep Province: the Coastal Road, 12.4 km long, and the Pier on Koh Tonsay Island
which comprises a walkway and various tourist facilities. This IEE is updated taking into account
the project features derived from the Dtailed Design of the Coastal Road Project and of the Rabbit
Island (Koh Tonsay Pier) prepared in February 2020.
Coastal Road
The Coastal Road project will ensure a fast and safe road connection from Kep Town to
the Angkol Village with its pleasant and frequented Angkol Beach, and will also provide a road
connection link to the Provincial Road PR 1332, leading to the Vietnam border near the city of
Ha Tien. The travelling distance between Kep and Angkol along the available road network, NH
33 and the provincial road PR 1332, is presently 23 km that will be reduced to only 10 Km.
The proposed Coastal Road Project will run along the coast flanking marginal agricultural
terrains or salt production lagoons. Mangrove forests are also stretched along some 2 Km of
coast, but shall not be affected by the proposed project alignment. Fishermen communities exist
along the coast and provide the fish and crabs for the popular Crab market of Kep. The realization
of the Coastal Road would provide the following benefits:
-

ensure mobility to the more than 6,000 residents of the area,
ensure an easy and fast access to the Angkol Beach which will provide an additional
location for bathing and swimming to the few beaches existing in Kep.
Promoting the tourism development of Angkol Village and its surroundings; and
Increase the value of lands in the whole coastal area.

The Coastal Road project was planned since 2014 by Kep Government who undertook
the construction in 2015. Due to budget limits the works was limited to the earthworks for the
lower part of the embankment, the construction of some 15 culverts to half width of the road, and
some two Km of sea protection wall. No road improvement works were done to cover the last 700
m to reach Angkol Village.

The Coastal Road shall be formed by 4 sections having different features:
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1) The Initial Section, about 1.2 km long, developed along existing urban roads within
Kep, with starting point near the existing Kep Pier.
2) The Main section, developed for about 8.4 Km along the coast line, along the alignment
of the existing unfinished road;
3) A branch, about 2 km long, departing from the coast at Km 9.655, and connecting to
the Provincial Road PR 1332;
4) A branch about 0.74 Km developed along the Angkol Beach and reaching the center
of the Angkol Village.
Road Section

Length - width of
existing road to be
widened / improved
1.2 Km – 12.0m

Length of
new road

Notes

-

2.Main Section

8.2 Km – 15.0m

0.2 km

3. Connection to
PR1332

1.6 Km – 10.0m

0.4 km

0.4 Km – 8.0-12.m

0.35 km

Only pavement and
drainage improvement
Raising existing
embankment, new
pavement, and drainage
works
Rural and local road to
be raised, widened and
paved. Drainage works
New road at more than
50 m from the coastline,
then entering residential
area of angkol pavment
and drainage to improve
existing road

1. Initial Road

4. Branch
Angkol

to

The road works will be complemented by:
- A bicycle track 2.0m wide and 9.9Km long developed along the previous sections 1, 2
and 4, mainly for the use by tourists,
- A sea protection wall in masonry work, 2m high and about 1.2 km long to defend the
road embankment in the sections too close to the shore and exposed to the risk posed
by coast erosion or high sea water.
Koh Tonsay Passenger Pier
Koh Tonsay island is located at 5 km South of Kep Town. Tourists and the few residents
reach the island by boats leaving from the Kep Pier, which is presently undergoing restructuring
and improvement works. No.16 registered boats are authorized to provide transportation service
to the tourists, for a return fee of 25 $, with sea travelling time of some 20 minutes. No pier is
presently existing on the island and boats land directly on the sandy beach, where passengers
disembark wading for few meters in very shallow water. In 2019 about 12,400 boat trips were
recorded, corresponding to a daily average of 2 boat rides/day for each registered boat.
The proposed pier in Koh Tonsay will guarantee a safer access to the island also in
adverse sea conditions. In addition, to the utilization for the transit of tourists, the pier would also
become extremely useful for transportation of goods, water and construction materials that are
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needed for the operation of the resorts, the living needs of the residents and for maintenance
works to the existing tourist facilities.
The proposed Pier will include the following components and complementary facilities:
Passenger Pier

•
•
•
•
•

Walkway

•
•

Complementary
•
works to serve
•
tourist facilities and •
community resorts

New concrete pier at Koh Tonsay formed by:
The pier protection dike ;
A pier offshore Platform for the mooring of larger boats or cargos:
Two Floating Pontoons, 2 x 25 m long, for mooring of the tourist boats:
The inland platform with the tourist terminal building including:
- ticketing & waiting areas;
- food and beverage service facilities;
- toilets.
A new 740m x 2.8m concrete walkway with drainage along the Beach
Lighting along the walkway.
Power generation
Water supply
Solid waste management

Potential Impacts
The two subprojects are confirmed as Category B for environment pursuant to ADB’s
safeguards Policy Statement (SPS) 2009.

Pre-construction Phase
The Detailed Designs for the Coastal Road and Koh Tonsay Pier have been completed
and approved by MPWT and provincial authorities. The activities for the Preparation of the Detaild
Resettlement Plan are presently in advance stage and are planned to be completed before the
issuance of ADB NOL to Contract Awarding.
The detailed design has been developed giving particular attention to adopting all
mitigation measures aimed at mitigating the environmental impacts identified during the study of
the previous version of the IEE based on the basic design.
As concerning the Coastal Road project, the following mitigation measures were adopted
to mitigate the identified impacts:
-

Many new culverts and side drainange works were envisaged to substantially improve the
existing too widely apart culverts, often undersized culverts or culverts and at times almost
completely clogged by sediments due to invert level placed too much embedded in the
ground. Since the new road has been designed with road crest level 1.2 m to 1.5 m higher
than the present one, it was considered essential that the culvert sizes ensure adequate
hydraulic capacity in order to avoid that the raised road could act as a sort of dam,
increasing the potential flooding risk. Conservative design criteria were adopted
considering increased values of intense rainfall events, and taking into account the rainfall
increase due to climate change, the conditions of the flood concurrent with high tide, and
storm surge and the increased sea water due to climate changes. Spacing beween
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successive culverts was also reduced, resulting in the construction of some 28 pipe
culverts, 17 Box culverts with average distance below 300m.
-

To avoid impacts on the sensitive environment of mangrove existing along 2.5 kilometres
of coast line, the road alignment was selected in such way that the sea side embankment
would be kept inland with respect to the existing road in order to avoid as musch as
possible the realization excavation works, benching and backfilling in the proximity of the
mangroves. The EMP also included specific measures to prevent any activity that could
damage the plants or alter the delicate equilibrium of the coast line near the mangroves.

-

The section of the branch to Angkol village implies the realization of a new road along
400m of the beach which is already a popular tourist destination, to be preserved or
possibly improved by the project. Therefore, the detailed design the road stretch, abiding
by the recent coast protection legislation, kept the alignment at more than 50 m from the
coast line. The alignment considered in the Basic Design was developed closer to the sea,
as initially proposed by local Authorities, with the scope of keeping the road within the
Government coastal area. The new alignment requires the acquisition of private land,
which has a very high market value in this particular area, but this additional land
acquisition cost would be compensated by the reduced social impact on affected
economic activities, lower number of palms to be cut and the preservation of the touristic
value of beach landscape.

-

In the road branch along Angkol beach, two units of tourist showers and two toilets units
were envisaged in the Basic Design. The recent interviews on the site revealed that the
Angkol village has no water supply system and all residents and tourist stalls / shops rely
on private operators that sell water transported by water trucks. In such conditions, the
sustainability and effective operation of public toilets would become become very
uncertain in the absence of an organization in charge for this service. Therefore, it was
considered advisable to eliminate from the project these facilities that are considered not
essential for ensuring the main objectives of the road project

As concerning the Koh Tonsay Pier, the pier has been located in the more suitable location
ensuring the best protection from waves created by the prevailing monsoon winds and as far as
possible from the beach, in order to minimize its impact on the sea water quality and the impact
to the tourist recreational activities during the construction period. The walkway was kept as much
as possible away from the beach in order to avoid to deteriorate the natural setting, but at the
same time adopting an alignment that would avoid the relocation of the existing buildings and
bungalows. The walkway was designed keeping the structure very low on the ground and with
architectural design that will enhance its aesthetical value and make it as a complement of the
beach infrastructures. Three public shower units and toilets units, dedicated to the one-day
visitors, were also included and located as far as possible from the beach in locations selected
and agreed with the owners of the resorts. These units will have individual treatment with septic
tanks connected to nearby constructed wetlands able to absorb the treated waste outflow. The
wetlands sites were also located further inland so that during the rainy periods the occasional
otflow from the wetlands would not be discharged directly towards the beach.
The effective operation of the tourist terminal building at the pier, of the toilet and shower,
and the lighting of the walkway would require the provision of water supply and electric power.
Interviews with the residents and specific questionnaires revealed that the deficiency of
water supply and the lack of electric power are a major constraint to the development of touristic
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activities. So, it was considered highly advisable to provide water supply and electric power to the
entire community and not only to the new infrastructures. It was also assessed that the community
residents and tourist operators are willing to pay for the use of water and energy according to fair
rates, comparable to the unit rates generally applied in Cambodia for these utilities. The estimated
charges for these services would constitute an important component of the revenues generated
by the project in order to cover the O&M cost of the project.
The proposed water supply will be feeded by an infiltration thrench 40m long and 4 m deep
able to intercept the superficial groundwater table feeding the two open dugwells that are used to
provide part of the water used in the community. The open dugwells are also receiving surface
runoff waters which obviously cause high water turbidity during the rainy period. The main volume
of water used in the community is transported by boat and it is abstracted from Kep water supply
system. Form the tanks on the boat it is then pumped by small engine powered pumps into the
small plastic tanks installed on the back of the resorts. The impacts for the construction of the
infiltration trench and of the 40 m3 reservoir are very localized and of short duration and can be
minimized by adopting appropriate mitigation measures included in the EMP. The pipelines for
distribution of the water to the community will be realized by pvc pipes with diam from 40mm to
80 mm, to be laid in small trench excavated along the walkway during the construction of the
latter, therefore with almost irrelevant impacts due to the construction.
The adverse impacts due to the operation of the water supply are considered of minor
significance and localized, such as the following:
-

minimal reduction of the water table level and of the groundwater inflow intercepted by the
dugwells,
the reservoir will not affect the landscape since it will be surrounded by fruit trees which
will almost entirely;
the modest increase of water utilization will produce a comparable increase of the volume
of wastewater inflow in the individual septic tanks serving the resport bungalows. The
organic load will remain unchanged and it is assumed that the septic tanks will continue
to operate effectively. To this purpose, the EMP includes regular monitoring to assess if
the increased wastewater flow is causing any deterioration of the water quality near the
beach. In such eventuality the resort operators will be instructed to integrate in their
present treatment systems constructed wetlands of smilar to the ones adopted for the
tourist toilet units. These simple works that can be carried out by the same resort operators
with limited cost and small equipment requirement.

As concerning the construction of the power supply plant the impact are clearly very limited
because the civil works are of minor extent, imply almost no use of large equipment and will be
done in a very short time of a couple of weeks. The installation of the diesel generator and of the
solar panels will also be a very short time activity done by very few specialized workers. The
power cables will be laid in plastic conduits placed mainly in a trench along the walkway, with
works done simultaneously to the realization of the walkway structure, therefore with insignificant
additional impact. Then the operation of the power plant will imply a dramatic improvement of the
noise and air quality impact created by the present use of small individual generators operated in
the proximity of the resorts and the recreational areas. The area selected for the powerplant will
be located at about 100 m from the beach in a flat terrain, devoid of vegetation or agriculture
production, and almost not visible from the tourist area.
PMCES undertook the process for the environmental clearance by MOE for the Coastal
Road, preparing an EMP according to the Cambodian environmental legislation to be included in
the Environmental Protection Management Contract between MOE and MPWT. The said
Environmental Protection Management Contract was already signed on 12 November 2020 and
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the Construction License for the Coastal Road was already issued. The EMP which is presented
in this updated IEE report is already revised to be consistent with all the requirements included in
the MOE approved Environmental Protection Management Contract.
The Koh Tonsay Pier release of the construction license requires the approval of an IESIA
study which is also well advanced. The MOE approval of the IESIA report is planned to be
achieved within the end of February 2021 and the construction license for the Pier shall be issued
few days later. After the the EMP for the the Pier is approved by MOE, the present IEE and the
EMP shall be updated in order to incorporate further requirements imposed by MOE1. The further
updating of IEE and EMP will be subject to the ADB approval prior to the contract award.
The Koh Tonsay pier will be built offshore at the the Southeast extremity of the community
concession, whilst the walkway was precisely defined according to the detailed topo-survey in
order to minimize the impact on affected structures. No land acquisition is required for booth pier
and walkway, being the related areas part of the state private land given in concession to the local
community. However, the Detailed Resettlement Plan will be soon carried out to define the
compensation for the affected economic activities and for the structures affected by the walkaway
construction.
Any required land acquisition/resettlement are addressed in the inventory of losses (IoL)
and land acquisition and resettlement (LAR) reports prepared separately for the subprojects. The
LAR includes a grievance redress mechanism and budget covering the direct compensation
costs, implementation costs, and contingencies.
Ahead of all civil works and excavation activities the two subproject areas must be
reviewed by qualified UXO expert who will define the need for specific UXO clearing and issue of
an official Certificate stating that all work areas are free of unexploded ordinance (UXO).
Construction Phase
The potential environmental impacts of the two projects differ due to the completely
different nature of the works. The impacts expected by the construction and operation of the
Coastal Road are the ones usually associated to road projects, such as for example: reduced
and/or blocked public access to areas, noise and dust caused by truck traffic and heavy
equipment, air, soil and surface water pollution caused by equipment operation and maintenance,
risk of accident to public and worker, traffic congestion due to temporary interruptions of existing
roads, land erosion and sedimentation of solid and turbidity created by the earthworks, solid waste
and domestic pollution from worker camps, and communicable diseases and social problems
caused by migrant workers.
For the Koh Tonsay pier the impacts during the construction phase will be mainly related
to: sea water pollution caused by excavation and construction works of the pier, sea water
pollution caused by boats or barges carrying construction material, disturbance to the tourist due
to noise and limited access to the seaside work areas, solid wastes and pollution caused by not
adequate contractor camp facilities, interference with the tourist boat arriving or departing from
the beach close to the pier site, environmental impact and disturbance to the habitat of the marine
fauna and birds.
Minor and localized impact will be caused by the works for the contruction of the walkway,
for the realization of the water supply infiltration trench and water reservoir, due to the small entity
1

that further updating may be required if deemed necessary in case that further requirements from MoE are made as
part of the approved IESIA.
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of the works and the short duration of the construction, that will be possibly carried out during the
low tourist season. The works for the realization of a small paved area for the temporary collection
of solid waste and for the realization of the solar panel-diesel generator power plant will also
cause minimal impact because these small civil works will be done inland at relevant distance
from the resorts.
The short-term construction impacts and disturbances will occur with different levels of
magnitude depending on the nature and extent of the civil works and the features of each
subproject site. Impact mitigation measures are prescribed in the Detailed Design and in the
Technical Specifications according to accepted construction practices and IFC/World Bank EHS
sector guidelines2.
Passenger Pier construction mitigation measures will be mainly focused on minimizing
aquatic habitat and water quality impacts, and possible disruption of boat traffic near the pier site.
Use of silt curtains around pier construction site will be implemented to contain diffusion of
suspended sediment. Mitigation measures have been contemplated in the EMP for minimizing
the disturbance due to construction works that may may affect touristic recreational use of Koh
Tonsay beach.
All workers, including engineers, shall benefit of the capacity building program on HIV/AID
and Covid-193. Contractor shall hire Local medical officers and other relevant health specialist for
regularly checks and training of all workers at worksite4. For Covid-19, it shall highly considered
then follow the advice of ministry of Health of Cambodia as form attached in the appendix D.
Operation Phase
A. Coastal Road Project
The potential impacts of the operation of the completed subprojects arise from increased
vehicle traffic along the Coastal road, the increased vehicle velocity on the asphalt paved road.
Enforcement of speed limits must be ensured by police checks posted along the roadway. Other
less significant impacts are noise and air pollution due to the increased traffic on the improved
road, local erosion or water impounding caused by defective drainage works.
The sustainability of the maintenance and operation of the Coastal Road will be ensured
by proper allocation of funds aimed to this purpose in the annual budget of the Kep Province.
However, since an earth road is already in operation on most part of the road alignment, the
increased cost for O&M of the new project will be very minimal if any at all (the existing earth
roads require costly routine maintenance operations by grader, water tankers and compactors to
ensure acceptable level of service).

B. Koh Tonsay Pier
The new pier operation will enhance some growth of tourist visits to Koh Tonsay, implying
moderate increase of boat traffic. This will be largely compensated by the fact that the operation
of the pier located at some 200 m from the beach will avoid the traffic of boats crossing the
2

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/sustainability-at-ifc/policiesstandards/ehs-guidelines
3
https://www.ilo.org/global/standards/WCMS_739937/lang--en/index.htm
4
https://www.who.int/news-room/feature-stories/detail/a-guide-to-who-s-guidance
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swimming and recreational area of the bay. However, increased boat traffic and tourist number
could create environmental issues in Koh Tonsay due to sea water pollution from, oil spills from
the boats, waste water and solid wastes and limited interference with local fishing activities. The
operation and maintenance of the pier and other facilities will be made by the same residents with
limited requirement of few additional staff to be hired from Kep town for specialized works.
Training to the residents in the community for ensuring proper maintenance of the facilities will be
provided by PMCES during the last few months before the end of the construction period.
The cost of the O&M will be covered by the revenues generated by the pier operation, by
a small increase of the boat transposrtation fee (from the present 25$ to 26$), by the fee to be
paid by the user of the toilet/showers, facilities, the rental of commercial area in the pier terminal
and, for about 50% of the total revenues, by the payment of charges for water usage and electrical
power charges paid by the resorts in the community based on the actual metered consumption of
water and energy.

Climate Change
A separate Climate Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (CRVA) guided civil works and
preliminary designs and IEE preparation of the two subprojects. The CRVA adopted climate
change projections for rainfall and temperature prepared in 2015 for the subproject areas and
modified subproject component designs such as road surface type, drainage capacity, and pier
construction from national construction norms as the means to increase subproject climate
resilience.5 The estimated marginal increase in cost to make the road and pier subproject
components resilient to climate change is approximately $1.5 million.
The Coastal Road project will generate more traffic on this route, but at the same time will
divert traffic from the 40% longer alternative route road that motorist are now utilizing to connect
Kep town and various communities served. Due to the combined opposite effect, the increase of
generated greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is expected to remain almost nil, or anyway much
below the 100,000 CO2Kg/y threshold for action, set by ADB6.
Present tourist transport to Koh Tonsay Island requires an average of 18,000 boat
trips/year with estimated consumption of some 20,000 kg of diesel. Even assuming that the
number of boat trips would double in the next 10 years, the increase of GHG gas would remain
in the order of 55,000 Kg CO2/y, much below the afore mentioned threshold for action. In
conclusion for both the subprojects the increase in GHG emissions generated by the project is
expected to be negligible.
Climate mitigation and resilience of DED of Kep subproject
These subprojects also support adoption of ASEAN Tourism Standards (e.g., Clean
Tourist City Standard, Green Hotel Standard, and Clean Public Toilet Standard), which will result
in carbon footprint reductions through increased energy efficiency (e.g., use of LED lighting) and
reductions in GHG emissions.
The subproject’s initial indicative sensitivity to climate change is classified “Medium” to
“High” by the AWARE software tool due primarily to potential sensitivity to sea level rise and
5

Thoeun Hang Sen, 2015. Observed and Projected Changes in Rainfall and Temperature
in Cambodia. Water and Climate Extremes.
6
ADB (2016) Guidelines for GHG Emissions Transport Projects
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rainfall. The software does not generate an explicit sensitivity to changes to storm surge which is
important, and which must be analyzed. The AWARE software combines geographic information
on current site-specific climate, climate hazards from topography, elevation, and distance to
ocean, and the latest climate change projections for each area. The subprojects are designed to
be resilient to present-day climate extremes. Future changes in climate are defined primarily by
rainfall intensity and flooding, and sea level and storm surge as summarized below:
•

•

•

•

The height of new pier and of the protection dike was designed based on a detaled
metomarine study that evaluated conservatively the height of waves created by very
heavy storms, taking into account the effects of climate change on the frequency and
intensity of regional typhoons. This study also considered the projected future sea level
increase.
Solid foundations of the pier embedded in the rocky sea bottom exclude any risk of sea
bottom erosion and adequate size of rocks for the formation of the sea protection dike
have been envisaged to withstand the forces due to the expected magnitude of the
waves.
The beachfront walkway and the new and upgraded support facilities such as tourist
information buildings are designed at elevations that are safe from sea water levels
considering projected sea level rise and increased storm surge caused by climate
change.
As concerning the Coastal Road project, the adopted design criteria include various
measures to make the project durable and resilient to the effect of climate change such
as the following:
o Increased sea water rise due to tidal effect, climate sea water rise and storm
surge was considered for the definition of safe road design and for the hydraulic
calculation of the road cross drainage works:
o The embankment on the side exposed to the sea shall be protected by a rock
masonry wall in all the locations where the coastal road runs very close to the
coastline.
o The subbase and base layers of the road superstructure shall be above the
expected maximum water level on the sea side as well as on the inland side and
will be formed by granular graded material resistant to erosion.
o The road bituminous pavement will be adequately resistant to effect of runoff
even during intense rainfall events. The cross slope of 2.5% and the design of
the runoff discharge outlets will prevent the risk of permanent flooding or erosion
of the embankment slopes at the locations of the lateral outlets.

Conclusions
The Coastal Road project is insisting for 86% of the 12.4 Km length on existing earth
paved roads. Less than 1.5 Km will be realized in areas with no existing road. Therefore, for its
greater part the project is an improvement and upgrading of existing infrastructures.
The recent Prakas No. 21 of February 2020, stated that a road with length lower than 30
km does not required a IESIA study for the release of the Construction License, but will only
require the stipulation of an Environmental Protection Contract between MOE and MPWT, with
enclosed EMP. On the other end, the same Prakas No. 21 states that a specific IESIA study is
required for any type of marine port, so the preparation of an IESIA study is under advanced stage
for the Koh Tonsay Pier and walkway subproject. The finalization and approval of the IESIA with
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the issue of the Construction License for the Pier is expected to be completed within February
2021.
The identified adverse environmental impacts during project implementation are minor,
site specific and reversible. Furthermore, these impacts will be reduced to acceptable level
through practical mitigation measures associated with good engineering practices that have been
included in the Detailed Design and in the EMPs of the two projects.
The GRM will be made throughout the public consultation process, and it will be
maintained accessible to the public in Kep Offices during before and during construction, then it
will be continued to operation and maintenance period. The subproject components were
introduced to the public and key stakeholders during initial consultation meetings for Coastal Road
and Pier designs of these subprojects, and then again during the DED for Subproject of Coastal
Road and Passenger Pier on Koh Tonsay Island, in Kep Province (Second Greater Mekong
Subregion Tourism Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth Project in Cambodia).
The consultations carried out during the various stages of the study and design of the two
project permitted to verify that the local residents are extremely in favour of the proposed project,
which will bring them significant benefits for the better accessibility to/from Kep town and will
promote the tourism development and, hence, their income. The specific questionnaire conducted
in Koh Tonsay to verify the present conditions of electric power and water supply permitted to
assess that the introduction of these two components in the Pier project is very welcome and
considered extremely important for the improvement of the quality of services of the tourist
reception business.
The IEE concludes that the description of the subproject feasibility designs for the two Kep
subprojects, combined with available information on the affected environments, is sufficient to
identify the scope of the project’s potential environmental impacts. The detailed design addressed
environmental potential social or environmental impacts, either by adoption of appropriate design
measures or by specific mitigation measures defined in the EMPs.
Based on the updated assessment with finalized subproject designs carried out in this
IEE, category B is confirmed and no further study, such as an IESIA, is required. However, as per
the government regulations, the process to obtain permit / clearance of the Koh Tonsay Pier
require to conduct of IESIA by a government approved consultant. This IEE will be again updated
after issuance of permit by government to reflect any changes in the IEE / EMP possibly required
by MOE. Provided that new sensitive environmental or social receptor data are not discovered
during the next IESIA study, it is expected that the subprojects will remain Category B for
environment and will not require further detailed environmental impact assessment.
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

Background

1.
The second Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) Tourism Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth
Project will develop small scale infrastructure to improve tourist facilities and develop and strengthen
management capacity to enhance tourism at selected locations in Cambodia. The original IEE7 for
Cambodia was completed January 2018 within the feasibility study done by PPTA Consultants with the
objective of the finalization of the ADB Loan CAM 3701. The Original IEE included three projects: the
Kep Landfill Improvement and two infrastructure projects in Shanoukville: Rehabilitation of Beach
Access Road to Ocheuatal and Otres Beach in Kep and two tourist Piers located In Sihanoukville and
on Koh Rong Island.
2.
In October 2019 the Cambodia Government requested the cancellation of the two projects in
Sihanoukville due to unforeseen overlap with a massive urban rehabilitation project undertaken by
Cambodia Government in September 2019.
3.
After the cancellation of the two Sihanoukville subprojects, the MPWT and PMCES Consultants,
with the participation of Kep Provincial Authorities, explored several alternative projects for replacing
the two cancelled projects in Sihanoukville. The definition of suitable replacement projects for the
TIIGP2 was finalized by the special ADB Review Mission made on 19-25 November 2019 when the
following two projects where selected and considered similar in nature and scope to the original
cancelled subprojects: The Kep Coastal Road and the Koh Tonsay Pier
4.
The updated IEE report herein is aimed at presenting the features of the afore mentioned two
sub-projects. This report has been updated to reflect the features of the Coastal Road Project and of
the Rabbit Island Pier (Koh Tonsay Pier) derived from the Detailed Design prepared respectively in
August and December 2020.
5.
The projects will improve urban-rural transport infrastructure, urban environmental services,
strengthen capacity to implement regional tourism standards, and strengthen tourism destination
management. It will help transform secondary towns in the GMS Economic Corridors into green,
inclusive and competitive international tourism nodes to boost trade in services and deepen market
linkages between members of the GMS and Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). The
subprojects will build on the ongoing ADB-financed GMS Tourism Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth
Project (2014–2019) in Cambodia.
6.
The expected impact is sustainable, inclusive, and more balanced tourism development, as
envisaged in the ASEAN Tourism Strategic Plan 2016–2025. The expected outcome is to increase the
tourism competitiveness of secondary towns in Cambodia. Outputs include: (i) urban-rural access
infrastructure and urban environmental services improved, (ii) capacity to implement ASEAN tourism
standards strengthened, and (iii) institutional arrangements for tourism destination management and
infrastructure operations and maintenance (O&M) is strengthened.
B.

Assessment Context

7.
The project is classified environment Category B pursuant to ADB’s 2009 Safeguard Policy
Statement8 and ADB good practice sourcebook.9 A category B project will have potential negative

7

ADB, 2018. Footnote #1.
ADB. 2009. Safeguard Policy Statement. Manila.
9
ADB. 2012. Environmental Safeguards, A Good Practice Sourcebook, Draft. Manila.
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impacts that are less significant than those of a Category A project, are site-specific, largely reversible,
and can be mitigated with effective implementation of an environmental management plan (EMP).10
8.
This IEE and the attached EMPs for the two subprojects will be updated in order to be fully
consistent with the EMPs approved by MOE in the Contract for Environmental Protection of the Coastal
Road and in the IEIA study for the Koh Tonsay Pier. The updated IEE and the EMPs, after approval
by ADB shall be included within the construction contract documents for actual implementation by the
Contractor.

Sub-projects Objectives
9.
The two subprojects in Kep Province, i.e. the Coastal Road Project, on the mainland, and the
Koh Tonsay Pier, on the island, are both located in areas already frequented by tourist and with a
significant potential for further tourism growth. Both projects will greatly facilitate the accessibility of the
two important tourist destinations of Angkol Beach and Koh Tonsay, increasing in a very significant way
the areas for swimming and other beach recreational uses of Kep. The coastal road project will allow
the urban development of many areas along the coast and stimulate the creation of hotels, guesthouses
and restaurants in Angkol village, thus creating new job opportunities that will benefit many residents
of the Province. And, finally as a side benefit it should be pointed out that both projects will facilitate the
collection of solid wastes generated in the coastal communities near the Coastal Road and on Koh
Tonsay and final disposal on the Kep Landfill subproject, avoiding the illegal and environmental impact
of solid wastes being dumped in low and less visible areas, as it is often practiced at present,
contributing to improve the environmental conditions in Kep Province. Thus, the subprojects are
expected to be beneficial for the mitigation of the negative impacts of growing tourism,
C.

Structure of report

10.
The IEE follows the outline provided in Appendix 1 of the SPS (2009). The results of the IEE
are presented by combining the two subprojects by province to minimize redundancy of background
information. The two environmental management plans (EMPs) for the subprojects are based on and
support the results of the IEE.
II.
A.

POLICY, LEGAL, AND ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK

ADB Safeguard Policy

11.
The environment safeguards requirement of ADB is outlined in the Safeguard Policy Statement
(SPS 2009) and detailed in the Operational Manual Section F1/BP11. The requirements follow ADB’s
Strategy 202012, which emphasizes the pursuit of environmentally sustainable and inclusive economic
growth for developing member countries (DMCs). ADB outlines a set of requirements for
borrowers/clients in addressing environmental and social impacts of projects.
12.
Based on the SPS 2009, all ADB-financed projects must undergo an environmental assessment
to ensure the environmental soundness and sustainability of projects. It also aims to support the
integration of environmental considerations in the project decision-making process by developing
safeguards to avoid adverse impacts of projects on the environment and affected people, minimize,
10

Footnote 4, pg. 19.
Operations Manual Bank Policies (BP) issued on 1 October 2013, based on ADB Safeguard Policy Statement,
2009.
12
ADB. 2008. Strategy 2020: The Long-Term Framework of the Asian Development Bank 2008-2020. Manila
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mitigate, and/or compensate for adverse project impacts when avoidance is not possible, and help
borrowers/clients to strengthen their safeguard systems and develop the capacity to manage
environmental and social risks. Environment Screening and Categorization.
13.
Any identified Project proposed for ADB financing and/or administration, should undergo an
environmental screening and categorization to determine the (i) significance of potential impacts or
risks due to the project for the environment, (ii) assess the institutional resources required to address
the safeguards issues, and (iii) information disclosure and consultation requirements of the project. This
is done through the use of the environment screening checklists developed by ADB, whereby the
project is categorized for potential environmental impacts and risks. During the screening process, a
category is assigned to the project depending on the significance of the potential environmental impacts
and risks.
14.
Category A are those which are large and most complex and requires a full-blown environmental
impact assessment (EIA); Category B has environmental impacts which are site specific, less adverse
than those of Category A and which require an initial environmental examination (IEE); and Category
C are the smallest and least complex and does not require an EIA or IEE but environmental implications
are still reviewed.
15.
The proposed project has been evaluated based on the Rapid Environmental Assessment
Checklist (Appendix 1). The adverse environmental impacts of the project are considered site-specific
and reversible. Subprojects covered by this IEE have been classified as Category B for environment.
1.

Environmental Impact Assessment and Public Consultation

16.
In the early stage of Project design, the conduct of environmental assessments and preparation
of either EIA or IEE and the environmental management plan (EMP) are discussed with the
borrower/client. The environmental assessment report should contain the major environmental impacts
of the Project and the proposed mitigation measures to address any adverse environmental issues.
17.
ADB also requires public consultation in the environmental assessment process and that the
borrower/client consult with stakeholders affected by the proposed project. The consultation should be
carried out as early as possible in the project cycle so that views of the affected groups are taken into
account in the design of the project and in the development of the environment mitigation measures.
2.

Disclosure of IEE Document

18.
Upon approval of the EIA or IEE by ADB, the document will be disclosed at the ADB website in
accordance with the ADB Public Communications Policy. In the case of this project, the draft
Environmental Assessment and Review Framework (EARF) and the draft IEE for Package 1 have been
uploaded at the ADB website. The updated IEE f will also be disclosed upon approval by ADB.
3.

Environment Monitoring

19.
The monitoring of implementation of the EMP by the borrower/client is reported to ADB. Based
on the draft EARF, subproject environmental assessments will include an Environmental Monitoring
Plan (EMoP) that outlines the monitoring tasks to ensure mitigation measures are implemented
effectively during each stage of the project, including the schedule and responsibility for monitoring,
and the monitoring costs. Based on the project’s EARF, quarterly monitoring reports are to be prepared
by PIC Environment Specialists in consultation with PMU for compilation and inclusion in the progress
reports to be submitted to ADB. The reports will include a summary of the results of site inspections
and will focus on key issues of concern that need to be resolved.
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B.

Legal and Institutional Framework on Environmental Management in Cambodia

20.
The major legislation and regulations in Cambodia are issued through a Royal Decree signed
by the King, which ratifies laws passed by the Parliament. These Royal Decrees are supplemented by
“Prakas” or ministerial decisions signed by the Prime Minister. There are also sub-decrees and
regulations that outline procedures and standards for compliance and application of the law.
21.
In Cambodia’s Constitution (1993), environmental considerations for project implementation are
outlined in Article 59, which states that: “The State shall protect the environment and balance the
abundant natural resources and establish a precise plan of management of land, water, air, wind,
geology, ecological system, mines, energy, petrol and gas, rock and sand, gems, forests and forestry
products, wildlife, fish and aquatic resources.”
22.
The MoE is the designated Government agency to implement this particular provision of the
Constitution. The mission of the MoE is inter alia to: promote environmental protection and conservation
of natural resources through the Kingdom thus contributing to improvement of environmental quality,
public welfare, national culture and the economy. This has to be seen in the context of the Royal
Government of Cambodia’s three pillars of development. One of the three pillars is the sustainable use
of natural resources and sound environmental management to reduce poverty and improve the
livelihood of all Cambodians.
1.

Law on Environmental Protection and Natural Resource Management

23.
The Law on Environmental Protection and Natural Resource Management (No.
NS/RKM/1296/36 of 1996) requires the government to prepare national and regional plans and subdecrees concerning a wide range of environmental issues, including environmental impact
assessments, pollution prevention and control, public participation, and access to information.
24.
On 11 August 1999, Sub-decree No. 72 ANRK.BK was promulgated on the EIA process. The
sub-decree requires the submission of an initial EIA (IEIA) or full EIA for selected projects listed in the
sub-decree annex. The IEIA or EIA is to be submitted by project owners, whether public or private, to
the MoE for review.
25.
Article 6 of the 1996 Law on Environmental Protection and Natural Resource Management
qualifies that the implementation of an EIA is dependent on the nature and size of the proposed projects
and activities. More detailed information on the EIA system within Cambodia was established in the
1999 Sub-Decree on the Environmental Impact Assessment Process. Under the 1999 Sub-Decree,
MoE is responsible for reviewing, monitoring, observing and taking action to ensure that the project
owner follows the environmental management during construction, operation, and termination of the
project. Chapter 5 of the EIA Sub-Decree (1999) established that MoE must review the feasibility study
and initial or full EIA and issue recommendations to the project owners and institutions or approving
the project within 30 days of receiving the documents.
26.
The recent Prakas no. 21 of 3 February 2020 updated the list of the projects that require an
IEIA. This list includes any port, either commercial or tourist among the projects requiring IEIA study to
be approved by MOE. The same Prakas eclude the need for an IEIA for the roads with length lower
than 30 km, these minor road projects will require an IEMP and an Environmental Management
Contract to be stipulated between MOE and MPWT.
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2.

Royal Decree on the Establishment & Management of TSBR (NS/RKT/0401/070)

27.
The Royal Decree which was promulgated in 2001 establishes the Tonle Sap Biosphere
Reserve (TSBR) according to the statutory framework of the World Network of Biosphere Reserves.
The TSBR is divided into core areas, buffer zone & flexible transition zone.
3.

Protected Area Law

28.
The Peah Reach Kret (Royal Decree) on the Protection of Natural Areas was signed on 01
November 1993. Under this law, protected areas were established and designated according to the
following:
•

Natural Park (IUCN Category II) – Natural and scenic area of significance for their
scientific, educational and recreational values.

•

Wildlife Sanctuary (IUCN Category I) – Natural area where nationally significant species
of flora or fauna, natural communities, or physical features require specific intervention for
their perpetuation.

•

Protected Landscape (IUCN Category V) – Nationally and significant natural and seminatural landscapes that must be maintained to provide opportunities for recreation and
tourism.

•

Multiple-Use Management Areas (IUCN Category VI) – Areas that provide for the
sustainable use of water resources, timber, wildlife, fish, pasture and recreation with the
conservation of nature primarily oriented to support these economic activities.
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29.
As defined in Preah Reach Kret (Royal Decree) on the Protection of Natural Areas, the Banteay
Chhmar Protected Landscape covering an area of 81,200 ha is declared as a protected scenic view
area for its archaeological/cultural sites, including the important temple site.
30.
The Prakas Declaration No. 1033 on protected areas was signed on 03 June 1994. The law
prohibits specific activities in protected natural areas. These prohibitions include construction of
sawmills, charcoal ovens, hunting or placement of hunting traps, deforestation for land use, exploitation
of minerals and use of explosives, bringing of domestic animals into the protected areas, water pollution
activities, and use of machineries and heavy cars, microphones which could cause noise pollution.
Species of international conservation significance (extinct, endangered, vulnerable, and rare) are also
outlined in the law.
31.
The Protected Area Law No. (NS/RKM/0208/007), which was promulgated in 2008 applies to
protected areas defined under the Preah Reach Kram (Royal Decree) No. NS/RKM/1296/36 of
December 24, 1996, Royal Decree (Preah Reach Kret) on the establishment and designation of
protected areas of November 1, 1993 and other relevant laws. Under this law, the MoE through its
Nature Protection and Conservation Administration (NPCA) has jurisdiction on the management of
protected areas. Each protected area shall be divided into four management zoning systems as follows:
•

Core Zone – management areas of high conservation values containing threatened and
critically endangered species, and fragile ecosystems. Access to the zone is prohibited.

•

Conservation Zone – management areas of high conservation values containing natural
resources, ecosystems, watershed areas, and natural landscape located adjacent to the
core zone. Access to the zone is allowed only with prior consent of the NCPA.

•

Sustainable Use Zone – management areas of high economic values for national
economic development and management, and conservation of the protected area itself,
thus, contributing to the local community, and indigenous ethnic minorities’ livelihood
improvement. After consulting with relevant ministries and institutions, local authorities,
and local communities in accordance with relevant laws and procedures, the Royal
Government of Cambodia may permit development and investment activities in this zone
in accordance with the request from the MoE.

•

Community Zone – management areas for socio-economic development of the local
communities and indigenous ethnic minorities and may contain existing residential lands,
paddy field and field garden or swidden (Chamkar). The issuance of land title or
permission to use land in this zone shall have prior agreement from the MoE.

32.
Article 36 strictly prohibits all types of public infrastructure in the Core Zone & Conservation
Zone; & allows development of public infrastructures in the Sustainable Use Zone & Community Zone
with approval from the Royal Government at MoE’s request. Article 41 prohibits destructive/harmful
practices in protected areas, e.g., destroying water quality, poisoning, use of chemical substances,
disposing of solid and liquid wastes into water or on land.
33.
The law explicitly requires environmental and social impact assessment for all proposals and
investments for development within or adjacent to a protected area boundary to be submitted to the
MoE. Collaboration of relevant ministries and institutions will be required. The environmental
assessment process requires the project owner to conduct an IEIA which is equivalent to an ADB IEE
and apply to MoE for review of the IEIA report. This includes payment of a fee to cover costs of the
review and a contribution to the Environmental Endowment Fund of the Law on Environmental
Protection and Natural Resources. In the case of the project where the potential impacts will be minimal,
the submission of the IEIA or IEE equivalent is anticipated to be sufficient to obtain approval without
the need to undertake a separate EIA.
10

34.
The objectives of protecting the landscape are also defined in the law. These include the
following:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Maintain the complementary interactions of natural and cultural factors, through protection
of inland natural landscape and maintain the traditional patterns of land use, patterns of
construction, and performance through social and cultural activities.
Support traditional lifestyle and economic activities that are compatible with nature and
maintain connections between social and cultural activities of relevant communities.
Maintain the variation of landscape and habitats, as well as relevant species and
ecosystem.
Eliminate and prevent the use of land and activities that are inappropriate in terms of size
or form, or both.
Provide opportunity for public enjoyment, through recreation and tourist activities that are
compatible, in terms of size and form, with the main qualities of the area.
Encourage research and educational activities that contribute in the long term to
supporting the wellbeing of people in the area and mobilize public support for
environmental protection of the area.
Contribute to supporting the well being of local community through provision of natural
products and services.

35.
The Circular on Development of Cambodian Coastal areas, No.01 SRN of 03 February 2012,
was issued to instruct ministries, rlevant institutions and sub-national level authorities, to implement the
principle for the management, use, maintenance, protection and deve lpment of coastal areas. It defines
the protection or reservation areas along beaches and cost and the relevant guidelines for the
construction of infrastructures and for the tourist and urban development along the coast.
4.

Law on Wildlife Protection

36.
The Joint Prakas on MoE and Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF) on
“Prohibition of Hunting and Catching of Wildlife Animals” (1996) specifically bans hunting of animals
and birds for food. The contractor is required to observe this Prakas.
5.

Other Environmental Regulations

37.
Following the issuance of the Law on Environmental Protection and Natural Resource
Management, the MoE passed sub-decrees and regulations to protect the environment, which includes
the following:
•

Sub-decree No.27 on water pollution control, issued on 6 April 1999;
-

Annex 2: Effluent sstandards for pollution sources discharging wastewater to
public water areas or sewer;
- Annex 4: Water quality standard in public water areas for biodiversity
conservation; and
- Annex 5: Water quality standard in public water areas for public health protection.
• Sub-decree No.36 solid waste management, issued on 27 April 1999;
• Sub-decree No.42 on air pollution and noise disturbance, issued on 10 July 2000;
• Law on the management and exploitation of mines resources, adopted on 13 July 2001.
38. Other pertinent regulations, policy, or guidelines for the project are as follows:
• Preach Reach (Kep) Creation of Fisheries Communities (2005); and
11

•

Guidelines on establishment of protected forests, natural resources conservations, wildlife
protection areas, protected forest for biodiversity conservation (2002 and 2004).

•

Management of Means of Water Transport 00067, RGC, MPWT Circular #003 (2011)

•

Prakas No. 120, PRK, EN, about guideline for ToR of project development of infrastructures
and Tourism, issued on 11 April 2018.

•

Prakas No. 21, PRK, EN, about Project Categorization for EMP, IESIA, and EIA, issued on 3
February 2020

39.
Cambodia is signatory to many international environmental treaties and conventions which
provide a comprehensive legal framework related to coastal management. These include: The
Coordinating Body of the Seas of East Asia (1995), Association of South East Asian Nations (1999),
MARPOL (1994), Biodiversity convention (1994), CITES convention (1997), Ramsar convention (1999)
and Climate Change convention (1995) (MOE 2006). The closest Ramsar site to subproject areas is
more than 100 km away in Koh Kapok, Koh Kong province to the west.
40.
Government Occupational and Community Safety and Health (OHS) guidelines follow the OHS
Programme for Cambodia (2010-2013) that was developed by the International Labor Organization
(ILO)13. The draft guidelines provide the framework for instituting OHS at the workplace and in the
community. The guidelines are included in EMPs. The OHS guidelines for Cambodia will likely need to
be supplemented with the international the IFC EHS/OHS Guidelines for Construction and
Decommissioning, Waste Management Facilities, and Toll Roads. The contractor will have to identify
the appropriate national and IFC OHS guidelines in their bid documents for joint review by the contractor
and PMCES.
41.
Oher applicable environmental standards and criteria such as ambient air quality, vibration,
noise, contaminated soil, national standards will apply and, were necessary, shall be complemented
by the standards and protocols of the Environment, Health and Safety Guidelines of the World Bank
(IFC, 2007)14.
C.

Agencies Responsible for Environmental Management and Assessment

42.
The national agencies that oversee environment and natural resources management are listed
below. Most of Ministries have provincial counterpart departments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13

Ministry of Environment (MOE);
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF);
Ministry of Water Resources and Meteorology (MOWRAM);
Ministry of Mine and Energy (MME);
Ministry of Industry and Handicraft (MIH)
Ministry of Land Management; and Urban Planning (MLUP);
Ministry of Tourism (MOT);
Ministry of Public Works and Transport (MPWT) and a cross-ministerial policy body of
National Climate Change Committee (NCCC).

https://www.ilo.org/global/standards/WCMS_739937/lang--en/index.htm

14https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/sustainability-at-ifc/policies-

standards/ehs-guidelines
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43.
MAFF is responsible for the management and protection of coastal mangrove forests, and
wildlife and fisheries. The Fisheries Administration (FA) at the national and provincial levels is
responsible for all fisheries related matters as summarized below:
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare and establish fishery resource and aquaculture inventories;
Enact laws, regulations, and orders for fishery protection, management and improvement of
fishery resources and habitat;
Manage fishery zones, fishery conservation and establish fishery resource development
policies;
Conduct scientific studies of fisheries and aquaculture; and
Inspect and manage fishery resource exploitation and aquaculture activities.

44.
The EIA Department of the MOE oversees and regulates EIA studies, and coordinates the
implementation of projects in collaboration with project executing agencies (EA) and concerned
ministries. The MOE has the following responsibilities:
1) Review, evaluate, and approve submitted environmental impact assessments in collaboration
with other concerned ministries; and
2) Monitor to ensure a project owner (the executing agency of the project) satisfactorily implements
the Environmental Management Plan (EMP) throughout pre-construction, construction and
operational phases of the projects.
45.
The ministries are represented and supported at the provincial, town, and district/commune
levels by counterpart line departments, agencies, and sub-offices. The counterparts are responsible to
extend and implement the mandate of their parent ministries to the commune level.
46.
The proposed subprojects meet most of the IESIA/EIA requirements of the MOE. Further, the
subprojects in Kep are endorsed by the National Committee on Coastal Area Management and
Development15. A consultant firm qualified and registered at MOE was hired to prepare the IESIA or
EIA for the MOE. As previously mentioned, Prakas No. 21 of February 2020 states that a road with
length lower than 30 km does not require an IESIA study for the release of the Construction License,
but will only require the stipulation of an Environmental Protection Contract between MOE and
MPWTwith enclosed EMP, that has been already prepared and approved by MOE at the time this report
is prepared. On the contrary, the same Prakas no. 21 states that a specific IESIA study to be approved
by MOE is needed for any category of port, which applies to the Koh Tonsay Pier subproject.

15

NS/RKT/0212/079 Preah Reach Kret on Establishment of National Committee on Coastal Area
Management and Development.
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III.

DESCRIPTION OF SUBPROJECTS

47.
The description of the subprojects in Kep are provided in the following sections. The
identification and concept design for the two sub-projects were prepared by PMCES after the
cancellation of the original Sihanoukville projects, and after that the special review mission by ADB
made from 19 to 25 November 2019 confirmed the suitability of the proposed project as replacement
of the original ones.
48.
The town of Kep is a popular touristic destination frequented by foreign tourists as well as by
Cambodian tourists. Both the proposed projects are aimed at enhancing tourism development in Kep
province through improved access to the two touristic destinations. The village of Angkol is located
along the coast at some 10 km East of Kep and the village is developed along a nice beach with clean
waters. The travelling distance between Kep and Angkol along the existing roads is presently about 23
km long, along NH 33 and provincial road PR 1332. Koh Tonsay, is an island located about 5 km South
of Kep town and it is reached by boat with a travelling journey of 20 minutes departing from the existing
Kep Pier. No pier exists in Koh Tonsay and the boats are landing directly on the sandy beach, which
may be difficult in certain conditions.
A.

Coastal Road

49.
The realization of the Coastal Road is included in the development plan of the road infrastructure
of Kep Province as shown in the Road Network Map of Figure 1 below with the road named 133A. Kep
Authorities already undertook the construction of the coastal road since few years but it was not
completed for lack of adequate funds. Presently, the base of the road embankment has been
constructed over a width of some 20 m covering 8.2 km of the 10 km between Kep and Angkol. Some
15 box or pipe culverts were built over one half of the embankment width, two major box culverts were
completed over the entire width and a rock masonry retention wall on the shore line was built over 1.7
km of length.

•

Morphology and geological

50.
The project will be built in four areas having different features and characteristics: The initial
stretch will originate in Kep town, near the existing touristic pier and it will run for about 1 km along
existing earth road flanked by private properties, some villas, and for a short section of some 160m it
will pass along a small community of fishermen who built their houses on piles just off the coast. Given
the impossibility to widen the existing road to the needed cross section of the Coastal Road, it was
necessary during the Detailed Design to split the costal road into two short branches with one way
traffic, as shown in the attached Figure 2.
51.
The main road section will be built on the existing unfinished road, running from Km 1.2 to Km
9.2 along the coast on a slightly elevated coastal dune. For a small stretch, from Km 1.3 to Km 4.2 the
sea side of the road is flanked by mangroves which extend into the sea with width between 20m to
120m. On the inland side the land is flat and shallow, once utilized for salt production farms, now
generally abandoned, and few investors have bought and fenced large plots, waiting for the expected
tourism and urban development. Some inland areas are subject to frequent water logging caused by
floods along the numerous streams which intersect the route along the main road section.

•

Consideration for Natural resources

52.
The natural resources, that have to be considered and carefully preserved by appropriate
design and environmental mitigating measures, are essentially the following ones:
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•

The existing mangrove forest existing along 2 km of the coast just east of Kep Town (see
Figure 4);

•

The nice Angkol beach, about 600m long, which has clean waters and a very pleasant
landscape with the coconut plantations on the inland side.

53.
Most of the coast along the road, apart from the mentioned Angkol Beach and the part flanked
by mangroves, does not offer particular tourist attraction and it is not suitable for swimming or
recreational activities.
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Figure 1. Project Location
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Figure 2. – One way branches in the Initial Section of Coastal Road
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Figure 3. - Alignment of Main Section of Coastal Road
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Figure 4 - Limit of mangrove forest along Coastal Road
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•

Risk and Hazards

54.
The present road is developed along the coast for about 8.5 Km. For evident reasons of
economy and limited land acquisition needs, the new improved road will be built on top of the existing
embankment. In the detailed design the road crown level was raised to a level of at least 2.7-3.0
m.a.s.l, which is considered adequate to ensure from the risk caused by storm sea surges and waves
associated with high tide conditions and with consideration for the projected sea level increase due
to the Climate change.
55.
In the reaches where the road is very close to the sea shoreline a wall is already existing from
Km 4.5 to Km 6.2 in order to protect the toe and the lower part of the seaside embankment slope.
The detailed design envisages the extension of this wall in the section from Km 6.2 up to km 8.6,
limitedly to the road reaches close to the coastline and exposed to the effects of sea surge. If, in the
future, a trend of coastline erosion is observed, local measures will be adopted consisting in 30-40m
long rockfill jetties aimed at stopping the erosion phenomenon. Four rockfill jetties were already built
by Kep Authority in some sections and showed to be effective in stopping and inverting the coastal
erosion.
56.
The other risk is due to the flooding risk in the inland side of the road caused by insufficient
hydraulic capacity of the few stream crossing structures which have been built so far. A proper and
conservative hydrological analysis was carried out in the detailed design phase of the project,
followed by a conservative design of the crossing structures, verified by computation of the hydraulic
profiles determined by the proposed crossing structures during intense flood events. The following
design criteria were adopted in the DED for safe culvert design:
•

The design flow is the flood related to rainfall event with recurrence period of 10 year, and
ensuring a minimum freeboard of 0.5m from the structure overtopping such condition.

•

Verify that road overtopping dies not occur for events having recurrence period of 50 years;

•

Verify that overtopping of the road doe not occur in the simultaneous occurrence of design
flood (10 years return period) associated to downstream tailwater level corresponding to high
tide+ sea surge for storm and sea water increase due to climate change.
1.

•

The road Alignment

General description

57.
Most part of the road alignment will develop on the existing roads to be completed or improved
by the project. In effects, from the project origin at the Kep Pier up to Km 9.2, the project will be
developed entirely existing urban road and then along the partly built sections for the Coastal Road.
After Km 9+655 the branch linking the coastal road to PR 1332 will be built along the rural earth road
that was built in January-February 2020. In the Branch to Angkol a new road will be built only for a
short section nabout 400 m long. Therefore, the sections which require an entirely new road have a
total length of only 1.220 km i.e. 8% of the total project length.
58.
As already mentioned, along the main section, the road will be realized on top of the already
built embankment. The level of the existing embankment will be raised for ensuring road safety and
adequate drainage condition by placing additional embankment and the road superstructure (subbase, base and road pavement) with a road level increase ranging from 1.0 to 2.4 m. The vertical
alignment of the road will remain substantially flat, with the minimum gradient of 0.2 % needed to
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ensure the road pavement drainage and for the local alignment level changes required to pass over
the designed culverts. These modest changes from the existing road conditions obviously do not
alter the natural morphology of the natural terrain, nor create any significant impact on the landscape.
•

Considered alternative routes

59.
As a consequence of the above considerations, the only sections that required the study of
different options for the selection of the best route to adopt are:

•
60.

•

The initial section in the urban section in Kep, where after the first detailed reconnaissance
visit became evident that the original alignment (the one shown in red color in Figure 2) do
not provide enough space as required to maintain the section considered for the Main Road
Section. Various local solutions were analyzed and discussed with local Kep Authorities
before finding the agreed solution presented in detail in the previous paragraph 51.

•

A more detailed and complex study of various alternative options was required by the
definition of the best link connecting the Coastal Road to the Provincial Road PR1332. For
this section in effect the original conceptual design included in the Road Network Map was to
continue the coastal road up to Angkol Village, to cross this and then continue in East
direction for another 4 km up to reaching the PR 1332 very close to the Vietnam Border. This
solution presented various negative aspects and difficult technical problems. These factors
imposed to consider various other options as detailed in the following paragraphs.

Analysis of alternative routes for the Link to PRR 1332
The following 5 solutions were considered within the Basic Design Study.
-

-

-

Alternative No.1 is the original solution of the Kep Road Map Planning, mentioned in
paragraph 61 (in pink color in Figure 4). This solution would have a total length of more
than 5.37 km from the point of the Coastal Road common to all 5 options (i.e. Km 9.450
of the Coastal Road) and presents the following disadvantages: 1) it is by far the longest
and the most expensive solution, 2) along the Angkol beach the realization of the wide
section adopted in the main section would cause the removal of many trees and of many
tourist kiosks, 3) the realization of an important road link would severely impact the beach
and its touristic development, 4) the crossing of Angkol village would require to demolish
and relocate numerous houses, 5) after the Angkol the road will have to cross for about
1.15 km many agricultural plots affecting many small landowners, 6) the last 4.2 Km
would be realized along the farm track of the abandoned salt production farms, where the
geotechnical terrain characteristics would require costly foundation treatment.
Alternative Route No. 2. This alternative, shown with green route in Figure 3, is 1.85 km
long, i.e.the shortest connection between the Coastal Main Section and the PR1332. It
starts from the Km 9+450 of the Coastal Road and connects with a linear alignment to
the Pagoda junction on the PR 1332. For about Km 1.2 it crosses privately owned
agricultural land, thus requiring land acquisition of some 2. Has. In the last 630 m it follows
the existing access road to Angkol Village, where only road widening and improvement
would be required. The critical aspect of this solution is the land acquisition from many
land-owners.
Alternative Route No. 3. This solution (shown with the red route in Figure 3) envisages
the widening and improvement of a recent rural road, which connects the Km 9+450 of
the Coastal Road to the Pagoda Junction on PR 1332. Total length is only Km 2.220, out
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-

-

•

of which Km 1.6 on the rural road and the last Km 0.63 on the access road to Angkol
Village. The present rural road is only 5 m wide and its alignment presents several curves
with small radius. The presence of several houses, fences and trees, makes impossible
to realize a road with width of almost 16-18m (note that in this section the cross section
does not have any more the bicycle track) as the planned road 133A: the maximum
attainable width would be limited to 8-10m with design speed limited to 30 Km/h.
Alternative Route no. 4. This alternative alignment, shown with the yellow route in Figure
3, is developed for the first Km 0.8 along the Angkol beach where it would be a new road,
then after crossing the village, follows the existing access road which depart from PR
1332 at the Pagoda junction. The total length is Km 3.0. Also for this Alternative, as
mentioned for the Alternative No 3, the widening to a 16-18 m wide road is impossible
due to houses, fences and trees existing at the sides of the present access road. As per
the alternative no. 3, the road width should be limited to about 8-10m. Still few houses in
the central part of Angkor village would be demolished, because the existing clear
distance is sometimes of only 6 m across opposite houses. The winding alignment with
small radius curves would reduce the design speed to 30 km/h.
Alternative Route No. 5. This option, shown with the blue alignment in Figure 3,
envisages the widening and improvement of a new rural road that still was under
construction during the Basic Design. This alignment is similar to the one of the Alternative
no. 2, and it ends in the same point at the Pagoda Junction on the PR1332. The length is
1.95 Km, but the starting point on the coastal road would be further South at the chainage
Km 9+655, so total length up to the Pagoda Junction would be about 250 m longer than
for Alternative 2. This alignment will be developed by widening the new rural road, with
exception for a 200 m reach that it is not yet built at present. The final 630 m near the
PR1332 will be the same as in the alternative No. 3, built by widening and improving the
existing access Road to Angkol Village. In conclusion, almost the entire route of
Alternative 5 will require only widening of the existing road by some 3-3.5 m at both sides.
This will reduce the extent of land to be acquired and it will greatly facilitate the agreement
with the affected land owners.

The selected road Alignment

61.
The analysis resulted in the selection of the Alternative no. 5 which presented the second
cheapest project cost, with a minimal cost difference above the cheapest solution no. 4. However, it
offered other significant advantages with respect to the solution no.4, such as:
• avoids the impact caused by the demolition of houses in the crossing of Angkol Village,
• permits adoption of high road design standards, keeping the same cross section as the Main
Section and almost rectilinear alignment.
• Land acquisition problem of Alternative 5 are expected to be small, since the affected landowners already agreed on the construction of the new rural road.
• It will ensure fast and safe road connection between Angkol and Kep on one side and
between Kep (and Angkol) with the PR1332 on the other direction.
62.
Figure 6 shows in more detail the selected alignment of the terminal part of the Coastal Road
project, including the Link to PR 1332 as well the branch connecting to the Angkol Village.
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Figure 5. Identified Alternative Routes
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Figure 6. - Selected Alternative Alignment of terminal sections
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Figure 7. - Sketch of the Coastal Road Project
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•

Design Criteria adopted in the Detailed Design

63.
The main objective of the Coastal Road is to provide a direct and fast road link between the
Kep City to Angkol Village and its beach. Secondary objective is to improve the road connection
between Kep and the border point with Vietnam. Considering the relatively small population in the
Angkol village, and the present low level of traffic existing on the PR 1332 it is expected that traffic
level will remain moderate, most probably with ADT below 3,000 vehicles/day. Considering also the
constraints imposed by the available budget, and the criterion of keeping the road footprint within the
present width of the embankment, it was agreed with MPWT that the proper classification for the
road would be the category U3 – Type B for urban collector road.
64.
The Cambodia standards for design of urban roads are the main reference, complemented
by the design manuals for highway design currently adopted by MPWT, i.e. the Road Design
Standards Part 1-Geometry, Part 2-Pavement, and Part 3-Drainage. These standards comply with
most of the AASHO standards currently adopted in many countries.
65.
Figure 8 presents the typical cross section proposed for in the different sections of the Coastal
Road project. It should be mentioned that local conditions and existing constraints may suggest to
adopt during the Detailed Design phase some adjustments in critical sections identified through the
detailed topographic survey, in order to limit the extent of resettlement issues. Two lanes of 3.5 m
were considered for the Main Section and the Connection to PR1332, where design speed of 60
km/h was assumed. Lanes width was limited to only 3.0 m in the urban areas crossed by the initial
section and by the link to Angkol, where existing constraints impose to reduce the road width and
the design speed limited to 30-40 km /h.
66. Figure 8. - Typical cross section of the Coastal Road
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67.
As concerning the type of road pavement, three options were examined for the initial section,
the main section and the connection to PR1332: a) Bituminous concrete pavement, b) Plain Concrete
Portland pavement 25 cm thick, c) Reinforced Concrete Pavement 20 cm thick. The cost comparison
resulted that solution a) is the one offering the lowest Net Present Value, i.e. it is the most economic,
considering both the initial cost as well as the discounted total cost of O&M over a 20 years of lifetime
period.
68.
For the short link to Angkol, Double Bituminous Surface Treatment (usually called DBST)
pavement was proposed as the most suitable and economic solution adequate to the very limited
and light traffic expected along this stretch. Adoption of DBST also reduces the construction time,
thus reducing the social impact during the construction period. Various Cambodian highways and
urban collector roads, are paved with DBST with satisfactory performance.
69.
In conclusion, the pavement proposed for the main portion of the Coastal Road will be formed
by two layers of bituminous concrete with total thickness of 12 cm, formed by one binder 8 cm thick
and 4 cm surface wearing course. This pavement shall be laid over a 20 cm layer of base course of
graded crushed rock layer and subbase of compacted granular layer 25 cm thick.
2.

Drainage and stream Crossing Design

70.
The catchment basins of the rivers and stream intercepted by coastal road have been
identified and measured on the available 1:50,000 maps and on Google Earth. 25 small streams and
two minor rivers have been identified. In some flatter areas the identified catchment is served by 2
or more smaller culverts which are deemed to jointly discharge the flow from their common basin.
The catchment areas of the intercepted streams range from less than 1 km2 to a maximum of 20
km2 for the river at Km 3+650.
71.
Rational formula was applied, adopting the recommended IDF curves at Battambang as per
the Cambodia Design Standard-Part 3. Additional conservative criteria have been adopted:
- The considered rainfall return (recurrence) period for estimating the flood design value for
culverts was of 10 years with at least 50 cm freeboard and the verification that flow capacity
in condition of road overtopping exceeds the flood with 50 return years period.
- The intensity value considered for evaluating the design flood was computed based on the
Battambang IFD curves for the concentration time estimated for each stream (conservatively
it was ignored the flood lamination and retardation effects due to impounding runoff volumes
in swamps and flat flooded areas);
- Intensity of the design rainfall were increased assuming a 7% increase of the mentioned IDF
curves in order to account for the effect of Climate Change (RCP8.5 emission scenario);
- The runoff coefficients adopted for each catchment basin were defined according to the
common criteria adopted for different land use observed in the catchment area;
- The maximum capacity for each culvert at road overtopping condition and the water profiles
for the design flood were estimated for each culvert, by utilization of the software HY8
developed by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation;
- The downstream tailwater condition considered either the water level of the design flow
computed according to the stream bed characteristics or the highest expected sea water level
(max high tide + storm surge+climate change sea level rise).
72.
Side drains have been defined in the Detailed Design Phase, based on the detailed
topographical survey. The largest part of the Main Section presents in the inland side of the road
natural ground level lower than the level of the sandy coastal dune on which the road is placed.
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Therefore, the runoff will be naturally conveyed through these natural depressions to the closest
culverts which will discharge the flow into the sea. The realization of trapezoidal side channels was
only limited to few sections where an excavated canal is needed to facilitate the discharge towards
the closest culvert. Along the urban initial section in Kep the side drainage will be realized by U
shaped r.c. collector drains located aside the sidewalks (or locally under the sidewalks where the
available side is very limited).
73.
Along the link branch to Angkol the selected alignment is located at least 50m inland from the
beach, i.e. on the inland side of the natural sandy dune, so that the runoff from the road pavement
will be naturally conveyed towards the marshy land existing on the western (internal) side of the road,
without requiring any excavated side drain.
74.
The vertical Alignment is generally rather flat, because the natural ground levels along the
entire project length are in the limited range of 1.5 masl up to 4.0 masl. The vertical alignment is
therefore defined by the level requirement imposed by the necessary cover to be ensured on top of
the existing crossing structures. The vertical alignment of the road was designed observing the
minimum gradient of 0.2% in order to ensure adequate discharge of the runoff collected from the
road pavement.
75.
Rain water outlets will be provided by catch basins placed aside the sidewalks curb at 25 m
interval which will convey the collected flow on the external side of the sidewalk by short 150mm
pipes placed under the sidewalk pavement. At the outlets of these pipes the collected flow will be
discharged to the natural ground by a grouted rip rap canals provided to avoid erosion of the
embankment slope.
76.
It is noteworth to remark that the route is mainly rectilinear with very few bends. There are
few curves in the already built part of the Main Section with rather small radius. In order to increase
the road safety, local adjustment will be adopted increasing the radius to avoid excessively sharp
curves: the minor local deviation from the existing embankment will not need any land acquisition
since the road is within the Government Coastal Land.
77.
Lighting with led lights and photovoltaic panels (of the same type currently adopted in Kep
town) will be installed along the initial stretch (total length of about 1.5 km, due to the split of the road
in the two shorths one way branches, along the 700 m of the Angkol beach stretch, and at the three
intersections (at km 4.600, Km 9,655 and at 11,550) for a total of about 2.8 km of lighted roads.
78.
The project envisages very little excavation works, limited to some drainage excavation,
structure excavations for the culverts and related outlets and the unsuitable material derived from
soil grubbing and removal of unsuitable compressible soils in some marshland crossings. Therefore,
almost all the material needed for raising the already built lower part of the embankment will be
produced by excavation of various borrow pit areas scattered in Kep province or in the contiguous
Kampot province. It is estimated that some 150,000 m3 should be hauled from the existing borrow
pits to the project site. To this amount the selected granular material for the formation of the base
and sub-base course should be added for an additional volume of 55,000 m3
79.
The Basic Study envisaged the realization within the Coastal Road project of complementary
Tourist Facilities such as showers and toilets units would be erected in three locations along the
beach and Parkings Areas. Based on the site investigations and interviews carried out during the
Detailed Designed it was considered advisable to exclude the realization of the above facilities due
to the following reasons:
- Tourist toilet-shower facilities: The recent interviews on the site revealed that the Angkol
village has no water supply system and all residents and tourist stalls or shops rely on private
operators that sell water transported by water trucks. In such conditions, the sustainability
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and effective operation of public toilets would become become very uncertain in the absence
of a well established organization in charge for the operation of this service, including the
costly and timely provision of the water essential for the use and maintenance of these
facilities.
- Parking Areas: The more detailed study done during the detaled design revealed that the
actual realization of the parking facility near the Angkol beach resulted very problematic. It
was impossible to find a viable solution for identifying a suitable area for the parking. The
required area for parking some 200 vehicles units will be in the range of 3000m 2. The areas
near the beach already belongs to very important personalityes or real estate brokers and
the present market value of the areas near the beach is expremely high, reaching the value
of USD 400.00 per m2. The land acquisition of private land would imply a Government
investment of more than 1 Million US$ which is considered not feasible. The other option of
building the parking in the Government land within 50 m from the coastline is also considered
not viable for the following reasons: i) to build a new infrastructure in the coast protection
area is expressly prohibited by the current legislation, ii) to obtain special waiver from the
coast protection rule should require long and complex process with doubtfull result and
proceeding not compatible with the planned timeline of this project, iii) the parking would
cause other environmental impacts because of the number of trees to be cut and deterioration
of the beach landscape: iv) it would also imply a social impact due to the relocation of existing
kiosks and tourist shops.
80.
The Basic Study of the Coastal Road envisaged the realization, as complementary works, of
the realization of a sea protection wall. The detailed design confirmed the need for including in the
project the extension of the gravity wall for the protection of the seaside embankment slope where
the road is running very close to the coast line. In such areas, the risk of high waves associated to
high tide condition may create dangerous conditions for the integrity of the sea side slope of the road
embankment. At present some 2 km of gravity masonry walls have been already built along the most
exposed sections of the coastal road. Similar protection wall is envisaged to be extended to cover
other critical portions of the road identified between km 6.2 and km 8.5. The construction of a gravity
wall about 2 m high (0.6 m of which below the existing ground level will cause limited, temporary,
and local impact during its construction, but it is considered the only effective solution able to ensure
in the short term adequate durability and safety to the road against the possible damages caused by
the sea storm surges and the by coast erosion. The alternative solution for protection from the sea
and defense against the risk of erosion of the coast consists in the the realization of short jetties
made with rockfill. This solution would be effective in the long term, but it would not protect the road
from the sea surge risk in the short term. Therefore, the solution of the sea protection wall was
preferred. The adoption of jetties may be possibly added in future in the case that the shoreline
would show initial sign of incumbent erosion of the coast.

•

The proposed works

81.
The proposed Coastal Road Project consists essentially in the completion and improvement
of some 11.2 km of existing unpaved earthworks in order to make them accessible to normal traffic
and provide safe and fast connection within Kep Province localities. Construction of entirely new road
stretches is limited to some 1.22 km along few sections which are presently without any existing
road, as detailed here below:
-

From Km 9.2 to Km 9.655 of the Main Section (455 m),
From Km 9.655 to Km 10,035 of the Angkol link (380 m),
From km 9.655 to km 10,040 of the connection to PR 1332 (385m).
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82.

The main categories of works are summarized in the following table:
Table 1 - Summary of quantities of the main work categories

A.5

#

Work Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Excavation of common or unsuitable materials
Formation of road embankment
Formation of base and subbase
Bituminous pavement (2 layers)
Sidewalks-bicycle track
Pipe culverts diam 1000-1200 mm
Box culverts dimension 2x2 and 2.5x 2.5 m
Large box culverts 3.0x3.0 m
Concrete works for inlet outlets structures of
box culverts

Unit of
measure
m3
m3
m3
m2
m2
No.-m
No.-m
No.-m
m3

Estimated
quantity
30,000
125000
55,000
105,000
52,000
No. 28-448m
No.12-274m
No. 4-84 m
3,500

Land Acquisition Requirements

83.
As previously mentioned, the longest portion of the project will consist in the improvement of
existing earth road, with modest enlargement of the already existing embankment footprint. Only one
km of new road will require land acquisition of the entire footprint of the road embankment. Therefore,
the actual land acquisition needs are quite limited to about 2.23 Has, as detailed in Table 2.
Table 2 -Preliminary assessment of land acquisition requirement

84.
The above land acquisition assessment will be defined with greater level of precision after
the Detailed Resettlement Plan is completed based on the demarcation of the road footprint and the
precise determination of the private lands to be acquired.
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A.6
85.

Who will benefit from the project

The realization of the Coastal Road would provide benefits to the following categories of user:
- Largely improve mobility to more than 6,000 residents of the communities living in the
coastal region. These residents are mainly people in the low income sector of the Kep
province population.
- Facilitate the transport of fishing catch to Kep seafood market, with faster and more
economic travel for fisheries communities existing along the coast.
- Ensure easy and fast access from Kep to Angkol Beach will greatly increase the locations
for tourist recreational activities and destinations
- Promote the tourism development of Angkol Village and its surroundings with the creation
of new investments and job opportunities in the tourism reception facilities such as hotel,
guest houses, bar and restaurants;
- Increase the development potential for real estate investments along the coast, with an
immediate increase of the value of lands in the whole coastal area.

•

Operation and Maintenance of the Project

86.
After the completion of the project construction works, the MPWT will manage the new road
operation during the first year covering the Liability Period. After the final acceptance of the works,
the project will be handed over to the Kep Provincial Government, which will manage the Operation
and Maintenance through its Kep Department for Public Works. The budget for the O&M of the entire
road network is evaluated annually by the DPWT, verified by MEF, and MPWT and after the final
approval at the highest Government level the specific budget for Kep road network is transferred to
the financial budget of MPWT, and from this to the Kep DPWT. Through this long and complex
procedure with multiple verification and checks of the annual budget, the financial sustainability of
the O&M cost of the provincial road is ensured.
A.7

Implementation Plan

87.
The project implementation is planned to follow the schedule agreed with MPU, MEF, GDR
and ADB, fully complying with the TIIGP2 general implementation plan of the PAM, as detailed
hereafter:
- Completion of the Detailed Design and ICB tender Documents on 14 September;
- Approval by ADB of the DED, IEE, EMP and Tender Documents by 21 September;
- Advertisement of the ICB by 23 September;
- Deadline for the submission of bids by 5 November;
- Completion of the tender evaluation and proposal for awarding of the construction contract
to ADB on 05 December:
- MOE approval of the EMP, signature of the Environment Protection Contract with MPWT on
05 November and release of the Construction license by 12 November:
- Completion of the Detailed Resettlement planned by 15 April 2021.
- ADB approval of the tender evaluation, EMP, DRP and NOL to the Contract awarding by 21
April 2021;
- Signature of the Contract by 02 May 2021.
- Effective starting date of the Construction period 15 May 2021;
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- Contractual period for the construction works 670 days (22 months) and completion of the
project on 15 March 2023.
- End of project liability period 15 March 2024.

B.

Pier Construction on Koh Tonsay Island

88.
Koh Tonsay is a Cambodian island located off the country's southern coast in the Gulf of
Thailand. "Koh Tonsay" translates to Rabbit Island, it is being administered by Kep Province. Koh
Tonsay is located just 5 km south of Kep town, has an area of around 2 km² and can be reached by
boat from the local port of Kep City.
89.
Distance between Kep pier and Koh Tonsay is 5 km, and boats are utilized for transporting
up to a maximum of 10 Passengers between Kep and the island in about 15-20 minutes. 16
motorized boats are registered to provide the tourist transfer to the island for a return trip fee of 25
US$ per boat. In 2019 about 12,400 boat trips were recorded, which corresponds to a daily average
of 2 boat rides/day for each registered boat. According to MOT data, some 54,000 tourist presences
were registered in in 2019, and visitor number shows a marked annual increase rate with respect to
the previous years.
90.
When there are winds coming from the North-West sector, waves hit the village beach and
the boats lust land on a beach located on the Eastern sector of Koh Tonsay located about 400 m
away from the Northern end of the main beach. The new pier configuration is designed to protect the
mooring area also in these conditions.
91.
Tourist facilities are included in the Pier Terminal to be built on the coast at the pier location
to offer reception services and waiting areas to the tourist arriving or leaving Koh Tonsay. In addition
to the utilization for the transit of tourists, the pier would also become extremely useful for the
transport of goods, water and construction materials that are needed for the operation of the resorts,
the living-hood of the residents and the maintenance works.
92.
The pier realization is complemented by a walkway with length of some 740 m aimed to permit
easy and pleasant access to the pier from any point of the beach. The walkway will be designed in
such a way to improve the beach area landscape. It will be provided with lighting equipment in order
to facilitate the movement of tourist along the beach even after sunset.
93.
According to MOT data, Kep’s main tourist attractions are beaches and colonial-era villas,
the crab market and seafood restaurants, Koh Tonsay (Rabbit Island) and Kep National Park.
Popular tourist activities are swimming, picnicking, boat excursions around the Kep archipelago, and
nature walks in Kep National Park.
94.
In 2019 Kep received 1,029,591 tourists (98,016 international) and international tourism.
Average annual growth for international arrivals between 2008 and 2012 was 101%. 2012 saw a
341% increase in international arrivals, which is partly attributed to the opening of a large integrated
resort in Preah Monivong (Bokor) National Park.
95.
Growth in domestic arrivals in the without-project scenario is assumed to average 3% from
2013 onwards. Average receipts per international tourist are assumed to remain at the 2012 level of
$210 until 2025. The with-project scenario assumes growth in international arrivals will be 12% in
2019 and to 10% in 2021. Annual growth for domestic arrivals is forecast to climb to 10% in 2015
and level off at 5% from 2019 onwards.
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Table 3. Kep Province Tourism
Indicator
Tourist arrivals (total)

Baseline
2012
796,102

Projection
2019
2025
1,029,591
1,229,386

International tourist arrivals

38,643

98,016

117,036

Domestic tourist arrivals

757,456

931,575

1,112,350

Source: Ministry of Tourism and Kep Department of Tourism

Table 4. Components of Pier subproject in Koh Tonsay
Project
Component
Passenger Pier

Description
•
•
•
•

Complementary
works

•
•
•
•
•

•

Main features of the Pier &
Other Project Components

The protection dyke Pier
The Pier Terminal Platform
The Floating Pontoons
Tourist Facilities at Koh Tonsay pier:
ticketing & waiting areas
Commercial space
Indoor waiting room
Outdoor waiting area
Toilets

Length 106 m, Width 8.5 m
Area 300 m2
Length 2x 25m; 10 pontoons units
Total building area 360 m2
60 m2
20m2
86m2
160 m2
30 m2

A concrete paved walkway with drains and
lighting along the beach;
Three two showers units along the beach;
Three toilet units > 50 away from the beach
Power generator and power distribution line
(diesel generator, photovoltaic panels
Water supply system (dug well and
infiltration gallery, with submersible pump,
Reservoir with chlorinator, pipe distribution
PVC pipes)
Solid waste management area and waste
bins

Length 720 m; width 2.80 m
Each unit 39 m2
Each unit 38 m2
Diesel gen 75 KW, 85 panels for
25 kw:
Sump Well 5.5 m deep, infiltration
gallery 40m long pump 1hp,
Reservoir 40 m3, Distribution lines
800ml in PVC with diameter in the
range 40 to80mm;
Concrete paved area 32 m2

The Terminal Building Platform
96.
The coast in the proximity of the pier site is rather steep and covered by dense vegetation.
Therefore, the platform to be created for tourist pier building facility will be located for about 70% on
the low coastal line and for about 30% beyond the coast line. Therefore, it will imply the reclamation
of a small offshore area of only 300 m2 characterized by very shallow water and rocky sea bottom.
A retaining wall about 2 m high, realized by stone masonry, is envisaged to contain the rockfill needed
to create the platform having the reinforced concrete slab with top level 1.25 m a.s.l.
97.
The lower layer of the platform backfill, aimed at smoothing the irregular rocky substratum,
shall be made by sand about 10 cm thick, over which a geotextile shall be placed. A gravel transition
about 15 cm thick shall be placed over the geotextile, to form the basis for the rockfill material locally
produced from the excavation of the rocky sea bottom in the area of the pontoons. Crushed stone
sub-base will be placed over the rockfill to support the 15 cm thick concrete pavement. The top of
the concrete slab is placed at elevation 1.25 masl. The ground floor of the terminal building will be
further raised at level 2.5 m.asl to ensure additional safety against risk of sea water raised due to
storm surge.
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The pier and protection dike
98.
The proposed protection dike has stable and sound foundations on the rocky sea bottom
having elevation variable from 0.5 masl to about - 2.2 masl. A meteomarine study was conducted to
evaluate the risk of sea water surge, height of waves associated to typhons and advised to adopt the
top elevation of +2.30m asl for the rockfill protection dyke. The protection dyke will be formed by
rockfill supporting a upper reinforced concrete structure with top at 3.70 masl.
99.
Part of the rockfill shall be locally produced from the excavation to deepen the boat mooring
area. It is estimated that some 1,200 m3 may come from the excavation for deepening the mooring
area of the piers. The small size rocks produced by the excavation in the mooring areas shall be
utilized to form core part of the rockfill because this material is expected to be of rather small size
with moderate specific gravity and mechanical strength. The external part of the rockfill will be of high
quality rock extracted from selected borrow areas in the main land. The rockfill embankment will have
slope 1 /2 (V/h) on the external side and 1/1.5 on the internal side. The height of the rockfill will be
variable according to the depth of the sea bottom with max depth embankment height of 4.5 m in
the deeper portion of the pier. A total of about 2,300 m3 of rock is estimated to be necessary for the
pier.
100. A reinforced concrete structure will be placed over on top of the rockfill. This structure will
form the 6.0 m wide upper slab at level +2.25 masl and it will be monolithically built with the parapet
with top at 3.7 masl needed to defend from the storm waves coming from the West and Northwest
sectors. On the internal side of the pier, a lower platform 2.5 m wide with top at 1.25 masl will provide
access to the flooting pontoon. This lower slab structure with L shape cross section will be resting
over a double row of columns placed at 8.0 m interval. These columns will be with direct foundation
on the rocky bottom and shall be firmly secured by grouted rock anchors.
101. The lower slab at elevation 1.25 masl will be connected to the upper slab at 2.25 masl via 4
stairs created along the 100 m long pier. The above structure of the pier is shown in the cross section
of Figure 12.
102. The aim of the structure design was to limit the construction works and the quantity of
construction materials to be hauled via barges to the island, in order to minimize the impact on the
on-going tourist recreation activities.
103. Excavation is needed for the pier foundations and for ensuring adequate water depth for the
mooring of boats also in low tide condition. In order to reduce the increase of wea water turbidity
near the beach, mitigation measure in the EMP was included by provision of silt courtains to confine
the turbidity in the limited area around the works site (included in the BOQ as pay item).

The Pier External Platform
104. At the external end of the protection dyke a hammer head section shall form a platform with
dimensions 20 x 15 m that will allow eventual boarding place also accessible to larger ferries or larger
boat hauling goods and construction materials to Koh Tonsay. The structure of the hammer head
section will be similar to the one of the protection dyke, as shown in Figure 13. The rockfill will form
the main structural component of this section, beside the scope to create an effective barrier to the
waves. The upper slab will be resting on a frame formed by beams 0.50 x 0.80 m and columns that
will support the upper slab of the platform, thus providing very stable and robust structure. Four
intermediate columns will be realized at the intersections of the four beams. The platform shall be
covered by a roof to provide a shaded area for arriving or departing tourists.
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The Floating Pontoons
105. Two floating pontoons have been envisaged in the calm area protected by the protection dike.
The two pontoons will have dimensions of 25 x 2.5 m and each of them will be formed by 5 individual
elements measuring 5.0 x 2.50 m, interconnected by stainless steel joints. The two pontoons shall
be connected via a 8 m long gangway to the pier access platform at elevation +1.20masl. The
pontoons will be firmly secured to the pier structure by beams and to the sea bottom by galvanized
steel chains connected to concrete dead weights.
106. The pontoons elements will be formed by closed box realized with reinforced fiber cement
with thickness of 3-4 cm. The inner volume of the pontoon will be filled by polystyrene to make it
absolutely unsinkable. The upper surface of the pontoons will be covered by synthetic planks
assembled on a frame structure in aluminum alloy. The Contractor may choose the option of building
the pontoons structure on the site or to buy ready-made pontoons on the market.
The Pier Terminal Building
107. The passengers arriving or departing from the island will be received by a terminal building
which will provide waiting rooms, ticketing office, information on the touristic facilities offered in the
community, bar for drinks and snack service, shaded waiting areas, toilets. A plan and a front view
of the terminal building is shown in Figures 14 -15.
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Figure 9 – Location of Pier and walkway in Koh Tonsay
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Figure 9 - Layout of Pier and Terminal Building
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Figure 11 – Lay out of the pier
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Figure 12 – Cross Section the pier and Protection dike
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Figure 13 –Cross sections of the Pier External Platform

Longitudinal section of Pier External Platform

Cross section of the Pier External Platform
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Figure 14 – Floor Plan of the Terminal Building
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Figure 15 – Front View of the Terminal Building
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Beach Access Walkway
108. Two alternative routes have been considered for the realization of the beach access way that
will connect the pier and the tourist facilities to the various points to the beach:
a)

To follow a route developed behind the lines of the existing bungalow,

b)

To follow a route between the bungalows and the beach.

109. After an accurate site visit it was decided to disregard the option a) since this route is affected
by the following problems:
- The route a) present an irregular ground morphology due to the presence of some swampy
lowland separated by steep higher terrains. The walkway will have an irregular vertical
alignment;
- Many areas have been utilized as dumping ground for solid waste and any kind of refuse
materials, scattered plastic water tanks, service and residential units for the resort workers.
- It is mostly covered by vegetation and trees that should be cut down;
- Connection branches should be created between the beach and the inland route of the
walkway, thus increasing the length of the walkway.
110.
Figure 16 shows the selected lay out of the walkway, which after topographic survey resulted
to be only 740m long, connecting the Pier to all the bungalows up to the police house located at the
Northern extremity of the community area.
Figure 16 - Walkway layout

111. The walkway will have a paved width of 2.80 m, and it will be mainly destined to pedestrian use
or possible utilization of tricycles to carry goods or luggage to the pier from the various points along the
beach (see detail in Figure 17a).
112. The walkway pavement will be made of Portland Cement concrete 15 m thick placed over a subbase made of compacted sand. Two curbs and longitudinal drain, where required, will complete the
740 m long walkway civil work. Two minor streams will be crossed by architecture designed small
bridges, replacing the existing ugly and undersized pipe culverts. Lighting with led luminaires shall be
placed along the walkway in order to permit tourist to walk safely after sunset. The lighting on the
walkway will be powered by the electrical distribution cables connected to the proposed power plant fed
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by the solar panels and/or by the diesel emergency generator (see example of suitable lighting for the
walkway).
FIGURE 17 - Details of the walkway

17.a Typical Cross Section of the walkway

17.b Example of Walkway Lighting

17.c Typical Lay out of small bridge

17.d Typical longitudinal section of small bridge

Beach Toilet and Shower Facilities
113. Toilet and showers units should be made available to the tourist near the beach. Therefore, in
this project three units for toilets and showers have been envisaged, with location selected in
coordination with the resort owners in order to avoid to affect the resort guests. Figures 18 and 19 show
respectively the location and the lay outs of the toilet and sowers units. Given the small space available,
it was decided with the resort owners to build the combined toilet-shower units in the location shown on
Figure 18.
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Figure 18 – Locations of Shower and Toilet Units

Figure 19 – Detailed Plan of Shower – Toilet Units

113. The toilets and the showers units need different kind of treatment and disposal of the
generated waste waters because of the different degree of possible environment
contamination. For the showers, the treatment will consist in a tank with vertical flow filter
able to retain the oil supernatant. The relatively clear outflow will be absorbed in the small
wetland with phitoplants common to the adjacent toilet unit. The toilets units will be provided
with septc tanks able to treat 15 equivalent habitants. The outflow from the septic tanks will
be treated by horizontal flow wetlands of about 60 sqm, provided by phitoplants (see Figure
20). The inland location of the wetlands was selected in order to avoid that the occasional
outflow from the wetlands, expected only during wet season, will go directly to the beach.
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Figure 20 – Treatment Plant of Shower – Toilet Units

.
Water Supply Facilities
115. A questionnaire was filled by all resort owners for assessing the present sources of water used
in the community and it is attached in the Appendix A.6. These are the most significant findings form
the interviews: a) the main source of water presently used in the community is water transported by boat
from Kep and then pumped into the individual plastic tanks installed on the back side of the resorts
(about 60 m3/week), b) the second source of water is the water collected from roof gutters (on average
14m3/week during the rainy period); c) the last source is the water abstracted by pumping from two dug
wells with rather large water surface that are fed by groundwater as well by the surface runoff from
incoming streams. The impounded water is then pumped by small pump with gasoline motors through
movable hoses to the plastic reservoirs of the resort bungalows. The drinking water is coming also from
mainland in bottled water sold to the tourist or purified water in plastic cylinders of 5 gallons.
116. The poor quality of the water distributed to the resort bungalows and the insufficient pressure
are common subject of complaints from the resort clients, as it was confirmed in the questionnaire. This
confirm that the deficiencies of the water supply are affecting the quality of services offered to the
tourists, thus limiting the number of visitors and the rental rates for the rooms. In addition, the cost of
the water coming from Kep via boat transfer is a significant burden for the resort owners.
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117. Availability of water is mandatory for the operation of the tourist terminal building and of the
planned tourist beach facilities, thus requiring to build a water supply system. Considered that this facility
is also important in order to promote the further touristic development on Koh Tonsay community, it was
considered highly advisable that the water supply should be provided to the whole community.
118. The water demand of the community and the pier terminal has been estimated to be about 30
m3/d, corresponding to an equivalent continuous flow of only 0.35 l/s. The above water demand would
be able to provide an average pro-capita consumption of 165 liters/day to the community and visitors,
estimated to reach 180 habitants (during peak of tourist season). The water supply source will be an
infiltration trench about 40 m long to be realized upstream of the existing dug wells, and the intercepted
groundwater will be conveyed to a 1.5 m diam sump well where a submerged pump will lift the water to
a reservoir located at a short distance at elevation of some 18-20 m. The groundwater intercepted by
the 4 m deep infiltration trench is expected to provide the mentioned required yield all year round.
119. The operation of the submerged pump will be automatically controlled by simple floating
switches installed in the sump and in the reservoir. When the water level in the reservoir is below a
prefixed level, the pump will be lighted and the pump will be stopped when the water in the reservoir
reaches the prefixed top level. Security floating switch will be also installed to stop the pump when the
water in the sump goes below a prefixed low level. The installed pump will have a power of 1.5 Hp, able
to lift a flow of about 3 l/s to the reservoir through the pressure pipe line made with a PVC pipe PN16
with diameter of 50 mm (head loss would be only 1.3 m/km). The water level in the sump will vary on a
range of only 0.5 m, and it was computed that the pumping cycle will be on for some 10 minutes to
empty the sump up to the minimum level, followed by 35 minutes with the pump idle during the sump
refilling by the incoming flow from the infiltration trench.
120. During extremely dry periods, in case that the infiltration trench would reduce the yield below the
required demand, it has been envisaged that the water deficit will still come from mainland, transported
by boat. The availability of the pier will permit to pump the water from the boat mooring in the pier,
instead of from the beach as it is done presently. An engine powered motor pump in the boats will lift
the water to the community reservoir via a fixed pressure pipeline 400 m long made by PVC diam 50
mm, connecting the pier to the reservoir. This will eliminate the noise and nuisance to the swimming
and recreational tourist activities along the beach and it will also reduce the interference of the tourist
swimming activities with the boats crossing the bay to land on the beach.
121. Specific inquiry done with Kep Provincial officers permitted to verify that the proposed water
supply system is classified as a rural water supply system. The rural water supply systems are subject
to the approval by the Kep Provincial Government, through its Infrastructure Department. The
improvement of the present supply of water for the Community has been already approved in principle
by the Kep Provincial Government. Drinkability of the distributed water will be assessed only after lab
test to be carried out after the realization and initial operation of the proposed water source. If the
distributed water will not satisfy the drinkability standards proper warning shall be placed and the water
for drinking will continue to be provided by transportation from mainland, as it per the current practice.
If the water will be assessed as suitable for drinking, water quality tests shall be carried out regularly
and water chlorination shall be carried out through a small chlorinator equipment to be installed in the
water reservoir.
122. The proposed location for the main water supply is presented in Figure 21 and the main features
of the Infiltration trench, with the sump for pumping the flow to the water reservoir of 40 m 3 and the
reservoir built with reinforced concrete structure are presented respectively on Figures 22 and 23. The
water reservoir will be built on an area of about 20 m2 in a location presently occupied by fruit trees. The
exact location will be defined upon construction stage in order to minimize the loss of trees. This criterion
is also adopted for the infiltration trench whose alignment has also some flexibility in order to minimize
its impact.
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Power plant and Electrical distribution system
123. The community does not have an electrical distribution system. Each resort relies on individual
small gasoline generators of 10-15 KW to provide power to the bungalows and the shop-restaurants.
These small individual generators are of low efficiency, very noisy and cause air pollution in proximity
of the resorts. Due to the noise, the generators are switched off at 10-11 pm and no power is available
during the night hours. Due to this problem no bungalow is provided with air conditioned and even the
ceiling fans in the bungalows remain idle. The beach area is dark after sunset and walking around is
not pleasant, and few tourist move around in the dark, which affects the potential business income of
bar-restaurants.
124. The answers to the questionnaire in Appendix A.6 confirmed that the lack of adequate electrical
system is a deficiency is commonly complained by tourists. The resort owners confirmed that the
demand of air conditioned rooms is very high and they would install air conditioners in the resort room
if energy would be provided. This would increase the income of their activity due to the probable increase
of tourist and the higher renting rates of the air conditioned rooms. The also confirmed their willingness
to pay the electricity according to the energy consumed at the rate comparable to the rates commonly
applied in Cambodia by the power utility company.
125. Similarly to the case of the water supply, the provision of a power plant and distribution system
would be mandatory to ensure electrical power for the pier Terminal Building and lighting along the
walkway. Given the importance of the availability of electricity in the community to promote the tourism
development, it was considered highly justified to include in the Pier project also a power plant and
electrical distribution system suitable to provide lighting to the Pier and its facilities as well to the entire
community.
126. The system will be supplied by a diesel power generator of 100 KVA (75 K of continuous
operation) and a solar power plant with capacity of some 25 KW. This plant is estimated to be able to
provide enough power to serve at least 1/3 of the bungalows with air condition equipment. Table 5
describes the main component of the power plant and electrical distribution system.
127. The power plant sall be located in an area baricentrical to the community and located to some
80 m away from the resorts in order to avoid excessive noise during night time when the diesel generator
will be working (see Figure 21). The selected site for the power plant was identified in coordination with
the community in a rather flat and bare area without cultivation or high trees as clearly shown in the
Drone aerial view presented in Figure 24. The distribution cables will be installed in suitable HPDE
conduits embedded in small trenches excavated mainly along the walkway. Intake boxes will
accommodate the connection line connected to each resort-restaurant (only one user will be considered
for each resort-restaurant.
128. The design is being carried out by a registered and qualified electrical engineer, currently
working as consultant in EDC (the Cambodia National Utility agency responsible for the Electrical supply
and distribution). EDC is not providing electricity service in Koh Tonsay which excludes any possible
interference or conflict with EDC. For this reason, there is no requirement for any approval of the power
plant by EDC. The electrical design, certified by a registered and qualified electrical engineer, will be
approved by the Infrastructure Department of Kep Provincial Government.
129.

The following table shows most significant complonents included in the Electrical system.
Table 5 - Main components of the electric plant
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Description of the components of the electrical
system

Number and Main features

Power plant fenced area

350 m2 with concrete pavement and fencing

Diesel Generator

75 KW, with insonorization and steel enclosure

Solar panel power plant

No. 85 solar panels of 320 W each, with zinc coated steel
supporting structure

Masonry control room with control panel, meters, switch
board and battery back up

Covered area of 6 m2, with metallic door, battery back up
for 90 KWh

Distribution lines 400 V, three phases

Transmission cables for underground placement, length
950m

Intake boxes with feeding lines to served resort and
houses

No 12 Precast rc. Intake poxes with connector for feeding
lines,

Metered connections in boxeswith swtch boards for
individual connected users

No. 12 users,

Lighting equipment for walk way

No 65, 6 W Led luminaires with interval 12 m for walkway,
complete with supports, enclosures, and supply cables

B.1

Implementation Plan of Koh Tonsay Subproject

130. The project implementation is planned to follow the schedule agreed with MPU, MEF, GDR and
ADB as detailed hereafter:
-

Completion of the Detailed Design and ICB tender Documents on January 2021;
Approval by ADB of the DED, IEE, EMP and Tender Documents by 15 of February
2021;
Advertisement of the LCB by 25 February;
Deadline for the submission of bids by 25 March 2021;
Completion of the tender evaluation and proposal for awarding of the construction
contract to ADB on 15 April 2021;
Submission of IESIA draft report to MOE on 12 January 2021;
Inter-ministery meeting for discussion of draft IESIA on 28 February 2021:
MOE approval of ESIA and release of the Construction License by 15 April 2021
Completion of the Detailed Resettlement plan by 28 February2021.
ADB approval of the tender evaluation, EMP, DRP and NOL to the Contract awarding
by 30 April 2020;
Signature of the Contract by 10 May , 2021.
Effective starting date of the Construction period 30 May 2021;
Contractual period for the construction works 460 days (15 months) and completion of
works on 30 August 2022.
End of the Liability period on 30 August 2023.
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Figure 21 Location of Water Supply and power plant
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22 - Layout and details of water Supply source
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23 - Location and Details of Reservoir for the community water supply system
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Figure 24 - Drone view of the Power Plant site

IV.
A.

DESCRIPTION OF AFFECTED ENVIRONMENTS

Overview of Physical Southern-coastal Cambodia
1.
a.

Physical Resources
Climate

131. Southern Cambodia experiences tropical monsoon climate with two distinct seasons defined
by: (1) the dry season from approximately November to April associated with the northeast monsoon
which provides drier and cooler air with February being the driest month; and (ii) the wet season from
May to October during which rainfall is mainly due to the southwest monsoons drawn inland from the
Indian Ocean.
132. The average highest rainfall is in July 534 mm and zero monthly rain was recorded various cases
in December, January and February (Table 7). The average annual rainfall in Kampot City is 2,036 mm
with the greatest total annual rainfall of 2,856 mm recorded in 2006.
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Table 6. Rainfall data from 1999 to 2019 recorded in Kampot
YEAR
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
AVERAGE
90 percentile

JANUARY
64.5
14.8
54.8
0
0
4.3
16.8
12.8
0
42
1.6
8
0.6
100.5
40.2
5.6
0
58
13.3
206.3
52.2
33
65

FEBRUARY
20
56.3
0.9
2.8
9.4
18
0
18.8
3.3
29.7
35.8
116.6
0.8
23
5.7
7
4.6
10.6
5.9
72.7
0.9
21
56

KAMPOT METEOROLOGICAL STATION - RAINFALL DATA (mm/month)
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
187.9
215
229.6
534.2
277.9
210.6
196.7
169.7
191.2
327.3
530.5
222.1
99.7
152.2
307.7
270.3
494.6
154.6
142.4
190.1
83.8
295
399.7
215.3
28.8
407.8
110.2
478.3
347.4
278
114.7
128.9
251.5
195.1
391.8
171
46.9
232.8
139.4
528.2
294.3
260
237.3
277.5
191.7
628.8
621.9
221.4
158.7
91.3
126.9
267
453
179.9
284
239.8
120.6
147.6
254.1
412.7
109.4
282.7
230.4
422.7
232.7
538.9
8.1
50.4
71.9
149.5
300.5
159.1
124.6
80.3
301.9
292.8
287.6
439.3
85.9
244.2
189.5
189
329.7
254.7
228.6
59.5
223.9
325.2
196.8
386.3
148
24.5
302.8
381.5
144.8
324.5
83.6
6.6
310
298.4
172.8
340.6
0.4
241
139.8
205.1
305.9
170
128.3
160.4
149.2
361.7
394.2
125.1
102
62.9
294.5
628.7
429.3
274.7
209.1
87.9
212.2
196.3
711.5
362.2
130
162
199
339
361
271
229
278
303
534
531
413

MARCH
279.5
99.6
225.6
8
71.1
13.8
18.8
13
139.6
196.9
171.2
71
89
76.6
78.2
0.3
43.8
30
36.3
186.1
91.7
92
197

OCTOBER
282.9
349.3
353.1
94.1
420.2
181.7
359.3
198.3
347.5
278.8
172.9
227.9
144.2
202.6
203.5
333.8
117
390.1
114.1
313.8
190.8
251
359

NOVEMBER
178
144
128.4
119.2
66.9
102.6
144.2
27.1
69.7
87.4
20.2
169.8
157.4
105
225.3
76.7
203.8
124.6
156.6
40.2
146.4
119
178

DECEMBER
0
107.8
47.4
69.7
4.4
0
38.4
408
14.5
71.6
7.8
24.6
30.6
18.1
47.8
51.2
1
144.7
56
58.1
1
57
108

TOTAL
2480.1
2409.3
2289.3
1620.1
2222.5
1573.4
2079.1
2856.6
1851.4
2165.2
2226.3
1357.4
1949.1
1818.8
2021.00
1800.7
1582.2
1820.2
1701.1
2669.3
2262.2
2036
3249

Table 7: Humidity levels (%) from 2013-2017
Year

Monthly
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

2013

62.1

69.6

67.7

68.5

68.2

74

74.4

77.5

81.9

80.9

76.4

78.4

73.3

2014

66.1

69.3

70.3

72.4

68.8

74.3

76

77

79.3

76.8

76.4

70.1

73.07

2015

71.3

64.3

70

66.8

73.3

77.8

76.8

77.5

76

68.6

89.2

74

73.8

2016
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65.7

70.2

73.5

78.1

73.5

78

78.6

78.3

78.3

76.8

67.4

73.28

2017

74.8

74.3

73.5

73.9

73.5

77.5

80.8

82.5

85.2

86.9

85.3

82.8

79.25

78.3 80.82

74.54

74.54

Aver. 67.06 68.64 70.34 71.02 72.38 75.42

77.2 78.62 80.14

(Source: Ministry of Water Resources and Meteorology, 2018)
133. Average highest temperature is in May (29.600C) and the lowest temperature is in January
(26.58 0C) (Table 9). Average annual temperature in Kampot City is 27.8 0C.
Table 8: Average temperature from 2010-2014
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Average

Jan
27.75
26.75
28.35
27.7
25.95

Feb
28.75
29
26.5
28
26.95

Mar
30.25
25.75
28.25
29
28.05

Apr
30.25
28.45
28.75
29.75
29.15

May
29.75
28.25
30.75
29.25
29.7

Month
Jun
July
28.75
28
27.25 27.75
28.75 27.75
28.5
25.5
28.3
27.2

Aug
26.5
26
26.5
27.75
27.85

Sep
26.5
27.25
26.65
27.5
27.45

Oct
27.25
28
27.75
28
28.4

No
27.25
27.75
26.75
28.1
28.35

De
27.25
25
27.25
25.5
27.45

28.19
27.27
27.83
27.88
27.9

27.30

27.84

28.26

29.27

29.54

28.31

26.92

27.07

27.88

27.64

26.49

27.81

27.24

Total

(Source: Ministry of Water Resources and Meteorology, 2015)
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Table 9: Average temperature from 2014-2018
Monthly
Year

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

Max

31.30

30.70

33.00

33.10

34.70

33.00

33.00

34.00

33.00

34.00

33.50

33.00

33.03

Min

16.00

20.00

21.80

22.00

24.80

23.70

23.00

23.00

22.50

23.50

21.50

19.80

21.80

Max

32.50

33.70

35.20

35.20

35.80

36.50

33.80

34.10

34.20

33.50

33.70

33.30

34.29

Min

19.40

19.90

23.00

23.00

24.60

23.40

24.10

24.30

23.90

23.50

23.00

22.40

22.88

Max

33.30

35.50

33.30

34.90

35.30

36.70

34.20

33.90

35.00

33.80

32.90

34.00

34.40

Min

21.00

19.40

23.80

23.60

25.00

23.40

24.20

24.20

23.10

24.10

23.20

22.60

23.13

Max

34.70

35.40

36.60

36.00

34.20

34.90

32.90

33.90

33.70

33.70

32.60

32.90

34.29

Min

21.00

20.70

22.50

22.50

24.20

24.00

23.20

23.40

24.30

23.60

23.30

16.20

22.41

Max

34.70

35.40

36.60

36.00

34.20

34.90

32.90

33.90

33.70

33.70

32.60

32.90

34.29

Min

21.90

19.10

30.40

24.20

23.20

23.60

24.20

22.60

23.60

20.60

23.40

23.60

23.37

Ave

26.58

26.98

29.62

29.05

29.60

29.41

28.55

28.73

28.70

28.40

27.97

27.07

28.39

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

(Source: Ministry of Water Resources and Meteorology, 2019)

b.

Air Quality

134. Ambient Air Quality in the subprojects area, is good for Koh Tonsay Island. Along the Coastal
Road air quality is at times not very good, with high concentrations of PM2.5, PM10 and TSP, due to
dust created by the traffic along the earth paved road and coming from the abandoned salt production
farms. The data for the Coastal Road were derived from existing air quality records of air quality data
from other projects in Kep with similar conditions. Table 10 also contains air quality data from sample
taken in Koh Tonsay in November for the IESIA study for MOE. The available data show 3 parameters
over the standard, TSP, PM10 and PM2.5, while other parameters are low, such as CO=2.37mg/m3,
NO=20.018 mg/m3, SO=20.012 mg/m3, O3=0.17 mg/m3, TSP=0.353 mg/m3, or not detected such as
CH4 and Pb.
Table 10: Result of Air Testing
#

Parameter

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

CO
NO2
SO2
O3
TSP
Pb
CH4
PM10
PM2.5

Unit
mg/m3
mg/m3
mg/m3
mg/m3
mg/m3
mg/m3
mg/m3
mg/m3
mg/m3

Air quality
in Kep

Air quality
in Koh
Tonsay

Standard
(MoE)

2,37

0.25
0.008
0.013
0.12
0.053
ND
n.a.
0.035
0.010

20
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.33
0.005
0.05
0.025

0.018
0.012
0.017
0.353
ND
ND
0.1580
0.082

Result
2,37
0.018
0.012
0.017
0.353
ND
ND
0.1580
0.082

Noted: data in Col. 4 are from IESIA report of SLF of Kep testing for 24 hours in December 2019.
Data in Col. 5 are from testing carried out in November 2020 in Koh Tonsay for the IESIA study
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B.

Physical Resource

135. Kep province is coastal and it is situated just at the Southern side of Kampot province. Kep town
consists of 4 main Sangkats.
1.
a.

Physical Resources
Topography

136. The topography of Kep province consists of a mix of lowland and upland areas. The lowland
periphery of Kep consists of mainly sandy-silty coastal dune, scattered mangrove forests extending east
to Kep province, abandoned salt farms and some swampy low lands. North of the coast of Kep town
topography rises abruptly to an elevated plain that was designated as water recharge zone. Across the
elevated hilly areas patchy forest and agricultural farms are prevailing. The Coastal Road subproject
will be fully developed in the flat and low coastal zone.
b.

Soils

137. The soils of coastal Kep are dominated by a mix of old and young alluvium soils of sediment
deposits from rivers and streams (Figure 21). The soils are predominantly formed by silty sand and finer
sediments. High concentration of mud and silt is found in the shallow sea waters near the shore.
c.

Water quality

Sea water quality
138. The available surface and coastal water quality data of southern Cambodia is relatively good
compared to other regions of Southeast Asia. However, the steadily increasing industrial development,
intensive agriculture, and deforestation in Cambodia is reducing the quality of surface waters in different
areas due to pollution from untreated effluents, land erosion, and agriculture chemicals.
139. For baseline information, there were 5 places of sea water samples collected for laboratory tests
on 7 August 2020. Two places for coastal road and three places for pier as shown in Figure 25. The
results of these parameters are detailed in the table below:
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Figure 25 –Location of surface water samples collected for laboratory tests

Table 11- Water quality results of sea water in 2 sampling locations along coastal road

1

pH

-

7.11

7.32

Standard for
lake and
reservoir of
MoE16
6.5-8.5

2

Total Dissolved Solid (TDS)

mg/l

17000

11000

<1000

3

Total Suspended Solid (TSS)

mg/l

75.0

110

1-15

4

mg/l

2.00*

2.10*

7.5-2.0

mg/l

6.50

5.90

mg/l

8.80

7.80

7

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD)
Oil and Grease

mg/l

<0.50

<0.50

<5.0

8

Detergent

mg/l

<0.50

<0.50

<5.0

9

Sulphate (SO4)

mg/l

350

155

<300

10

Total Nitrogen (TN)

mg/l

0.60

0.50

0.1-0.6

11

Total Phosporus (TP)

mg/l

Lead (Pb)

mg/l

13

Arsenic (AS)

mg/l

0.02
Not detected
(<0.005)
Not detected
(<0.002)

0.005-0.05

12

0.03
Not detected
(< 0.005)
Not detected
(<0.002)

#

5
6

16

Parameter

Unit

Result (SW-1)

Result (SW-2)

<30
1-8

<0.01
<0.01

Table No. 4 is from Prakas No. 120, PRK, EN, about guideline for ToR of project development of infrastructures and
Tourism, issued on 11 April 2018 as attached in appendix G. (defines the admissible paramters of water to be discharged
in lake , reservoir and sea water in recreatonal areas).
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#

Parameter

Unit

14

(Cd)

mg/l

15

Iron (Fe)

mg/l

16

Mercury (Hg)

mg/l

17

Result (SW-1)
Not detected
(<0.002)
Not detected
(<0.001)
0.05

Result (SW-2)

Not detected
(<0.002)
Not detected
(<0.001)
0.20

Standard for
lake and
reservoir of
MoE16
<0.001
<1

<0.0005
Total Coliform
8.8 x 104
1.4 x 104
<1000
Note: Sample Submitted date: 07 August 2020 - Laboratory issued: 12 August 2020

Table 12: Water quality results of sea water in 3 sampling locations near the Pier

#

Parameter

Result
(SW-1)

Result
(SW-2)

Result
(SW-3)

mg/l

8.14
26000
250
2.00*
6.40

8.14
26000
250
2.00*
6.40

8.12
25000
450
2.00*
5.60

mg/l

7.50

7.50

6.80

<0.50
<0.50
330
0.40
0.02
Not
detected
(< 0.005)
Not
detected
(<0.002)
Not
detected
(<0.002)
Not
detected
(<0.001)
0.40
9.0 x 102

<0.50
<0.50
330
0.40
0.02
Not
detected
(<0.005)
Not
detected
(<0.002)
Not
detected
(<0.002)
Not
detected
(<0.001)
0.40
9.0 x
102

<0.50
<0.50
290
0.30
0.01
Not
detected
(<0.005)
Not
detected
(<0.002)
Not
detected
(<0.002)
Not
detected
(<0.001)
0.20
7.9 x
103

Unit

1

pH

2

Total Dissolved Solid (TDS)

mg/l

3

Total Suspended Solid (TSS)

mg/l

4

mg/l

7

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)
Biochemical Oxygen Demand
(BOD5)
Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD)
Oil and Grease

8

Detergent

mg/l

9

Sulphate (SO4)

mg/l

10

Total Nitrogen (TN)

mg/l

11

Total Phosporus (TP)

mg/l

12

Lead (Pb)

mg/l

5
6

13

14

Arsenic (AS)

(Cd)

-

mg/l

mg/l

mg/l

15

Iron (Fe)

mg/l

16

Mercury (Hg)

mg/l

17

Total Coliform

-

Standard for
lake and
reservoir of
MoE
6.5-8.5
<1000
1-15
7.5-2.0
<30
1-8
<5.0
<5.0
<300
0.1-0.6
0.005-0.05

<0.01

<0.01

<0.001

<1
<0.0005
<1000

Note: Sample Submitted date: 07 August, 2020 - Laboratory issued: 12 August 2020

140. The sea water quality of in this project area is good, although TSS and TDS are high because of
the shallow water on silty sea bottom and recent storms and intense rainfall occurring before the
sampling. The high variability of the sea water quality, due to the effect of currents, waves and tide,
should require the realization of extensive water sampling surveys in order to derive a sound baseline
for the monitoring of sea water quality during the construction period.
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Ground water quality

Ground Water from well of villager nearby the project
141. The groundwater will not be affected by the two subprojects which are located near the shoreline
and do not interfere with the groundwater table. However, for general baseline, the following information
on ground water presented here below is derived from another nearby project in Kep where groundwater
samples were taken from community well of village Damnak Chang Ae village, Prey Thome Commune.
Two parameters, Turbidity and Iron, were over the standardswhen compared to standard of drinking
water in Cambodia. However, both projects are located near the coast line, therefore it is extremely
unlikely that their construction and operation may have some impact on the water quality on the inland
groundwater.
Table 13: Results of water quality testing of ground water in village
#

Parameter

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

pH
Turbidity
Electrode Conductivity (EC)
Total Dissolved Solid (TDS)
Total Hardness (as CaCO3)
Chloride (Cl)
Fluoride (F)
Nitrate (NO3)
Sulfate (SO4)
Iron (Fe)
Arsenic (As)
Mercury (Hg)
Chromium (Cr)
Manganese (Mn)
Aluminum (Al)
Benzene (C6H6)
Dichloromethane (CH2Cl2)
Cadmium (Cd)
Total Coliform
E-coli

Unit
NTU
NTU
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
mg/l
MPN/100ml
MPN/100ml

Result
GW
7.08
10
597
263
38
65
0.35
1.2
4
0.66
ND
ND
ND
0.009
0.15
ND
0
0

Standard17
6.5-8.5
5
500-1500
800
300
250
1.5
50
250
0.3
0.05
0.001
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.01
0.003
0
0

Note: Tested by Laboratory of the general department of environmental protection, MoE (2019)

C.

Biological Resources
1.

Protected Areas

142. There are three ecological protected areas near the subproject areas (Figures 25 & 26 Kep
National Park is close to Kep City town. The largest part of the Coastal Road project is well away from
the Kep National Park, with exception for the initial section which implies upgrading of existing urban
roads. Important bird habitat areas exist in the park but the impact from the proposed road construction
works is similar to the current continuous impact caused by the normal life of the town, which is
contiguous to the Park border. Figure 26 shows that IBAs are more than 10km away from the
subprojects of Coastal Road and Pier in Kep.
17

Drinking water standard for ground water, MIME 2004
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143. The Integrated Biodiversity Assessment Tool (IBAT) used by ADB was applied to the Kep
subproject area. Thus, the subprojects of Coastal Road and Pier on the Rabbit Island in Kep are not
inside ecological protected areas (see appendix H, (1) and (2)). Costal Road is about 8km from KBA
and IBA of Kampong Trach and about 1 km from Kep national park (see figure 27 ).
144. For pier on the Tonsay Island is about 5km from boundery of Kep national park, while it is about
14km from KBA and IBA of Kampong Trach (see detail in figure 28).
Figure 26: Kep National Park

Mangrove
National Park
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Figure 27. KBA and IBA in or near Kep

C.1 Coastal Road
(1)

Mangroves Forests next to the Proposed Coastal Road

145. Limited areas of mangrove forests are situated along the coast East of the Kep town. As shown
on the map on figure 29, the coastal road is near the boundary of the mangrove about 2.5 Km long.
Like seagrass, mangrove forests are critical habitat and play an essential role in the lifecycle of
many marine organisms, and provide spawning or nursery grounds that support the rich biodiversity
of fish species which include commercially important species.
146. Mangroves also play an essential role in protecting the coastline and provide an effective
buffer against climate change-related sea level rise, cyclonic activity and storm surges.
Mangrove loss is due to shoreline infilling and development, illegal harvesting for firewood and
charcoal, and shrimp aquaculture among other uses.
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Figure 28- Location of IBAs in Cambodia

147. The field visits made on August 6, 2020, revealed that the existing road (as well as the future
improved one) does not cross this mangrove forest, with the road alignment passing nearby on the
inland side of the mangroves. The previous figure 4, derived from Google, is confirmed by the findings
of the recent field survey, and defines the present extension of the mangrove forest in the Road sections
from Km 1.2 to Km 4, with a precision and reliability greater than the large scale map of Figure 29.
148. The mangrove book in Cambodia (2011) was consulted and complemented with interview with
local people living near the project site to help identifying the plants near the project. The survey Team
as result of the above inquiries and site visits identified 11 species of plants, with 3 species were
classified as No. 318 and No. 8 in the subclass. The following Table 14 shows three plant species that
have been added to the IUCN Red List, all of which are classified as low-impact (LC).

18

Prakas No. 089 PRK dated 14 February 2015 on "Non-timber forest products prohibited from harvesting" of the Ministry
of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries.
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Figure 29. Mangrove along Coastal Road in Kep

Table 14: Plant species in mangrove forest
#

19

Local Name

Scientific Name

Family

Class

IUCN
Red List19

1

កោងោងកមោល

Rhizophora mucronata

Rhizophoraceae

3

LC

2

កោងោងញី

Rhizophora apiculata

Rhizophoraceae

3

LC

3

ស្មោច់

Melalcuca leucadendron,L

Mytaceae

3

-

4

ក ើស

Hibiscus tiliaceus

Malvaceae

NC

-

5

ញិញ

Melastoma sanguineum

Melastomaceae

NC

-

6

កមោ ញត្រី

Bridelia pedicellata

Euphohorbiaceae

NC

-

IUCN Red List on August 09, 2020
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#

Local Name

Scientific Name

Family

Class

IUCN
Red List19

7

ត្រពារ់ត្រូរ

Sida cordifolia

Malvaceae

NC

-

8

ស្មាវ

Casuarina equisetifolia

Casuarinaceae

NC

-

9

ត្ ង់សមុត្រ

Acrostrichum aureum

Pteridaceae

NC

-

10

ត្រញឹ ស

Lumnitzera racemosa

Combretaceae

NC

LC

NC

-

Convolvulaceae
ត្ររូ នរន្នែ រសមុត្រ Ipomosoea pes-carpae
11
Note: LC= Least Concern, NC= Not Classified - Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020

Figure 30. Condition of mangrove forest along the coastal road and
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Figure 31. Condition of mangrove forest along the coastal road and activities of team survey

Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020

Density of mangrove
149. The field survey measured the density of seedlings and small trees in sample locations to estimate
the average density per hectare of forest land near the e road project area. The average resulting density
is 127,000 tree/ha for seedlings with height less than 1.3 meter with a biomass around ±8391.46.
Seedlings higher than 1.3 meters presented average density of 52,240 tree/ha with bias of about ±
65

619,677. The team set up 5 sampling lots to study the type of plants in the project area, especially the
type Mangrove plants that grow mixed with the germination of various plants.
Table 15: Average of density per hectare
#
Type of Seedling
1
height is less than 1.3 meter
2
height is higher than 1.3 meters
Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020

(2)

Number (tree/Ha)
127,000
52,240

Bias level
±8391.46
±619,677

Wildlife
b.

Birds

150. Two methodologies were adopted in the survey for this work. The direct observation along the
transactions and focus group discussion (FGD) with local key informant people.
151. There are three transections with a total distance of 2,413 meters done at the field. As a result of
the survey, the team met 08 species of birds, while mammals, reptiles and mammals were not spotted
by the team during the survey at site.
152. Related to the focus group discussion (FGD) with local key informant people, there are 66 species
of birds have been confirmed by people living near the project area to be present in and near the project
area of this road. According to the list of species of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries,
61 species of birds are common species (C) and 05 species are rare species (R). According to the IUCN
Red List by August 11, 2020, there are 64 species identified as low-impact species (LC), 2 vulnerable
species (VU) and 2 species Near Threatened (NT). However, there are 10 species of birds in the Cites
Convention, 7 species in Annex II and 3 species in Annex III of Convention.
Table 16: Species of Birds in the project area
#

(Local Name)

1

ត្រួ ចសំកៅឬមាន់ត្រិច

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

កត្រៀល
ត្រួ ចអិន
ត្រួ ចអិនករើងន្វង
ត្រួ ចត្រូងកមោ
ត្រួ ចអុ៊ឺរ
ន្លែ ងកមោ
ន្លែ ងត្ស្មរ
កចររុំលល ួនកនោរចាស់
កចររុំ
កចររុំរាលកមោ
កចររុំកលៀវ
ចា ពូ រត្រូងកលឿង
ចា មាស
ចា ចង្កងរង់ត្រហម

14

Scientific Name
Arborophila
cambodiana
Grus antigone

ឬ

Source
Field
FGD
Observation

MAFF
2007

CITES

IUCN
RedList

R

III

LC

√

R

II

VU

√

Mirafra marionae

C

LC

√

Anthus richardi

C

LC

√

Coturnix coromandelica

C

LC

√

Turnix suscitator

C

LC

√

Milvus migrans

R

II

LC

√

Tyto alba

C

II

LC

√

Oriolus traillii

C

LC

√

Oriolus chinensis

C

LC

√

Oriolus xanthornus

C

LC

√

Irena puella

C

LC

√

Ploceus hypoxanthus

R

NT

√

Amandava

R

LC

√

66

#

(Local Name)

15

ត្រកចៀរោំរនទុយន្ែរ

16

រទាលោ ង ងរ ង់

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

មាន់រឹរកមោ
ស្មែំងលលរ
កសរអារ់
ោន្ត្ររ
រុរកត្ោងរូ ច
រុរកត្ោងមមយម
រុរត្រររាលកនោរចាស់
ចា រនែ ង់
ចា រនែ ង់ ំពង់រកនោរចាស់
ចា ដូ ននលោ ងត្ ក េះ
ចា
ែ េះ
រញ្ជារ់ស្មែចិក្ច ើមស
រញ្ជារ់ស្មែកពាេះកមោ
ន្រែ រ
ខ្ញាល់ភ្ោំ
ចកងរ ៀលលយង
ករើងករៀន
ត្រកដវវ ិចរាលត្ ក េះ
ត្រកដវរាលប រង
ត្រកដវរូ ច
ត្រកសេះរូ ចរាលត្រហម
ត្រកសេះរូ ចរំក ៉ោ យកលឿង
ត្រកសេះរូ ចលោ ងកភ្ែ ើង
ត្រកសេះមំលោងកភ្ែ ើង
រីរលីរករើងន្វងកលឿង
ត្ ម៉ោង់
ត្ វ ឹរ

44

ត្ ន្វរ

45
46
47
48
49

ទាវកលៀវ
ពពិចកមោស្មែ ត្ ក េះ
ពពាែរ់រូ វុិច
ី ករ
លលររូ ច

50

លលរត្ទា ំង

51
52
53
54
55

លលរ យ
លលរ យមំ
លអរ
ូ មំ
លអរ
ូ សប
ូ វ
លលរភ្ោ ំ

Scientific Name

MAFF
2007

CITES

IUCN
RedList

Source
Field
FGD
Observation
√

Apus pacificus
Arborophila
brunneopectus
Gallinula chloropus

C

LC

C

LC

√

C

LC

√

Elanus caeruleus

C

II

LC

√

Psittacula roseata

C

II

NT

√

Zapornia fusca

C

LC

√

Egretta garzetta

C

LC

√

Ardea intermedia

C

LC

√

Ardeola bacchus

C

LC

√

Nectarinia jugularis

C

LC

√

Anthreptes malacensis

C

LC

√

Lanius tephronotus

C

LC

√

Passer montanus

C

LC

√

Rhipidura aureola

C

LC

√

Rhipidura albicollis

C

LC

√

Corvus macrorhynchos

C

LC

√

Otus spilocephalus

C

LC

√

Anastomus oscitans

C

LC

√

Himantopus

C

LC

√

Vanellus cinereus

C

LC

√

Merops philippinus

C

LC

√

Merops orientalis

C

LC

√

Picus vittatus

C

LC

√

Picus chlorolophus

C

LC

√

Dinopium javanense

C

LC

√

Chrysocolaptes lucidus

C

LC

√

Calidris subminuta

C

LC

√

Pandion haliaetus

C

LC

√

Dendrocygna javanica
Nettapus
coromandelianus
Coracias benghalensis

C

LC

√

C

LC

√

C

LC

√

Turdus merula

C

LC

√

Caprimulgus affinis

C

LC

√

Acridotheres tristis

C

LC

√

Geopelia striata
Streptopelia
tranquebarica
Spilopelia chinensis

C

LC

√

C

LC

√

C

LC

√

Streptopelia orientalis

C

LC

√

Centropus sinensis

C

LC

√

Centropus bengalensis

C

LC

√

Macropygia unchall

C

LC

√

III

II

II
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√

√
√

√

#

(Local Name)

56
57
58

ល្វាកចរ
ល្វាកចរលល ួនកមោ
សរា ចាំត្រពាំង

59

ចា សុីីុយកលៀវកពាេះស

60
61
62
63
64
65
66

ត្រួ ចអិនវាលន្ត្ស
អកនែ កមោ
កចរលច ីថ្ងាសកភ្ែ ើង
លច ់ដីកពាេះកលឿង
កចរកៅស្មែ កមោ
ត្ពា ថ្ោ
ចា ត្ស ុរ

Scientific Name

MAFF
2007

CITES

IUCN
RedList
LC

Source
Field
FGD
Observation
√
√

Copsychus saularis

C

Myiomela leucura

C

LC

√

Carpococcyx renauldi
Cyanoptila
cyanomelana
Anthus rufulus

C

VU

√

C

LC

√

C

LC

√

Dicrurus macrocercus

C

LC

√

Chloropsis aurifrons

C

LC

√

Motacilla flava

C

LC

√

Aegithina lafresnayei

C

LC

√

Columba livia

C

LC

√

√

Passer flaveolus

C

LC

√

√

III

Note: C=Common, LC=Least Concern, R=Rare, NT=Near Threatened, VU=Vulnerable
Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020

c.

Mammals

153. According to the people living in and near the project area four species of mammals were
identified. Three of them are in the list of common species (C) and one is on the Rare Species (R)
according to the category of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. However, according to
the CITES Convention, there is one species of mammal in Annex II. However, in the IUCN Red List
there are 3 species of these four identified as low impact species (LC), while another one type is in the
Near Threatened (NT), by August 11, 2020. (See table 17 for details)
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Table 17: Mammal in the project area
#

Local Name

Scientific Name

MAFF
2007

CITES

IUCN
Red
List

II

NT

√

Source
FGD

1 រំត្ ុរមំ

Ratufa bicolor

R

2 រនាយគល់

Siamese Hare

C

LC

√

3 រងហ ិច

Tamiops maritimus

C

LC

√

4 រន្ងហ ន

Menetes berdmorei

C

LC

√

Field
Observation

Note: C=Common, LC=Least Concern, R=Rare, NT=Near Threatened, VU=Vulnerable
Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020

d.

Reptiles

154. As the table below shows that seven species of Reptiles have been identified by people living
near the project site as present in and around the project site. There are three species are classified as
rare species (R) and three species are endangered species (C), while three species are classified in
the Cites Convention. (CITES) and is in Annex II.
155. By verifying the results of the interview with the IUCN Red List downloaded on August 11, 2020,
it was revealed that there are two species of organisms that are classified as VUs. There are four species
of lizards that are classified as low impact species (LC). (See table below for details)
Table 18: Species of Reptiles in the project area
#

Local Name

Scientific Name

MAFF
2007

CITES

IUCN
Red List

FGD

1 ពស់ន្វរដំ ូ រ

Naja siamensis

R

II

VU

√

2 ពស់ន្វរីនាម

Ophiophagus
hannah

R

II

VU

√

3 ពស់ន្វរត្រ ី

Naja kaouthia

R

II

LC

√

Calotes versicolor

C

4

ងគ ួយសួ នចាី

5 រុរន្រ

Gekko gecko

6 ពស់ន្លែកោ

Leiolepis belliana

7 ពស់ស្មែ ់រន្ងរ

Oligodon barroni

Source
Observation

√
LC

√

C

LC

√

C

LC

√

Note: C=Common, LC=Least Concern, R=Rare, NT=Near Threatened, VU=Vulnerable
Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020
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C.2 Pier on Koh Tonsay
(1)

Condition of Forest nearby the Pier

156. The team survey did 4 lots (5mx5m) for this study on the generation of tree in and near the area
of proposed pier subproject. According to the field observation, tree species have just regenerated in
four to five years, there are 12 woody specie and 9 which are vines and grasses.
Table 19: List of Species recorded during field inventory
Local
Name

#

Scientific Name

Family

%

Tree

1

រដ ឈ្ល ូស

N/A

N/A

3

1.63

2

ត្រ ៉ោ ង

N/A

N/A

26

14.13

3

ខ្ញោយ

N/A

N/A

1

0.54

4

កត្គៀរ

N/A

N/A

2

1.09

5

ករើងត្រកពើ

N/A

N/A

12

6.52

6

ត្រមូ ង

Garcinea oliveri, Pierre

Guttiferae

7

3.80

7

ពពាលន្ល

Alstonia scholaris

Apocynaceae

4

2.17

8

ត្ពីង

Eugenia sp.

Myrtaceaa

5

2.72

9

ីំកលៀង

Tristaniopsis merguensis

Myrtaceae

3

1.63

10

ស្មោច់

Melalcuca leucadendron,L

Mytaceae

112

60.87

11

កេវអាវ

Glochidion rubrum

Euphorbiaceae

1

0.54

12

អងរ រ់កមោ

Diospyros bejaudii, Lecomte.

Ebenaceae

8

4.35

184

100

Total
Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020

157. Table 21 below shows the resulting estimated density of seedlings and generation per hectare
in the project area.
Table 20: Density of seeding and generation of tree
Type of Seedling

Number (tree/Ha)

Bias level

h> 1m

24,166.66

± 7,655.78

h≤ 1m

8,400

±1,731.28

Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020
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Figure 32. Condition of Tree in/near the pier and activities of team

(2). Wildlife
a.

Mammal

158. There are five species of mammals that local people have encountered in and near the study area.
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Table 21: List of mammal found
#

Local Name

Scientific Name

MAFF20

1
2
3
4
5

រងហ ិច
រន្ងហ ន
ស្មរីរូ ច
ស្មរីមំ
រណ្ដុីន្ត្ស

Tamiops spp.
Menetes berdmorei
Herpestes javanicus
Herpestes urva
Rat spp.

C
C
C
C

CITES21

III
III

IUCN
Redlist

LC
LC
-

Note: C= Common, LC= Lest Concern
Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020

b.

Birds

159. There are 15 species of birds that local people have encountered in and near the project area.
Table 22: List of bird species in the project
#

Local Name

Interview

Scientific Name
Streptopelia
Chinensis
Dicrurus
paradiseus
Saxicola torquata
Acridotheres tristis
Streptopelia
tranquebarica
Coracias
benghalensis
Acridotheres
grandis
Hirundo smithii
Egretta garzetta
Orthotomus
atrogularis
Lonchura
punctulata
Sterna albifrons
Arborophila
chloropus
Dicrurus
macroercus
Apus pacificus

1

លលរ

យ



2

អកនែ រនទុយរបង្កនៃយ៍



3
4

ពពិចថ្ោត្រូងកនោរ
ស្មី ិោន្រវកោ




5

លលរត្ទា ំង



6

ទាវកលៀវ



7

ស្មី ិោន្រវត្រ ី



8
9

ត្រកចៀរោំរនទុយន្លែពីី
រុរកោ




10

ចា កររបត្ព



11

ចា ចង្កងរង់



12

ីំកពរូ ច



13

រទាករើងប រង



14

អកនែ កមោ



15

ត្រកចៀរោំរនទុយន្ែរ



Note: C= Common, LC= Lest Concern

MAFF

IUCN
Red
List

CITES

C
C

LC

C
C

LC
LC

C

LC

C

LC

C

LC

C
C

LC
LC

C

LC

C

LC

C

LC

C

LC

C
C

LC

Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020

Prakas No. 020 PRK / KCC dated 25 January 2007 on "Classification and List of Wildlife of the Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries
21 Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
20
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c.

Reptiles

160. According to the interview with local people, there are 10 species of reptiles that local people
encountered in the project area (as detailed in the table below).
Table 23: List of Reptile species found
#

Local Name

Interview

Scientific Name
Oligodon
inornatus
Naja siamensis
Ptyas mucosus
Amphiesma
stolata
Bungarus
fasciatus
Xenochrophis
piscator
Enhydris bocourti
Python molurus
bivittatus
Draco maculatus
Mabuya macularia

1

ពស់ពពាែរ់បត្ព

✓

2
3

ពស់ន្វរដំ ូ រ
ពស់បត្ព

✓
✓

4

ពស់ស្មោអកនាង

✓

5

ពស់ត្ោយលល ួនត្រ ុង
ន្វង

✓

6

ពស់ស្មែ ់រន្ងរ

✓

7

ពស់ចាន់លោម

✓

8

ពស់ថ្ងែន់រូច

✓

ងគ ួយ
ន្ថ្ែន

✓
✓

9
10

Note: C= Common, LC= Lest Concern

2.

MAFF

CITES

C
R
C

IUCN
Red List
LC

II
II

Vu

C
C
C

LC
III

C

LC

C

LC

C
C

LC

Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020

Sea grass

161. Cambodia’s coastal zone supports one of the world’s largest areas of seagrass habitat in the
shallow near shore zone.22 This critical habitat provides rich reproductive, nursery, and feeding habitat
for many different species including rare and endangered species such as the Dugong marine mammal,
sea turtles, seahorses, and an array of finfish and shellfish. The defined seagrass beds of Kampot/Kep
(Figure 33) and estimated 25,420 ha seagrass habitat off Kampot/Kep is critical habit for inshore and
offshore fisheries. There are indications that seagrass habitat is being lost to degraded water quality
from increased turbidity caused by forest clearing, shoreline infilling, sand dredging. The Fisheries
Administration of MAFF produced a National Action Plan for Coral Reef and Seagrass Management in
Cambodia (2006-2015)23.

22

UNEP 2009.

23

MAFF,2006. ‘National Action Plan for Coral Reef and Seagrass Management’,2006-2015.
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Figure 33 Seagrass distribution along Cambodia coast

Seagrass area

3.

Marine Fisheries

162. Estimates of the average annual catch of fish in Kep-Kampot provinces are between 9,500-19,500
tons from 2010 to 2015 (Table 24). Overall fish catch has been increasing since 1980 due to the
increase in marine fishers and industrial-scale technologies. The fish catch per unit has been
steadily declining, principally due to an increasing coastal population and unrestricted development
in ecologically sensitive habitats.
Table 24. Annual catch (metric tons) from fishing provinces 2010 - 2015.
Year

Kep - Kampot

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

10,591
9,500
11,100
19,500
16,989
18,113

Source: Fishery Administration, 2016
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163. Estimates (2014) indicate there are more than 416 motorized fishing boats in Kampot. The
common groups of fishes caught include finfish, shrimp, and octopus. Coastal fishing communities may
be boosted following the advent of Community Fishing Area Management Plans along the coast line.
The plans detail activities and goals for improved resource management and community development
but lack baseline information.
164. According to the results of the FGD with local people and fishermen in Kep City, Kep Province, it
found that there are currently a total of 18 species of fish that the fishermen caught in the nearby the
project area (as shown in the table below).
Table 25: List of fish species found nearby the pier
#

Local Name

Scientific Name

Family

IUCN Red
List
11/08/2020

Fish species
1 ត្រី ោំគួច

Trey Kang Kuch

2 ត្រី ោំគួច

Trey Kang Kuch
Trey
Kamong/Trey Pla
Two
Trey
Kamong
Khluon Veang

3

ត្រីោ ម៉ោុ ង
ត្រី ែ មូ

ឬ

4

ត្រីោ ម៉ោុ ងលល ួនន្វ
ង

5 ត្រីោ ឡំ ង

Trey Kalang

6 ត្រី រិត្សស់

Trey Keak Sros

7 ត្រី រិលល ួនលែ ី

Trey
Keak
Khloun Khlie

8 ត្រី រិ

Trey Keak

9 ត្រី ត្រចរត្រ ី

12 ត្រី ត្រេ
ុ រ ៉ោូ វ

Trey
Krorchok
Kror Bie
Trey Kahav
Trey
Krolung
Bouv
Trey
Krolung
Bouv

13 ត្រី ែិ ញ

Trey Pteanh

14 ត្រីន្ភ្ោ រស
ត្រីរបរកោងោ
15
ង

Trey Pneak Sor
Trey Kbork Korng
Kang
Trey
Kbork
Angkam
Trey Ka lom Puk
Trey Chhai Lan

10 ត្រីោហាវ
11 ត្រី ត្រេ
ុ រ ៉ោូ វ

16 ត្រីរបរអង្ករម
17 ត្រីោេ
ុ មពុរ
18 ត្រីបែឡន

Carangoides
helandensis
Alepes djedaba

Carangidae

Unknown

Carangidae

LC

Carangidae

LC

Scomberidae

Unknown

Carangidae

Unknown

Leiognathidae

Unknown

Leiognathidae

Unknown

Leiognathidae

Unknown

Stolephorus indicus

Engraulididae

LC

Alepes vari
Carangoides
armatus
Carangoides
dinema
Hyporhamphus
quuoyi
Selar boops

Carangidae

LC

Carangidae

LC

Carangidae

LC

Moolgarda seheli

Centropomidae

Unknown

Centropomidae

Unknown

Clupeidae
Clupeidae

Unknown
Unknown

Decapterus
macrosoma
Rastelliger
kanagurta
Scomberoides
commersoniannus
Leiognathus
spledens
Leiognathus
smithursti
Leignathus
leuciscus

Moolgarda
buchanani
Tenualosa toli
Ilisha melastoma

Hemiramphide
a
Carangidae

Unknown
LC
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Mollusk
Kdam
Chmol

Seas

Portunus pelagicus
(Linaeus,1758)
Portunus pelagicus
Kdam Seas nhie
2 ោៃ មកសេះញី
(Linaeus,1758)
Cymbiola
nobilis
Khyong Tnot
3 លយងកនោរ
(Linaeus,1758)
Cypraea pyriformis
Khyong Bear
4 លយងក ៀី
(Gray, 1824)
Note: LC= Lest Concern Source: Survey Team of SBK, August 2020

1 ោៃ មកសេះកមោល

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Figure 34: FGD with local people and fishermen

August 2020

D.

Land Use & Socio-economy

165. Land use in Kep ranges broadly from the urban settlements of each town to mixed agriculture
including the salt farms, aquaculture, fishing, and the industrial development zone including Anchor
Brewery, Kep urban areas rely heavily on tourism.
Table 26. Land use in Kep Province
#
1

2

Total land
(Ha)
2,555.08

Resedent
(Ha)
165

Farmland
(Ha)
877.33

Orchard
(Ha)
39

Other land
(Ha)
1,473.75

12,900

417

832

6,507

5,144

Kep

2,350

520

290

35

1,505

Prey Thum

5,545

360

576

1,175

3,434

780.5

273

462

0

45.5

District

Sangkat

Damnak
Chang'aeur

Angkaol

Kep

Pong Tuek

Ou Krasar
Source: commune data base 2018

166. There are 2 communes along the project of Coastal road: Angkol and Kep commune. According
to 2018 land use data in the study area, Angkol commune covers a total of 2,555.08 hectares of land
that it is composed of 165 hectares of residential, 877.33 hectares of farmland, orchard is 39 ha and
other land area are 1,473.75 ha. Kep commune is 2,350 ha in total, composed by residential area 520
ha, farm land 290 ha, orchards 35 ha and other land for 1,505 ha.
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Land Use along the Coastal Road
167. The land use is drastically different along the different sections of the Coastal Road as detailed
in the following paragraphs.
168. The Initial Section within Kep Urban Area. The initial section of the Coastal Road is developed
along existing streets as already described in section Figures 2 and 7. The first stretch, 810 m long runs
along an unpaved street, named street 133A, flanked by high level villas and fenced plots owned by
people in the upper class of Cambodia population (see Figure 34). The new project will be realized with
a width compatible with the existing right of way, therefore without affecting any property. No plants will
be cut and the project will not affect the landscape quality of the present setting. After the junction with
the street 3358, the Coastal road will split into two branches with one-way traffic, due to the limited width
of the existing road. The outbound branch runs for about 100m along the Street 3358, reaching the
coast where it runs running along an existing group of informal houses built by fishermen on piles
beyond the shoreline. In contrast, the left side of the road is occupied by high level residences and few
villas with large plots (See Figure 34). The inbound one-way branch towards Kep center will be realized
along a planned but not yet existing urban road with RoW of 7 to 9m. This branch is 275 m long and will
imply some land acquisition, relocation of some walled fences and the cutting of few trees (no vulnerable
households affected). Road drainage in the Initial section shall be provided by U shaped drains
(covered) or by pipe culverts under the sidewalks, according to the assumed design flood.
169. Main Section of the Coastal Road: from Km 1+140 the road up to Km 9+655 will be realized on
the same alignment of the existing unfinished earth road. The road will run on a coastal dune, flanked
on the inland side by barren low lands with no residences, no cultivations and no vegetation. Some large
plots are observed, owned by real estate brokers for future investments in urban or tourist
developments. On the sea side from Km 1+200 to km 4+000 a strip of mangrove forest provides a strong
defense from risk of coastal erosion and damages by sea storms. The left side is generally lower than
the coastal dune, which is a situation frequently found along coastal plains in areas with significant tidal
excursion. The Coastal road, raising the present embankment by 1.2 to 1.5 m (in order to be safe from
the sea waters) will form a sort of low dike. Appropriate sizing of the pipe culverts is essential to avoid
backwater effect and increase of the flood levels in the upstream side of the Road. Many box culverts
(no. 25) of various sizes have been envisaged with an average interval of about 350 m. Typical
conditions of the Main Section are shown in the abstracts from the Orthophoto plans shown in Figures
35-38. The Main Section will be entirely built on the existing semi-complete embankment, within the
Government land of the Coastal Protection zone. Therefore, no land acquisition will be implied by the
Main Section of the Coastal Road subproject, nor social impacts being the land mostly not habited. Few
scattered houses, encountered on the inland side from Km 4+600 to Km 5+800, shall not be affected
by the project apart from temporary inconvenient during the work. From Km 4+600 to Km 6+100 a sea
protection wall was already built by Kep Government (clearly visible in Figure 38), since in the Main
Section the road was built close to the shoreline (for limited reaches even beyond it to avoid relocation
of existing houses and properties). The sea protection wall, realized inside the shoreline with height of
about 1.5 to 2.0 m, will be extended up to Km 8+100 (limited to the sections too close to the sea) to be
built with gravity masonry wall as the already existing one. Being it built inside coat line the sea
protection wall built in masonry wall will not produce any significant impact on the environment. At Km
7+000 a fishermen community built their houses near the sea where the existing road runs further inland
(see Figure 39). The improved road will be built on the same alignment of the existing earth road to
avoid social impacts. No trees cutting or any sea reclamation will be implied by the project construction.
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Figure 36 – Google view of One way branches in the Initial Section
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Figure 37 – Orthophoto Plan of Main Section around Km 2+850
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Figure 38 – Ortophoto Plan of Main Section around Km 4+600
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Figure 39 – Google View (2014) of Main Section at Km7+700
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Figure 40 – Orthophoto Plan of Main Section at Km9+655 Intersection
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Figure 41 – Orthophoto of Section 4 Connection to PR1332 near Km 10.000
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Figure 42– Ortophoto of Section 4 Connection to PR1332 around Km 11+300
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Figure 43 – Orthophoto of Section 3 in the Angkol Village
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170. Section 4 Connection to PRR 1332. The first 200 m the rural road is still to be built pending the
agreement between the Provincial Government and the landowner. Then, from Km 9+900 to km
10+700 the connection road will be realized, widening a very recent rural road crossing flat terrains
of agricultural land belonging to several owners and few marshes, subject to frequent flooding and
not cultivated nor used for residential development. The terrains are not covered by forest or dense
vegetation with scarce and scattered cultivation. From Km 10+700 up to the Junction on the
PR1332 the improved new connection link will be realized along the existing earth roads that
provide access to the Angkol Village and to other small communities in the area. Some residences
have been developed along the local roads. The new improved road will require to widen by 3 m
on each side of the existing road, implying land acquisition and few damages to existing structures,
but no house demolition is envisaged (Figures 41-42).

171. Access Road to the Beach and Angkol Village. This branch starts at the Intersection at KM 9+655
and up to Km 9+900 envisages the construction of a new road. In compliance with Cambodians
legislation, in the detailed design under way the alignment will be kept outside of the 50 m state coast
protection zone. This modifies the criteria previously adopted in the Basic Design following suggestions
from local Authorities to keep the road within the Government land. This modification will require costly
land acquisition of private land, but it will avoid deterioration of the beach and its protection zone and,
at the same time, reduce the social impacts for the displacement of wooden gazebos used for rental to
the beach users. Coconut trees are present in this section and some 50 plants (mostly coconuts) shall
be cut down. The terrain on the inland side of the alignment is low and it is swampy. The road pavement
runoff shall be drained towards this low land. Three pipe culverts are envisaged to control the water
level in the lowlands. After Km 9+900 there is an existing village road about 5 m wide and the improved
road will follow this alignment, with widening and the consequent land acquisition. At km 10+150 up to
the end at Km 10+450 the road will enter the densely built area of the village where the existing distance
between opposite houses is sometimes only 6m (see Figure 43). The road width will be further reduced
to 6m in order to avoid social impact. Expected traffic in section 3 is expected to very low and limited to
light vehicles, the speed limit will be limited to 30 km/h.
172. The recent interviews on the site revealed that the Angkol village has no water supply system and
all residents and tourist stalls and shops rely on private operators that sell water transported by water
trucks. In such conditions, the sustainability and effective operation of public toilets would become very
uncertain in the absence of an organization in charge for this service. Therefore, it was considered
advisable to eliminate from the project these facilities that are considered not essential for ensuring the
main objectives of the road project.
173. The proposed parking will not be included any more in the Coastal project due to the problematic
and extremely costly land acquisition (unit price for small plot exceeding 400$/sqm were reported). Also
to be discarded is the option of creating the parking in the Government land of the beach protection
zone, due the landscape damage and the cutting of many coconut trees.
Land Use in Koh Tonsay
174. Since the existing resorts are family enterprises and, therefore, have very limited resources for
further growth, the greatest portion of the Island has been given in concession to two Real Estate
developers:
-

The Paul Cham Group Co. L.T.D. with an area of 95 Has

-

The Lim Sina Investment Group Co. L.T.D. with an area of 51 Ha.
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-

An area of some 37 Ha remained as Government Land, which includes the minor portion of
some 6 Ha (marked in red color in Figure 44) is given as concession without any time limit,
to the Community on the main beach.

175. The two large concessionaires have not yet started any infrastructure development on the island.
Given the extension of the planned development and the high level segment of tourists which is the
target of these investments, it is expected that the two concessionaires will develop their own piers
suitable for the larger boats that are probably needed for these luxury resorts and villas .
176. Therefore, the proposed pier is conceived to satisfy, with adequate margin for future growth, the
demand of the island community (no. 7 families with 32 members and 5 resorts with a total of some 70
rooms) and the boat transportation organization that is runs the operation for the community.

Figure 44- Land use Map of Koh Tonsay

b.

Expected benefits stemming out by the proposed projects

177. The subproject of coastal road and pier on Koh Tonsay (Rabbit Island) will give positive impact to
all areas of tourism sectors in this province of Kep. However, these subprojects will cause adverse
impacts of short duration during the construction period. The environmental quality of Kep urbansuburban areas will be positively influenced by improvements of Coastal Road in Kep and along the
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coast. It should be noted that at present Kep can offer only one beach about 400m long, therefore, the
possibility of safe and fast road and boat links to Koh Tonsay and to Angkol Beach will largely increase
the offer of recreational activities related to swimming and aquatic sports.
178. The Kep crab market and nearby beach hotels will directly benefit from the increased number of
tourist expected for the improvement of the coastal road and of the Kep and Koh Tonsay piers. Indirectly,
the entire economic activities of Kep Province will benefit from the real estate development that will be
strongly enhanced by the construction of the Coastal Road.
179. The initial section of the Coastal Road, with a length of 1.2 km originates at the Kep Pier and runs
across a semi-urban portion of Kep town, on the alignment of an existing un-paved road. the road
improvement included in the Coastal Road will increase the quality of the urban setting due to the
realization of the paved road, the sidewalks and the improved drainage system.
180. After the initial 1.2 Km, along the existing earth road, already built over some 7.5 km, there are
very few houses except in, a section from Km 7+500 to Km 8+000, where a small community of
fishermen have houses on the sea shore, that will not be affected by the road project. Most of the road
runs long salt farms, low-lands with some fenced properties, waiting for touristic or residential
development that will be greatly enhanced by the construction of the coastal road. The implementation
of the improved road will induce more investors to consider the realization of residential areas along the
main section of the Coastal Road.
181. The Angkol Village will experience a great increase of visitors that will reach more easily its beach
either coming from Kep, as well from Phnom Penh. This will directly benefit the shops, small restaurants
and the rental of kiosks along the beach. The real estate business of this area will also experience a
rapid growth, thanks to the improved road access. This will increase the offer of job opportunities during
the road construction and, subsequently, due to the construction of these developments, and later for
the maintenance of villas, gardens and other infrastructures.
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Figure 45. Coastal roads to be upgraded.

182. As concerning the new pier site on Koh Tonsay (Rabbit island), the pier improvement will probably
help attracting daily visitors, whereas the various facilities included in the subproject (see Table 6 for
the list of project components) will help increasing the quality level of the service provided to the visitors,
and the movement along the community area. These elements are considered important for boasting
the number of visitors, with expected increase of the foreign component. New jobs will be created by
the organization to be set up for the O&M of pier and of other facilities. The direct effects will be benefits
to resort operators, restaurants and businesses along the beachfront, and to the boat operators. The
indirect effects of the subproject will be increased potential for tourism development in Kep Province.
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Figure 46. Sites for pier and walkway on Koh Tonsay

Site of new pier on Rabbit Island

Condition of existing walkway on the island
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V.

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATIONS

183. The assessment of potential impacts is developed considering the three development phases: a)
pre-construction; b) construction; and c) post-construction operational to distinguish the important
impact in the different periods of implementation. This assessment structure is carried forward and is
used to structure the environmental management plans (EMP) prepared for the subprojects.
A.

Social and Environmental positive impacts of the Subprojects

184. The environmental benefits of the subprojects which also reflect input from the public
consultations, are summarized below:
A.1 Coastal Road
185. The basic concept of the Coastal Road is based upon the Plan of Provincial Road Network
Development for the road named 133A. The realization of the Coastal Road is included in the
development plan of the road infrastructure of Kep Province as shown in the Road Network Map (see
figure 1). Kep Provincial Government has an approved land Use Plan covering the area interested by
the Coastal Project.
186. On the total length of the coastal road project, there are less than 1.5 Km of new road and about
11 Km of existing road to improve. The existing road are hearth road with laterite pavement which
become very dusty in the dry period and muddy in the wet ones. Present connection between Kep and
Angkol is done along a 23 km long route via the Provincial road PR 1332 and through a laterite and
winding 2.5 Km connection from the Pagoda Junction and Angkol Village. The realization of the coastal
road will greatly improve the access to Angkol beach which will help to increase the touristic attraction
of Kep province and it will provide stimulus for the development of the coastal areas and of Angkol
Village and neighbor areas.
187. Most part of the 6,000 people presently living in the area crossed by the projected road can be
classified within the low-income group, mainly using motorcycles or small vehicles for their
transportation. The proposed improvement of the existing laterite road will greatly reduce the travelling
time from /to Kep town and will greatly facilitate the transportation of goods to/from the Kep market. The
access to Angkol Beach will be facilitated thus adding a new spot to the existing Kep tourist attractions.
The future urban and tourism development of Angkol Village will permit a gradual increase of the
population living in the area, increasing local job opportunities and the economic level of the local
residents.
188. The improved coastal road and the new link to the Provincial Road 1332 will reduce the length
and the travelling time for present traffic between Kep and the Vietnam Border, which is presently using
the Provincial Road PR 1332. On this road, the existing traffic is generally moderate and mainly
composed by vehicles and light bus and trucks travelling to/from the destinations Vietnam BorderPhnom Penh- Kep - Kampot. The new Coastal Road will be able to divert on the new route only the
portion of vehicles travelling between Kep and Ha Tien. However this external traffic component is
rather small and the traffic on the Coastal Road will remain moderate even after the realization of the
new road.
A.2 Pier on Koh Tonsay
189. On the island no pier is present and the passenger embarking or disembarking operations are
carried out on the sandy beach in front of the village. In 2019 about 12,400 boat trips were recorded,
which corresponds to a daily average of 2 boat rides/day for each registered boat.
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190. Tourist landing on KohTonsay beach use wooden gangways that are lowered from the boats to
the shore, where the sea is only few decimeters deep. This kind of operation becomes difficult in case
of old or overweight passengers and it may also become dangerous when the sea is rough.
191. The landing on the beach also implies risk of accidents due to the interference of the boats with
the swimming and bathing activities. When there are winds coming from the North-West sector, the
waves hit the village beach and the boats must land on a beach located on the Eastern sector of Koh
Tonsay located about 400 m away from the Northern end of the main beach.
192. The pier in Kep is now being improved by ongoing rehabilitation works. This should be
accompanied by the realization of a pier on the Koh Tonsay side.
193. In addition to the utilization for the transit of tourists, the pier would also become extremely useful
for the transport of goods, water and construction materials that are needed for the operation of the
resorts, the living-hood of the residents and the maintenance works.
194. The pier project, besides the already mentioned walkway, which is an essential complement of
the pier, also include various components, such as the pier terminal building, the power supply system
and the water supply system, that are aimed at providing better quality of the reception offered to the
tourists, thus helping to increase the number of visitors and increasing the revenues generated by the
business existing in the Koh Tonsay community. New job opportunities will be created by the proposed
project for ensuring the O&M of the new infrastructures.
B.

Subproject Impacts and Mitigations
1.

Pre-construction Phase

B.1 Coastal Road
195. The final design, considering tourism infrastructure and engineering needs, was developed with
due consideration of social and environment impacts, and requirements for subproject resilience to
climate change. The sensitive social and environmental receptors and the climate change resilience
measures Kep subprojects identified by the Climate Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (CRVA) of the
Cambodia subprojects have been taken into account in order to minimize the risks in the DED or in
order to consider appropriate mitigation measures in the EMP.
196. In the elaboration of the detailed design particular attention was given to the elimination or
mitigation of the environmental impacts caused by the existing infrastructures or by the inefficiency or
absence of the existing infrastructure components. As concerning the Coastal Road project, the Detailed
Design addressed the following issues that may cause possible environmental impacts:
-

Impact of increased flooding risk: the increased design level of the improved coastal road may
have the effect of acting as a dam and causing increased backwater on the inland side, unless
proper design and spacing of culverts is provided. Therefore, adequate and safe design of
culverts was carefully developed in the DED adopting conservative design criteria as detailed in
the Section A3 Drainage and (paragraphs 71 -73)

-

Possible impact on the existing mangroves forest: the present road passes along about 2.5
kilometers of mangroves which are a sensitive coastal ecosystem essential for stabilizing and
protecting the coast from coast line erosion or damages caused during storm events. The road
alignment was designed in order to avoid any excavation or earthwork near the mangrove forest,
in order to minimize the impact. This will also reduce the impact during the operation period.

-

Possible impact on the coast line due to the construction of the sea protection wall. The road
alignment was realized along the existing earth road and in few sections the existing road was
very close to the existing coast line, without offering the needed protection from sea storms or
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coastline erosion. In order to ensure safety of the improved coastal road a protection wall was
envisaged to extend the one already built along some 2 km by Kep Government. Said wall was
designed to be built within the existing coast line, and with limited foundation depth in order to
minimize impacts and modification of the present status of the coastal zone.
-

Possible impact on the Angkol Beach: the section of the branch to Angkol village will have to
build some 400 m of new road along the beach, which is already a popular tourist destination,
to be preserved or possibly improved by the exiting project. Therefore, in compliance of the
RSNN 02 of Feb 2011 Circular for development along the coast reservation zone, the DED the
road alignment was kept at more than 50 m from the coast line, thus preserving the natural
setting and the landscape value of the beach.

-

Possible social impacts of the road on existing tourist facilities along the Angkol Beach and the
crossing of Angkol Village: in the DED the alignment of the road was placed at more than 50 m
from the Coast Line in order to avoid the impact on kiosks and existing stores for tourists existing
along the beach. After chainage 9+900 the alignment of the road was placed along the existing
earth road, and the road width was reduced to the minimum width compatible with two lanes in
order minimize the impact on existing houses.

197. Impact of the climate Change on the Road safety. The DED of the Kep Coastal road took into
consideration the possible effect of the climate change expected to occur during the lifetime of the road.
The mitigation and resilience measures to be built in the detailed design are: 1) to consider the sea
water rise due to climate change, 2) to ensure that the rainfall duration intensity curves adopted for the
drainage works are increased taking into account the effect of climate change on the frequency and
intensity of the intense rainfall events.
198. Unexploded Ordnance (UXO). Most part of the project (86%) will be realized on the footprint of
existing roads, most of which realized after 2015, therefore the probability of encountering unexploded
mines or bombs is extremely scarce. Moreover the information collected though the communities and
local authorities, further reinforce the low risk of encountering unexploded ordnance. However, before
any works will start, ADB and local regulation prescribe that detailed UXO clearing is conducted by
qualified and registered firms under the guidance of a UXO specialist which will be provided within the
PMCES contract. This detailed UXO clearance it is an activity included in the construction contract as
part of the Contractor General Obligations.
199. Potential negative impacts associated with the pre-construction phase of the subprojects are
mainly related to land acquisition. The subproject of the Coastal Road will be for great part of its length
resting on the footprint of the existing road, land acquisition shall be limited to only few sections of new
road crossing agricultural land and to some rural roads to be widened. The BRP recently prepared
estimated that a total of 22,755 sqm will be required by the realization of the Coastal Road. The final
land acquisition area shall be defined with greater precision after the DRP developed upon the detailed
demarcation of the Corridor of Impact based on the DED. The DRP will also define more precisely the
loss of trees (there is no clearance of forested areas). The DRP includes a grievance redress
mechanism and resettlement budget covering the direct compensation costs, implementation costs, and
contingencies.
200. Due to its limited length and the small environmental impact, the Coastal Road project only
requires the stipulation of an Environmental Protection Management Contract between MPWT and
MOE, including an EMP mostly focused on the environmental protection measures during construction
and the monitoring requirements during operation (according to the Prakas #21 pro.k/MoE issued on 3
Feb 2020). The above mentioned Environmental Protection Management Contract was already finalized
and it was signed by MOE and MPWT on 12 November 2020 and the construction license for the
Coastal Road was already issued.
201. Updating EMP. Based on the information included in the DED the EMP for Kep Coastal Road
has been revised and finalized, including the monitoring plan to evaluate the effectiveness of adopted
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mitigation measures on the identified impacts. After ADB approval the IEE and the EMP will be included
as part of the Contract Documents in order to be fully complied with by the Contractor during the works.
The updated IEE shall be disclosed on ADB website prior to contract award.
B.2 Koh Tonsay Pier and Tourist Facilities
202. As concerning the Koh Tonsay Pier subproject, the following impacts identified in the previous
sections of this reports were addressed during the Detailed Design stage as detailed hereafter:
-

Possible impact on the sea water quality that may affect the recreational use of the beach; the
Detailed Design was developed according to the following design criteria aimed at minimizing
adverse impacts: 1) the pier was located as far as possible from the beach, close to the border
of the area assigned in concession to the investor Paul Cham Group Co. ; 2) the site for the pier
was be selected primarily because this site offers better protection from waves induced by the
prevailing winds in this area, 3) the site is located in an area with rocky sea bottom without any
coral reef, 4) the construction methods for the pier envisaged minimal excavation for foundations
and reduced amount of construction materials to be imported from mainland, 5) silt curtains to
be provided were included as a pay item in the works BOQ in order be utilized in offshore works
to confine within a small area around the working site the silt created by the works.

-

Possible impact of the walkway on the landscape and tourist use of the beach. The detailed
design of the walkway was be developed according to these criteria: 1) the alignment was kept
as much as possible away from the beach to avoid adverse impact on the natural landscape and
tourist use of the beach, 2) the alignment was defined by reducing to the absolute minimum
relocation of existing stores and bungalows 3) the walkway level was kept very close to the
existing ground, 4) architectural design was adopted for creating a pleasant appearance of the
walkway, 5) two small bridges with architectural design were adopted to replace the ugly and
insufficient existing culverts.

-

Possible impact of increased wastewater created by the new tourist facilities. The Detailed
Design considered the following criteria: 1) selected location of the public shower/toilets units as
far as possible from the beach in sites that will have been agreed with the owners of the resorts;
2) the toilet and showers were provided with individual treatment with septic tanks connected to
nearby constructed wetlands built further inland in order to avoid that the possible outflow
(expected only during rainy periods) may reach the beach.

-

Impact on the environment due to the construction of the water supply on the environment were
minimized considering location that would not affect landscape or tourist activities, with the
infiltration trench and the small reservoir located in an area occupied by fruit plantation, where
only few trees will be felled down. Mitigation measure consider the obligation to replant the trees
that have been cut.

-

the Impact due to the environment and to the noise and air quality in the tourist area was also
minimized by selecting an area located far away from the resorts, in a flat area without tall trees
around and considering acoustic insulation of the enclosure of the diesel generator.

-

Impact of the climate Change on the Pier and walkway safety. The DED of the Koh Tonsay pier
shall took into account exceptional storms and sea water raise due to climate change in order to
ensure safe top level for the protection dike and the pier; the walkway is intrinsically made safe
from climate change risk, being kept as far as possible from the coastline.

203. The present updated IEE report confirms that the environmental impacts identified in the
preliminary IEE have been addressed in the DED or alternatively in the proposed mitigation measures
of the attached EMPs. No design changes were introduced in the DED that may imply increased or
additional environmental impacts.
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204. Koh Tonsay Pier and its facilities require an IESIA to subjected to approval by MOE, which is
presently under way.
205. The Pier subproject (including its facility and walkway) on the Koh Tonsay island will not require
land acquisition since the pier and its terminal facilities do no occupy any private land but insist on a
Private Government Area, given in concession to the Community residents. The walkway will only
occupy a minimal portion of the area given in concession to the Community for conducting their touristic
related business. The members of the community have agreed the proposed walkway to be constructed
on the area of their concession. The other facilities also were located following the suggestions of the
community people and will not imply social impacts.
206. The BPR assessed the losses of assets, trees and amount of expected compensation. Also for
this project the resettlement and damages will be further defined during the preparation of the DRP.
207. The environmental baseline will be subject to further surveys and data collection as part of the
activity planned for the preparation of the IESIA study for the Pier Project. The results of these surveys
will permit to confirm the identification of the impacts, the mitigation measures and the required
monitoring plans, which form part of the EMPs and IESIA to be approved by MOE.
208. Unexploded ordnance (UXO). The information collected though the community and local
authorities, authorize to preliminarily exclude the risk of encountering unexploded ordnance on the
island. However, before any works will start, ADB and local regulation prescribe that a UXO specialist,
provided within the PMCES contract, will carry out an investigation for assessing the risk of encountering
unexploded ordnance and that, based on this assessment will prescribe the extent and methods for
conducting UXO clearance on the areas interested by the project, If UXO is confirmed, the detailed field
investigation and detailed UXO clearing i shall be conducted by qualified and registered firms.. This
detailed UXO clearance it is an activity included in the construction contract as part of the Contractor
General Obligations.
209. Updating EMPs. The EMP has been revised taking into consideration the technical project
features derived from the DED and the mitigation measures that have been considered in the DED in
order to avoid or to minimize the environmental impacts due to the construction and operation of the
project. After the IEIA study has been finalized and approved by MOE, it may be necessary to update
the EMP in order to make it consistent with eventual additional requirements included in the IEIA - EMP
approved by MOE. This updated EMP will have to be approved by ADB and disclosed into the ADB
website prior to Contract award and it will be included in the Contract Documents in order to be fully
complied with by the Contractor.
2.

Construction Phase
C.1 Coastal Road

210. Potential environmental impacts of Kep Coastal Road will occur during construction phase from
short-term disturbances and impacts caused by the construction of individual subproject components.
Common impacts of the civil works will, for example, will consist of reduced and/or blocked public access
to areas, disrupted business and recreation, noise, dust caused by increased truck traffic and heavy
equipment use, soil and surface water pollution caused by equipment operation and maintenance,
public and worker accidents, increased traffic congestion and traffic accidents, land erosion and
shoreline sedimentation and marine pollution at the site of the pier and part of Coastal Road from Kep
village to Angkol village about 12.4km, localized drainage and flooding problems, solid waste and
domestic pollution from worker camps, and communicable diseases and other social problems caused
by migrant workers. These short-term impacts and disturbances will occur at different levels of
magnitude depending on the civil works activity and the subproject site.
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Mitigation measures
211. Management measures to mitigate potential impacts associated with the construction phase of
the Coastal Road subproject components are presented below. The mitigation measures are detailed
further in the subproject EMP.
212. The mitigation measures below will be applied as appropriate in the EMP for the subproject and
the contractor will be required to include these measures in the site-specific construction CEMP which
will be submitted to the project management and civil engineering support consultant (PMCES) and the
PMUs for review and approval prior to construction. Monitoring will be carried out by the PMCES during
the construction period.
213. Air pollution control. Contractors shall include all necessary measures to prevent or minimize
air pollution and dust development by implementing the following air quality control measures. which
are also described in the World Bank Group/IFC’s EHS guidelines.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

(x)
(xi)
(xii)

Assign haulage routes and schedules to avoid transport occurring in the central areas,
traffic intensive areas, or residential areas. For the areas with high-demand for
environmental quality, transport should be arranged at night.
Set enforced speed limit on haulage routes at 40km/h
Spray water or other wetting agents such as calcium chloride (CaCl2) regularly on
unpaved haul roads and access road (at least once a day) to suppress dust; and erect
hoardings around dusty activities. A water truck shall be on site at all times. Cover
material stockpiles with dust shrouds or tarpaulin. For the backfill earthwork
management measures will include surface press and periodic spraying and covering.
The extra earth or dredge material should be cleared from the project site in time to
avoid long term stockpiling.
Minimize the storage time of construction and demolition wastes on site by regularly
removing them off site.
Site asphalt mixing and concrete batching stations at least 300 m downwind of the
nearest air quality protection target.
Equip asphalt, hot mix and batching plants with fabric filters and/or wet scrubbers to
reduce the level of dust emissions.
Install wheel washing equipment or conduct wheel washing manually at each exit of
the works area to prevent trucks from carrying muddy or dusty substance onto public
roads.
Keep construction vehicles and machinery in good working order, regularly service
and turn off engines when not in use.
Vehicles with an open load-carrying case, which transport potentially dust-producing
materials, shall have proper fitting sides and tail boards. Dust-prone materials shall
not be loaded to a level higher than the side and tail boards, and shall always be
covered with a strong tarpaulin.
In periods of high wind, dust-generating operations shall not be permitted within 200
m of residential areas. Special precautions need to be applied near sensitive receptors
such as schools, kindergartens and hospitals.
Avoid odor impacts caused by shoreline sediment dredging for pier or bridge
foundations by transporting dredged sediment in closed tank wagons to contain odor
and prevent scattering along the way.
Prohibit burning of construction and demolition waste material and refuse.

214. Construction noise. Contractors will be required to implement the following mitigation measures
for construction activities to meet Cambodian and IFC/WHO recommended environmental noise
standards and to protect sensitive receptors. Some measures are generic and are applicable to all
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construction sites and activities. They represent good practice and are effective measures and are in
line with IFC’s EHS guidelines.
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

During daytime construction, the contractor will ensure that: (1) noise levels from
equipment and machinery conform to the IFC EHS Standards, and properly maintain
machinery to minimize noise; (2) equipment with high noise and high vibration are not
used near residences and only low noise machinery or the equipment with sound
insulation is employed; (3) sites for concrete-mixing plants and similar activities will be
located at least 300 m away from the nearest noise protection target; and (4)
temporary noise barriers or hoardings will be installed around the equipment to shield
residences when there are residences within 20 m of the noise source.
No construction should be allowed between the night time hours of 20:00 to 07:00 in
areas located within 200 m from residential areas.
Regularly monitor noise levels at construction site boundaries. In proximity to
residential areas, (i.e. at less than 200 m from residences) the recommended noise
level shall be below 45 dB during night hours (from 9.00 pm to 7:00 am) and less than
55 dB during day hours. If noise standards are exceeded by more than 3 dB,
equipment and construction conditions shall be checked, and mitigation measures
shall be implemented to rectify the situation.
Provide the construction workers with and ensure the use of suitable hearing
protection (ear muffs) according to the worker health and safety requirements of
Cambodia.
Control the speed of bulldozer, excavator, crusher and other transport vehicles
travelling on site, adopt noise reduction measures on equipment, step up equipment
repair and maintenance to keep them in good working condition.
Limit the speed of vehicles travelling on site (less than 8 km/h), forbid the use of horns
unless absolutely necessary, minimize the use of whistles.

215. Surface water & coastal pollution. The contractors will implement the following measures to
prevent water pollution:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

(vii)
(viii)

Portable toilets and small package wastewater treatment plants will be provided on
construction sites and construction camps for the workers and canteens. If there are
nearby public sewers, interim storage tanks and pipelines will be installed to convey
wastewater to those sewers.
Sedimentation tanks will be installed on construction sites to treat process water (e.g.
concrete batching for pier construction) and muddy runoff with high concentrations of
suspended solids. If necessary, flocculants such as polyacryl amide will be used to
facilitate sedimentation.
Construction machinery will be repaired and washed at dedicated repairing shops. No
onsite machine repair and washing shall be allowed.
Material stockpiles will be protected against wind by being covered and runoff waters
which might transport them to surface waters.
Dedicated fuel storage areas must be established away from public areas and marked
clearly.
Storage of bulk fuel should be on covered concrete pads away from the public and
worker camp, and 300m from surface waters. Fuel storage areas and tanks must be
clearly marked, protected, and lighted. Contractors should be required to have an
emergency plan to handle fuel and oil spillage.
Mitigation of water quality impacts during road and sea protection wall and box and
culvert construction. to be adopted based on water quality monitoring results.
Berms and/or silt curtains will be used around all excavation/trench sites and along
all surface waters to prevent soil erosion and surface water sedimentation.
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216. Earthworks & soil erosion mitigation. The contractors will implement the following measures
related to earthwork management:
（i）

Present and past land use should be reviewed to assess whether excavated soils
are contaminated soil. Contaminated spoil should be disposed at a nearby landfill or
a location approved by DOE.
（ii） Confirm location of the borrow pit and temporary spoil storage and final disposal
sites, securing permits from relevant DOE.
（iii） Develop borrow pit and spoil disposal site management and restoration plan, to be
approved by responsible authority; obtain permit for the clearance of excavated
earthworks.
（iv） Construct intercepting ditches and drains to prevent runoff entering construction
sites, and diverting runoff from sites to existing drainage.
（v） Construct hoardings and sedimentation ponds to contain soil loss and runoff from
the construction sites.
（vi） Limit construction and material handling during periods of rains and high winds.
（vii） Stabilize all cut slopes, embankments, and other erosion-prone working areas while
works are going on.
（viii） Stockpiles shall be short-termed, placed in sheltered and guarded areas near the
actual construction sites, covered with clean tarpaulins, and sprayed with water
during dry and windy weather conditions.
（ix） All earthwork disturbance areas shall be stabilized with thatch cover within 30 days
after earthworks have ceased at the sites.
（x） Immediately restore, level and plant landscape on temporary occupied land upon
completion of construction works.
（xi） Implement all soil erosion protection measures as defined in the soil and water
conservation reports.

217. Ecological impacts. The contractors will implement the following measures to prevent ecological
impact during construction:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Preserve existing vegetation in areas close to the construction activity sites.
Protect existing trees and grassland during construction; where a tree must be
removed, or an area of grassland disturbed, replant trees and re-vegetate the area
after construction.
Remove trees or shrubs only as the last resort if they impinge directly on the
permanent works or necessary temporary works.
Prior to commencement of construction, tag and conspicuously mark all the trees to
be preserved to prevent damage to these trees by construction workers.
Construction workers are prohibited from capturing any wildlife in the project areas.

218. Occupational health and safety. The construction industry imply hazard for safety and health.
The civil works contractors will implement adequate precautions to protect the health and safety of
construction workers and the public. The Contractor shall hire a qualified Environment and Health Safety Officer who will have the main responsibility for the planning and implementation of the EMP with
particular attention to the environmental monitoring, the safety and health of the workers and the actual
adoption of the measures mentioned in the EMP. The following measures will be observed by
Contractors to minimize health and safety risks:
(i)

Care must be taken to ensure that sites for all earthworks (e.g., excavations,
trenches) and dredging that are suspected to have unexploded ordnance (UXO) are
surveyed by the military prior to construction. If such ordnance is detected clearing
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(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

(vii)

work will need to be commissioned prior to undertaking civil works.
Construction site sanitation: (1) Each contractor shall provide adequate and
functional systems for sanitary conditions, toilet facilities, waste management, labor
dormitories and cooking facilities. Effectively clean and disinfect the site. During site
formation, spray with phenolate solution for disinfection. Disinfect toilets and refuse
piles and timely remove solid waste; (2) Exterminate rodents on site at least once
every 3 months, and exterminate mosquitoes and flies at least twice each year; (3)
Provide public toilets in accordance with the requirements of labor management and
sanitation departments in the living areas on construction site, and appoint
designated staff responsible for cleaning and disinfection; (4) Work camp wastewater
shall be discharged into the municipal sewer system or treated on-site with portable
system.
Occupational safety: (1) Provide safety hats and safety shoes to all construction
workers; (2) Provide safety goggles and respiratory masks to workers doing asphalt
road paving and tunnel blasting; (3) Provide ear plugs to workers working near noisy
PME; and 4) living saving (drown prevention) equipment placed at all pier
construction sites.
Food safety: Inspect and supervise food hygiene in canteen on site regularly.
Canteen workers must have valid health permits. Once food poisoning is discovered,
implement effective control measures immediately to prevent it from spreading.
Disease prevention, health services: (1) All contracted labor shall undergo a medical
examination which should form the basis of an (obligatory) health/accident insurance
and welfare provisions to be included in the work contracts. The contractors shall
maintain records of health and welfare conditions for each person contractually
engaged; (2) Establish health clinic at location where workers are concentrated,
which should be equipped with common medical supplies and medication for simple
treatment and emergency treatment for accidents; (3) Specify (by the PIUs and
contractors) the person(s) responsible for health and epidemic prevention
responsible for the education and awareness on food hygiene and disease
prevention to raise the awareness of workers.
Social conflict prevention: No major social risks and/or vulnerabilities are anticipated
because of the project. The project construction workers will be engaged locally. Civil
works contracts will stipulate priorities to (1) employ local people for works, (2)
ensure equal opportunities for women and men, (3) pay equal wages for work of
equal value, and to pay women’s wages directly to them; and (4) not employ child or
forced labor.
Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19):
a) The COVID-19 outbreak represents significant health and safety risks that were not
anticipated at project appraisal stage and is thus not reflected in any of the projects'
safeguards instruments, most importantly the environmental management plan
(EMP). In accordance with the ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) and the
loan/grant/financing agreement between ADB and the borrower, the borrower is
required to assess implications of unanticipated risks and impacts; and to identify
and implement necessary risk mitigation measures.
b) To protect the health and safety of workers as well as communities affected by
ADB- financed and/or administered projects, and in response to the requirements
of the loan/grant/financing agreement, we requests you to kindly, unless already
done, conduct a project-level COVID-19 risk assessment and to instruct all
contractors to update (or prepare) their respective health and safety (H&S) plans,
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which are part of their EMP, addressing COVID-19 health risks24. These H&S plans
should be aligned with any government regulations and guidelines on COVID-19
prevention and control, or in the absence thereof, with good practice guidelines as
maybe updated from time to time.' The CONTRACTORS' H&S plans should be
reviewed by the Engineer or supervision consultant in consultation with public
health specialist inspectors, with a recommendation forwarded to the executing
agency. The capacity of the Engineer or supervision consultant may need to be
strengthened or supplemented by additional H&S consultancy support to allow
them to undertake professional review and make recommendations to the EA and
monitor such H&S plans.
219. Community health and safety. Temporary traffic diversions, generation of noise and dust on
hauling routes, and general hindrance to local access and services are common impacts associated
with construction works within or nearby local settlements. The project may also contribute to road
accidents by heavy machinery on existing roads, and temporarily blocking pavements for pedestrians.
The potential impacts on community health and safety will be mitigated through activities defined in the
EMP. The contractors will implement the following measures:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

Temporary traffic management: A traffic control and operation plan will be prepared
together with the local traffic police prior to any construction. The plan shall include
provisions for diverting or scheduling construction traffic to avoid morning and
afternoon peak traffic hours, regulating traffic at road crossings with an emphasis on
ensuring public safety through clear signs, controls and planning in advance.
Information disclosure: Residents and businesses will be informed in advance
through media of the construction activities, given the dates and duration of expected
traffic disruption.
Construction sites: Clearly marked signs will be placed at construction sites in view
of the public, warning people of potential dangers such as moving vehicles,
hazardous materials, excavations etc. and raising awareness on safety issues.
Heavy machinery will not be used at night and all such equipment will be returned to
its overnight storage area/position before nightfall. All sites will be made secure,
discouraging access by members of the public through appropriate fencing
whenever appropriate. Open excavations should be fenced, and trenches covered
where public walkways or vehicles must cross.

220. Preservation of Mangrove and seagrass beds. The improvement works on the already existing
coastal road, carried out completely inland, should not affect coastal mangroves, seagrass beds, or
coral reefs. However, along the boundary of mangrove community at the middle section (between Km
2 to Km 4.2) the contractor shall enforce specific staff training and supervision control aimed at
preserving the Mangroves. Signals shall be placed in the camp and along the mangrove areas reminding
the prohibition of trees cutting, hunting or storing or dumping materials in this area.
221. Dust Control. Control of dust by use of wetting agents (e.g., water CaCl2) and careful covering
of all excavated materials, sand or aggregate stockpiles. Increased traffic congestion. Local pollution

24

See e.g.: World Health Organization. 2020. Considerations for public health and social measures in the workplace in the
context of COVID-19. Geneva. Available here: https://www.who int/publications-detail/considerations-for-public- healthand-social-measures-in-the-workplace-in-the-context-of-covid-19; HM Government. 2020. Working safely during
COVID-19 in construction and other outdoor work. Guidance for employers, employees and the self- employed. Link::
https://assets.publishing
service.gov.uk/media/5eb961bfe90e070834b6675f/workingsafely-during-covid-19construction-outdoors-110520 pdf. The Canadian Construction Association. 2020. COVID 19 Standard Protocols. Link:
https://www.cca-acc.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/CCA-COVID-19-Standardized-Prrotocols-for-All-CanadianSites-04-16-20.pdf
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from the exhaust of trucks and heavy equipment can be minimized by ensuring all vehicles and
equipment are kept in good working order and left idling for extended periods.
222. Pollution Control at Camp and work sites. Solid and domestic construction wastes to be well
managed with a waste management plan including the realization of solid waste temporary depots to
be regularly emptied by garbage trucks though effective coordination with the Kep solid waste collecting
contractor. Pit latrines for workers should be placed away from public areas including eating/sleeping
areas of temporary worker camps, and limed regularly. Closed latrines serving the contractor’s camps
must be realized and managed according to the recommendations by DOE. All construction sites must
have clearly marked telephone hot line phone numbers to the PIU as part of the GRM (Appendix B) for
the subprojects. Households of Kep town along the road just at the initial section of the project should
be given updated construction schedules and locations where heavy (noisy) equipment will be operated.
The civil works schedules must define the periods when specific road sections may be partially blocked
creating travel impediments. The site of the construction workers camp must be restored to original
condition upon closure.
C.2 Construction of Passenger Pier at Koh Tonsay
223. The main civil works of the Koh Tonsay subproject are the Pier and the passenger terminal
building, which are located far away from the community and the tourist resorts area. The walkway and
the other scattered components and tourist facilities may be realized in quite a short time, over the span
of 3-4 months, possibly during the low tourist season in order to reduce the impact on the touristic
activity. The small size of the civil works for the walkway and the other small civil works will also require
only small equipment, which will not cause significant dust and noise. The most critical aspect is the
lack of available area for Contractor’s Camp site within the concession area of the community. The
Contractor will have to make a rental agreement of a suitable area Southwest of the Pier within the
concession area of Paul Cham Group Co.25 . The rental agreement shall include specific clauses for full
restoration of the site after the construction in Koh Tonsay is completed. The location of the campsite in
an areas adjacent to the Pier and further away from the Community will greatly limit the interference of
the works with the tourist activities.
224. For the impacts which are similar to the ones described for the Coastal Road, the mitigations
described in the section C1. will apply to the following: (a) Air Pollution, (b) Construction Noise, (c)
Ecological Impact, (d) Occupational Health and Safety, (e) Pollution Control at Camp Site.
225. The following section describes the specific construction impacts related to the works for the pier
and the terminal, the walkway, and the other facilities, with indication of the recommended mitigation
measures to be adopted.
(i)

Aquatic wildlife habitat

226. Construction of the foundations of the new coastal pier affects, locally and for a limited period, the
benthic community of plants and animals on which fish communities depend for food and reproduction.
Pier construction may also re-surfaces anoxic sediments which will increase the turbidity of the sea
water, thus degrading the water quality in the nearby bay and affecting the touristic recreational use of
the beach. The impacts will be minor because the pier site is located over a wide rocky area that is least
productive coastal areas. Coral reef, mangrove, and sea grass areas are not found in the proximity of
the pier site, according to site visit and information collected among the community people.

25

Within the concession area to the Paul Cham Group, no development is yet under way and the rental of an area for the
Contractor Camp is considered the only viable solution for the camp location, with the only negative aspect of the rental
cost.
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Mitigation
227. Earthworks along shoreline shall be avoided or minimized through adequate design of the works.
Silt curtains shall be placed around the pier construction areas to contain the suspended sediment into
a limited area where the works are carried out, in order to minimize exposure of aquatic biota and habitat
to transported and deposited silt.
(ii)

Terrestrial habitat

228. The impact to terrestrial environments arise from the construction works of the walkway and other
land-based facilities included in the Pier project. Specifically, the cleared footprints of the walkway and
the platform for the piers terminal building, the water reservoir and other community logistic facilities
included in the project may affect the vegetation and the wildlife in the proximity of the site. Great portion
of the walkway, for about 600m of length are to be realized in the area between the beach and the
resorts where only few trees and some coconuts may be felled down. Other facilities, such as the
shower-toilets, the water reservoir, the power plant and the space for temporary deposit of solid wastes
have been selected in areas indicated by the community presently not utilized for cultivation. In no case
the construction will be located in dense forest or with large trees, in order to minimize the impact on
the vegetation and the wildlife. Also noteworthy to mention the temporary impacts due to the
construction and operation of the Contractor’s camp to be created in the vicinity of the pier site. There
are no rare and endangered terrestrial wildlife that will be affected by the pier development.
Mitigation
229. The removal of vegetation in the area of the walkway section close to the pier shall be avoided,
or at least minimized. If vegetation is removed for the walkway construction and for the pier terminal,
it shall be replaced with local like-for-like species, or with more robust vegetation varieties.
(iii)

Water quality

230. A major short-term impact of civil construction works on coastal water quality i s caused from
soil erosion and sedimentation. In the selected location for the pier the sea bottom is rocky so that risk
of sea erosion is definitely excluded. Local excavations for dredging the pier area may locally increase
suspended sediment levels. This impact shall be confined by the utilizations of silt curtains around the
area. TSS will reach maximum possible concentrations during the works for the pier construction.
However, these impacts will not last over long periods because of the natural tide and currents at
the site which easily dissipate suspended sediment.
231. The other common source of surface water pollution during construction phase is from oil, gas,
and grease from the operation and maintenance of heavy equipment affecting the sea water. Fuel
tanks can leak, and used oil and grease may accidentally be discharged in nearby streams.
Mitigation
232. Silt curtains shall be installed temporarily to isolate the pier and other works near the shoreline. The
utilization of silt curtains around the working areas will help to keep the increase of suspended solids into
a well confined area. As soon as the works are stopped, the silt curtains, preventing the effect of sea
currents will favor the sedimentation of the suspended solid within the confined area. Regular water
quality monitoring will be conducted during dredging sea bottom excavation works to control that
temporary disruption of the water quality is contained within the direct area of work. Fuel and
vehicle/equipment lubricants must be handling at a dedicated, well signed, fenced site that has a concrete
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floor. Refueling of vehicles must occur at the dedicated site, refueling of boats must be carefully
environmentally controlled at a marine location away from public areas. Spill response procedures and
spill treatment kits for pollutants such as gas/diesel fuels and oils must be provided by contractors with
training provided to the workers.
(iv)

Noise

233. Operation of heavy excavation equipment, pneumatic hammer and rock excavation equipment,
creates noise that may seriously disturb tourists and residents within 200 m distance from the pier and
the other facilities of the subproject.
Mitigation
234. The operation of heavy equipment for the pier works and associated facilities shall be scheduled
during the hours of 08:00 and 18:00. All heavy equipment should be kept in good working order and
noise monitoring will be conducted regularly at sensitive sites to ensure that noise levels are contained
within the WHO standard of 55-70 dB(A) during daytime. Temporary noise barriers shall be used in
case noise levels exceed the standard value.

(v)

Dust and air pollution

235. The earthworks in Koh Tonsay are quite small and will require the use of small excavators
and small pay-loaders. Furthermore, the soil along the walkway are not muddy or rich of silt that would
be spread by the construction vehicles or may create dust.
Mitigation
236. Works for the walkway will be carried out only during the low tourist season. Wetting agents should
be applied regularly to all construction sites. All construction vehicles should be kept in good working
order. Manually wash vehicle wheels when leaving construction sites and remove mud around the
construction sites at end of each day.
(vi)

Solid and domestic waste

237. The construction of the pier and shoreline facilities will generate solid waste from discarded
construction materials such as concrete remains, wood formworks, reinforcing bar, and other materials
as well as and domestic waste from the worker’s camp. Solid wastes will be generated by eateries,
latrines and discarded supplies. Discharge of domestic liquid and solid waste can become a serious
problem to be properly addressed in a limited and sensitive space such as Koh Tonsay. Therefore, well
sized septic tanks will be installed in the camp far away from any beach to reduce the possible pollution
impact.
Mitigation
238. A formal waste collection and disposal program should be d e f i n e d a n d approved by the
provincial DOEs. All waste construction material must be stored with separation of the recyclables and
common wastes and removed from the camp site weekly. The camp site must be provided with
adequate garbage bins, and garbage must be collected daily and transported to the designated local
temporary deposits to be then transported via boat to Kep every week. Pit latrine areas must be kept
clean, and buried when camp closed. Strict compliance to adequate procedures for the correct
management of liquid and solid wastes will have to be carefully monitored.
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(vii)

Boat transportation & fishing/aquaculture

239. Pier construction and associated shoreline works may interfere with local boat traffic or fishing
activities near the pier site.
Mitigation
240. Shoreline signage should be placed above and below pier and shoreline work areas, and
community information leaflets should be distributed to inform local residents and users of the water
bodies on the subproject activities. The local community should be consulted so that the pier
development activities can be scheduled to limit the interference with current activities. Buoys should
be placed near the pier construction area in order to separate as much as possible the navigation paths
used by the pier service boats form the ones used by the tourist transportation services. The PIUs, with
support from the EA, will be responsible to inform all users of the affected sections of Koh Tonsay
and schedules of activities that could disrupt t h e r e c r e a t i o n a l use of the surface waters.
(viii) Public and Workers’ Health
Mitigation
241. All Workers including engineers shall attend a program for capacity building HIV/AID and Covid-19
to be organized by the Contractor in order to ensure safety, hygiene and prevention of communicable
diseases at the site. Local medical officers and other relevant health specialist shall cooperate with the
construction or shall be hired to conduct regular checks and training for the workers on the site.
242. For Covid-19, the Contractor, shall enforce the recommendations and rules of ministry of Health of
Cambodia as per form attached in the appendix D or further emissions.
Protected Areas, Rare and Endangered Species, and Cultural Property and Values
243. There are no known rare or endangered terrestrial wildlife species or critical habitat in the
immediate vicinity of the subproject. The subprojects are not near National Parks. and presence of rare
or endangered wildlife is not reported in the immediate for this subproject area.
244. There are no physical cultural resources that are at risk of being damaged by the subprojects.
Thus, the construction activities that will be implemented according to the general mitigation measures
normally applied for avoiding negative impacts to sensitive ecosystem and cultural resources and
values.
3.

Operation Phase
a.

Kep Coastal Road

245. The increased vehicle traffic along the Coastal road, combined with the higher vehicles speed on
the improved road will increase the risk of vehicle accidents. Another probable impact is the increased
noise pollution due to the high speed traffic. On the other side, the new paved road will ensure drastic
reduction of dust with respect to the present conditions with unpaved roads.
246. The mitigation measures for the first aspect will consist on the efficient and clear signs and lanes
marks, lighting provided in the urban areas and in the proximity of the intersections. Safety barrier are
also envisaged to be installed at the critical points along the Coastal road. Speed limits signals will be
posted along the coastal road and the speed limits must be enforced to prevent accidents.
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247. The more conservative design criteria for the culverts and lateral drainage will improve the
drainage efficiency with respect to the present conditions. But this improvement must be accompanied
by adequate maintenance of drainage ditches and culverts, to prevent siltation which may reduce their
actual discharge capacity. Regular inspections before and during the rainy season are recommended
in order to properly plan the necessary dredging and cleaning activities of drainage networks. The onus
will be on DPWT to support and implement required O&M for the roads and drainage. Adequate annual
O&M budget shall be considered and provided to Kep DPWT in order to ensure proper maintenance
works.
b.

Operation of Koh Tonsay Pier

248. The potential impacts of the operation of the Pier at Koh Tonsay will arise from increased tourist
influx and related increase of boat traffic, increased liquid and solid wastes generated in the resorts of
the island community and in the new tourist facilities included in the Pier subproject. It should, however,
be clarified that the concession area of the Koh Tonsay Community is very limited and the resorts have
already occupied most of the usable areas and substantial increase of reception capacity is not
foreseeable. The increase of visitors will therefore remain quite limited, related to intensification of the
room average occupancy, increase of the day visitors, attracted by the clean sea water and pristine
beaches, safer accessibility to the island during more perturbed weather conditions. Thus, to double the
number of visitors at 10 years from the project start of operation would be a reasonable target, which
will not create any serious environmental impact.
249. The generated garbage shall be managed by the resort operators utilizing the provide garbage
bins allowing the drastic improvement from the present irregular dumping on the backyards. The bins
shall be regularly transported via boat to mainland for further collection in Kep and final disposal in the
new improved Kep landfill site. Similarly, the septic tanks of the new public toilet facilities at the pier site
must be emptied yearly and the septage transported to mainland for disposal in the specific septage
treatment works of the improved Kep Landfill.
250. The increase boat traffic will possibly increase the risk of sew water pollution from gas or oil spills,
discharged by the boats. It should be noted that this potential pollution increase will be largely offset by
the fact that, after the realization of the pier, the tourist boats will remain away from the beach. However,
the pollution risk will be mitigated through a published code of conduct for boat operators and regular
inspection of the regular conditions of the registered tourist boats. to be enforced through the issuance
of specific regulation for environmental protection requirements for tourist boat operators.
251. The water supply component will require periodic monitoring of the following aspects: a) verify the
possible level decrease in the dugwell/ponds located downstream of the infiltration trench, (b) to
regularily monitor through monthly water sampling and lab tests the water quality of the abstracted water
and particularly on turbidity (TDS), e-coli concentration and residual cholrine content in the distributed
network in order to advise the community on the potability of the water,
252. Capacity development for the Pier subproject includes the provision of training for the operators
of the new Pier and its facilities. The operation and maintenance of the pier, walkway and related
facilities and services provided by the project shall be carried out though the organization of staff to be
employed for this purpose. The cost for the personnel and the operation and maintenance expenses
shall be covered by the enforcement of the envisaged fees to be paid by the resort and boat operators
for the utilization of the services provided by the project: electrical power, water supply, boat mooring
fees, and user fees for the tourist shower and toilet facilities. The employed staff, and the tourist resort
operators and the boat operators shall be properly trained thorough specific technical training, as
envisaged in the Project Administration Manual. The Kep provincial administration shall verify though
inspections and accounting verification that the proposed organization for the Koh Tonsay O&M is
correctly and efficiently managed.
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c.

Climate Change Impact

253. A Climate Risk and Vulnerability Assessment (CRVA) was prepared separately. Provided below
are excerpts from the CRVA, climate change adaptation measures and initial estimates of the project’s
greenhouse gas emissions (GHG).
1.

Climate Change Projections

254. Reports and summaries of climate change scenarios for Cambodia, based on RCP8.5 scenario,
climate change projections indicate that by 2050 maximum 1 hour rainfall for the 10 year return period
will increase by 7%. This increase rainfall intensity rate has been included in the computation of the
design flood values considered for the stream crossing and drainage works of the road project. Sea
water levels are also envisaged to increase at Ha Tien only 30 km South East of Kep, by 23 cm at the
year 2060. Such sea water level increase has been considered in the design for the safe road level
design and in the estimated safe level of the Koh Tonsay Pier.
2.

Greenhouse gas emissions

255. The project will generate greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from vehicles on project roads and
boats using the improved piers. The project will generate greenhouse gas (GHG) from anticipated
increased vehicle traffic on subproject access roads, however, the increase in vehicles is not expected
to exceed the 100,000CO2e/a.26 GHG emissions from project roads was established based on the
guidance provided in ADB’s Environment Safeguards - a Good Practice Sourcebook (2012). If the traffic
expressed as passenger car units per day (PCU/day) is below the numbers indicated in Table 15 (in a
representative year) the emissions in that year are unlikely to exceed the 100,000 tons CO2e threshold.
Table 27. Maximum Number of Passenger Car Units per Km to Trigger 100,000CO2e/a
Length of Road. (km)
10
20
30
35
40

PCU/day
76,000
57,000
38,000
33,000
28,000

Length of Road. (km)
50
60
70
90
100

PCU/day
23,000
19,000
16,000
13,000
11,000

Source: ADB Environment Safeguards - a Good Practice Sourcebook (2012)

256. The total length of new roads is estimated approximately 10km, which is conservative since most
of the works are related to upgrading of already existing road. Traffic flows in the representative year of
2030 are expected to remain under 10,000 Vehicles-day, much below the 76,000 PCU/day traffic which,
according to Table 15, is assumed to generate 100,000 tons/a of GHGs. The impact of increased boat
traffic to/from the new piers on GHG emissions is also being assessed and considered not significant.
257. The project also supports adoption of ASEAN Tourism Standards (e.g., Homestay Standard,
Clean Tourist City Standard, Green Hotel Standard, and Clean Public Toilet Standard). Lighting along
road, pier and walkway facilities will be provided by photovoltaic panel. In Koh Tonsay the proposed
power plant will produce 65% of the community electricity demand by a power house based on
photovoltaic panels, to replace the present power production based on the use of individual poorly
efficient diesel generators This will reduce the carbon footprint of the subproject areas through increased
energy efficiency (e.g., use of LED lighting), and reduce GHG emissions. In the DED computation of
the expected reduction of GHG emissions in the subproject areas will be provided.

26

ADB (2016) Guidelines for Greenhouse Gas Emissions Transport Projects.
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VI.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION

258. The stakeholder consultation strategy during project preparation adopted the principles of
meaningful engagement, transparency, participation, and inclusiveness to ensure that affected and
marginalized groups such as women and the poor were given equal opportunities to participate in the
design of the project, in accordance with the requirements ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (2009).
Stakeholder consultation for the environment was conducted jointly with the parallel social impact
assessment.
259. The approach to stakeholder consultation for environmental concerns or issues with the
subprojects in Kep consisted of the following three avenues of inquiry and data collection:
1)
2)
3)

A.

As part of the household and village leader interviews conducted jointly with the social
development team;
Where possible separate consultations with provincial agencies and other stakeholders
by social development team; and
Individual interviews conducted by the project Environment Specialists during project
meetings with provincial and national environmental regulatory agencies.

Identification of Stakeholders

260. Stakeholders were identified and engaged in a participatory manner. Stakeholder communication
to date has focused on institutional stakeholders, affected communities, and persons directly affected
by proposed subproject interventions. The stakeholders involved in the design of the project include:
•

•
•

•

•

B.

Institutional stakeholders invited including the (i) project EA and IAs (ii) provincial
agencies (e.g., Provincial Department of Environment (DoE), Women’s Affairs, Provincial
Department of Commerce (DoC), Provincial Department of Tourism (DoT), Provincial
Department of Water Resources and Meteorology (DOWRAM), Provincial Department of
Public Works & Transportation (DPWT);
Communities living near the subproject areas who will benefit from the project, and who
have an interest in identifying measures to enhance or maximize the benefits;
Communities within the subproject area who may be directly and/or adversely affected,
and who have an interest in the identification and implementation of measures to avoid
or minimize negative impacts;
Vulnerable and/or marginalized groups who have an interest in the identification and
implementation of measures that support and promote their involvement and participation
in the project; and
Other institutions or individuals with a vested interest in the outcomes and/or impacts of
the project.

Discussion Guide

261. Five open-ended questions and information requests (Table 28) guided stakeholder discussions.
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Table 28. Guiding Questions and Information Requests for Stakeholder Consultations
1. What will be the benefits of the subproject?
Please list benefits of project.
2. Do you have any environmental concerns with the subproject?
Please list environmental concerns about subproject.
3. Do you any have environmental concerns with the construction activities of the
subproject?
Please list environmental concerns of construction phase activities.
4. Do you have environmental concerns about the completed operation phase of the
completed subproject?
Please list environmental concerns about the operation of completed subproject.
5. Do you think the subproject design or operation should be changed to prevent negative
environmental, or community impacts?
Please list changes to subproject that you think will prevent or reduce negative
environmental, or community impacts?
262. To help guide the discussions on environmental issues and concerns of subprojects a list of
environmental components (Table 17) was introduced to the stakeholders ahead of the question and
answer period. Stakeholders were encouraged to add their own components of environment to the
discussions.
Table 29. Example Environmental Components Used to Guide Stakeholder Discussions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

C.

drinking water quality and availability
surface water quality and quantity
groundwater quality and quantity
air quality
climate
land and soil quality
coastal zone, océan, rivers, reservoirs,
mangroves, trees, other vegetation,
coastal and terrestrial resources e.g.,
seagrass beds, mangroves, forests,
salt beds

• terrestrial and aquatic animals, e.g.,
fish, birds, small mammals
• ecological protected areas (e.g.,
national parks, wildlife sanctuaries),
• land and coastal zone uses (e.g.,
agriculture, fisheries, forestry,
navigation, aquaculture, commercial,
other),
• public safety
• public movement and access
• physical cultural values (e.g., pagodas,
cemeteries, monuments)

Summary of Public Consultation

263. The list of participants and recorded minutes and photographs of the public consultation meetings
held in Kep are in Appendix A. Below is a summary of discussions.
264. Table 30 summarizes the comments and concerns raised. The environmental issues and
concerns identified by the consultations were similar to the issues and concerns identified by the
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consultations for Pier and Coastal Road designs, and similarly, are addressed by the Mitigation and
Monitoring Plans (see below)
Table 30. Summary of Public Consultation Meeting of Coastal Road and Pier Subproject
Meeting Location
Provincial
Department of
Tourism, Kep.
On 28 May 2020

Participants (24
persons M=20, F=4)
1. H.E Vao
Sokha,
Provincial
Deputy
Governor and
Chairman of
PRSC
2. PMU/MPWT
representative
3. PIU Members
4. PMCES
consultants
5. Commune
Authorities
6. Communities

Individual Concern or Issue
Meeting conducted On 28 May 2020 in the initial stage of the
Detailed Design of the Coastal Road and of Koh Tonsay Pier
Project.
The meeting was leaded by H.E Sok Sokun, undersecretary
of state of Tourism Ministry.
• There were 15 participants for this meeting
• All agree and support these two subprojects (Pier and
Costal Road);
• In the meeting it was mentioned to consider the
opportunity for another pier in Angkol village for the
fishermen;
• The alignment of the road is not affected to the
mangrove.
• The location of proposed pier is in the former pier, but it
was damaged. There are filled by rock already. No
mangrove and other concern marine there.
• They suggested to expand the width of walkway on
island.
Meeting conducted 0n 14 July 2020 in Angkol Commune
during the Detailed Design of the Coastal Road.
H.E Vao Sokha, Deputy Governor of Kep province, Opened
the remark and welcomed the participants of the meeting. He
introduced the project explaining that the Cambodia
government loaned money more than 10 million dollars from
ADB to develop tourist infrastructures, which will benefit Kep
province.
Mr. Soch Pich, 52 years old raised his concerns as
the following: “I am coming to attend the PCM today as
representative of other land owner. I am speaking on their
behalf. Previously this road was not road, but with the
contribution of land owners by 3m each of both side it could
built a road with 6m width under support of Damnak
Chang’oeu district’s budget as you can see it now. Now
existing road is 6m width. However, some section can be
measured up to 7m or more.

Mrs. Ke Reth, 48 years old from Angkol village,
mentioned that “my land is small, if they will acquire 3 meters
Location:
Angkol more road widening, then I may not have any land to live, so
my house will be next to the road because my land is 30m
Commune
width x 15m length from the 6 m-road today.
Date: 14-July-2020
Start: 10:30 a.m.
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End: 11:45 a.m

H.E Vao Sokha’ responded to her worry, “we cannot
say anything at this stage. let’s check the real situation and
wait for GDR conducting the DMS when the DED completed
with the actual COI agreed officially.
Mrs. Kim Channy, district governor: first, she gave
her respect to all participants and thankful to the people who
donated their land to build the road. Because there is an
existing road here, so she requested to ADB project to expand
that road up to 12 meter width. Hence, the project shall
compensate the landowners for the additional 3 meters on
both sizes at commercial land price, considering that the land
owners already donated 3m each for constructing the existing
rural road.

Participants (38
persons M=23, F=15)

Meeting conducted on 14 July 2020 in Kep Sangat during the
Detailed Design of the Coastal Road.

7. Vice Mayor of
Kep
8. PMU/MPWT
representative
9. PIU Members
10. PMCES
consultants
11. Commune
Authorities
12. Communities

Mr. Chan Song, Vice Chief of Sangkat Kep, welcomed the
vice mayor of Kep, consultants and representative from PMU
and PIU on behalf of Sangkat chief. He explained the purpose
of the meeting today is for those who were not invited for
previous PCM conducted on June 30, 2020.

Location: Kep Sangkat
Date: 14-July-2020
Start: 8:00 a.m.
End: 09:40 a.m.

Mr. Khorn Vuthy, Vice Mayor of Kep, opened his remark
about the project with a brief on project background. He told
participants that Koh Tonsay pier and coastal road which we
held meeting today was just a project which transferred from
Sihanouk Ville. The request his people and local authorities
to cooperate and participate in this project together. Then
gave floor to technical engineer to present the project
design.
Mr. Tob Pisey: Before Road Construction, please
inform us the schedule and detail alignment.
Mr. Danh Sophat (33 years old) from Kep village. He
said if the project road design within the road RoW
preserved by Provincial Department of Land
Management, he agrees 100%.
Mrs. Duong Sann, 54 years old from Kep village,
asked “Does the road alignment will have big impact
on to shoreline side?
Mr. Hou Phallaravy, PIU Chairman, added to Mr.
Nimol “there are also drainage systems along that
side. The road construction might only reach to the
people’s houses stairs. The road branch coming from
Angkol is one-way road of limited width.
Mr. Hou Phallaravy, mentioned that, based on the
land management system, the road RoW is 9m, but
project will require only 8m for building this one way
road.
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Table 31. Results of public consultations for Koh Tonsay Pier Sub-project
Meeting
Location

Name

Individual Concern or Issue

Meeting conducted in Koh Tonsay on 29 May 2020, during the initial phase
of the Detailed Design of the Pier and the walkway.
•

Ms. Chea Am, 76 years old

• Ms. Chun Rim, 63 years old

• Ms. Khem Vouchleang, 51 years
old (Community chief)
Community of
Koh Tonsay
(on 29 May
2020)

• Mr. Hem Sin, 56 years old

• Pier structure is not much
concern, I worry to disturb
tourist in my business.
• The project shall inform us on
the actual schedule of working
hours.
• My bungalow and yard of food
shop will be affected by walkway.
• But for environment, it not much
concern because it is only
walkway and pier for tourism.
• I support the project;
• But, we don’t have workers here,
so many of workers from different
area to live here in the
construction shall be not allowed
to disturb our guests after their
work at night time.
• Water is not enough due to the
real condition here. A solution
should found to ensure security;
• Contractor camp location shall be
discussed before settling;
• Vehicles for transporting goods
and materials should be
discussed with PIU for avoiding
matter with tourists
• I will agree with project;
• Happy with the project, but
concerned on the sea water
quality .
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Meeting
Location

Name

Individual Concern or Issue

Meeting conducted in Koh Tonsay on 05 November 2020, during the
Detailed Design of the Pier and the walkway
Community of
Scope of the Meeting was to present the features of the almost completed
Koh Tonsay
Detailed Design and taking into account possible alternatives proposed by
the community as well as the environmental situation in and around the
- on
November project site. After the project presentation by the Consultant Team the
participants achieved a complete understanding of the project. The totality of
05, 2020
of the participants, supported the coastal development project, and agreed
- 01:15pm
on
the development of the project
- Participant:

8 people

• Ms Chea An, 76 years old

• Reply by Mr. Nimal

• Ms Khem Vouchleang, 51 years
old (Community chief)

•

When the project is digging a
well with a storage capacity of
45 m3 / day and installing a 75
KVA generator to charge the
solar panels, how do local
people contribute to the project
cost ?
• The cost for the power plant
and distribution lines shall be
covered by the project. The
resort owners shall only pay for
the energy according to the
metered consumption and
based on power fees similar to
the ones applied by National
utilities companies.
❖ Request:
•

•

Reply by Mr. Nimal

•

Request to the walkway
construction and pier team to
help bulldoze the land when
finish the construction work.
Before construct bathrooms
and showers, please help to
consider the environment
especially the proper design of
the septic tank to avoid the
leakage of liquid waste into the
sea.
Mr. Nimal explained that the
units for shower and toilets
shall be provided by improved
septic Tanks and by
constructed wetlands that will
eliminate any risk of pollution or
discharge towards the beach or
the sea.
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A questionnaire on the present status of water supply and on Electrical power supply in the Community
was conducted in Koh Tonsay on 05 November 2020 with interviews to all the resort owners. The details
are presented in the Appendix A.6 These are the summary of the answers recorded:
A). Water Supply
• main source of water is from Kep water supply on, with water transported (pin precarious
manner) by boat, with 1 or 2 plastic containers 5,000 L placed on the boat usually used for
passengers: average week Volume transported is 56,000L/week.
• the water collected from roof is a secondary spource of water only used during rainy season,
which supply on average 28,000L/week;
• the water collected from pond/dugwells was declared only by one resort, with average volume
of only 6,000L/week (this datum is doubfull because one existing spring connected to the
Dugwell by rubber hose is able to produce at least from 20,000 up to 30,000 L/week;
• no data were responded on the drinking water sold to the clients in the resort or restaurant.
• very common are complaints by the trourist about the amount, pressure and quality of the water
distributed in the bungalows.
• not adequate water supply is considered a limiting factor by the tourism operators .
B) Energy Supply
• All resorts have one diesel generatior (one resort has also 1 generator as stand-by) operating
from 4 to 15 hours/day, with an average consumption of some 6 L/day of diesel fuel. No power
is available after 10-11 pm.
• all clients comply about lack of power and there is constant requests for air-conditioned rooms.
• all resorts owners would install air conditioner if power were available. This would bring an
increase of 5 US$ per night/per room.
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VII.

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM

265. The subproject components were introduced to the public and key stakeholders during initial
consultation meetings for Coastal Road and Pier designs of these subprojects, and then again for the
DED for Kep subproject.
266. The current and final IEE for Pier and EMP for Coastal Road 12.4km must be easily available to
the stakeholders contacted during project preparation, in written and verbal forms, and in local language.
The Executive Summary of the IEE and EMP shall be translated into Khmer and distributed to all
persons affected by the project. The IEE shall be made available on the MOE/DOE and MOT/DOT
websites, at their respective offices, district offices, and subproject sites. Similarly, all project reporting
with specific reference to stakeholder consultation minutes, environmental monitoring, and reports on
EMP implementation released by the EA/PCU/PIU should be available at the same offices and websites.
The IEE and EMP will also be available on the ADB web site. After implementation of the subprojects
begins semi-annual safeguards monitoring reports will be prepared by the PCU and PIUs, and posted
on the project and ADB website.
267. A well-defined grievance redress and resolution mechanism will be established to address
grievances and complaints regarding environment, land acquisition, and compensation and
resettlement, in a timely and satisfactory manner. All stakeholders will be made fully aware of their
rights, the detailed procedures for filing grievances, and appeal process. These will be publicized
through an effective public information campaign. The grievance redress mechanism and appeal
procedures will also be explained in a project information booklet (PIB) that will be distributed to all
stakeholders.
268. Affected persons (APs) are entitled to lodge complaints regarding any perceived issue with the
affected environment, or aspect of the land acquisition and resettlement requirements, such as
entitlements, rates and payment and procedures for resettlement and income restoration programs.
APs complaints can be made verbally or in written form. In the case of verbal complaints, the grievance
committee will be responsible to make a written record during the first meeting with the APs.
269. A Grievance Committee that has experience with environmental and social issues will be
organized in communes, comprising local leaders designated for such tasks. The designated commune
officials shall exercise all efforts to settle issues at the commune level through appropriate community
consultation. All meetings shall be recorded by the Grievance Committee and copies of meeting minutes
shall be provided to affected persons. A copy of the minutes of meetings and actions undertaken shall
also be provided to the MOT/DOT, PCU, PIU and ADB upon request.
A.

Type of Grievances

169. Any AP will be able to submit a grievance with MoT if they believe a practice is having a
detrimental impact on the community, environment, or on their quality of life. Grievances could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Negative impacts on a person or a community (e.g. financial loss such as from loss of
roadside trees, walkway and Pier health and safety issues, nuisances, etc.)
Dangers to health and safety or the environment
Social impacts due to construction team activities or impacts on social infrastructure.
Failure to comply with standards or legal obligations.
Harassment of any nature.
Criminal activity.
Improper conduct or unethical behavior
Financial malpractice or impropriety or fraud.
Attempts to conceal any of the above.
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The GRM will be made public throughout the public consultation process, and will be maintained
accessible to the public in Kep Offices during operation and maintenance period.
B.

Grievance Resolution Process

270. The procedures for environmental and social grievance redress are set out below. A hotline
telephone number should be placed at each construction site for community to easily contact the PIU
to report an environmental issues or disturbance during construction phase. The PIU will then contact
contractor. The procedure described below is consistent with the legal process for resolution of disputes
in Cambodia.
i)

Stage 1: Complaints from APs for the first time shall be lodged verbally or in written form
with the village head or commune leader. The complaints shall be discussed with the
APs and the designated Head of Grievance Committee or members of the committee.
Because initial environmental issues will most likely be construction-related the
Environment Officer/contractor and Safeguards Specialist need to be notified
immediately. It will be the responsibility of the Head of Grievance Committee to resolve
the issue within 15 days from the date the complaint is received. All meetings shall be
recorded and copies of the minutes of meetings will be provided to APs.
ii) Stage 2: If no understanding or amicable solution can be reached or if no response is
received from the Grievance Committee within 15 days from filing the complaint, the APs
can elevate the case to the District Grievance Committee. The District Grievance
Committee is expected to respond within 15 days upon receiving the APs appeal.
iii) Stage 3: If the AP is not satisfied with the decision of the District Office, or in the absence
of any response, the APs can appeal to the Provincial Grievance Committee (PGC). The
PGC will review and issue a decision on the appeal within 30 days from the day the
complaint is received.
iv) Stage 4: If the AP is still not satisfied with the decision of the PGC or in the absence of
any response within the stipulated time, the APs, as a last resort may submit his/her case
to the provincial court. The court will address the appeal by written decision and submit
copies to the respective entities which include the DOT, DGC/PGC and the APs. If the
decision of the provincial court is still unsatisfactory to the APs, the APs may bring the
complaints to the Higher Court.

271. The PCU will be responsible for checking the procedures and resolutions of grievances and
complaints. The PCU safeguards focal staff must have expertise and experience in social and
environmental issues associated with infrastructure developments. The PCU may recommend further
measures to redress unresolved grievances. The consultant environmental specialists will provide the
necessary training to improve grievance procedures for the grievance committee members when
required.
272. The executing agency will shoulder all administrative and legal fees that will be incurred in the
resolution of grievances and complaints if the APs win their case. Other costs incurred by legitimate
complaints will also be reimbursed by the project if the APs win their case.
273. In cases where APs do not have the writing skills or are unable to express their grievances
verbally, APs are encouraged to seek assistance from recognized local groups, NGOs, other family
members, village heads, or community chiefs to have their grievances recorded in writing and to have
access other documentation, and to any survey or valuation of assets, to ensure that where disputes do
occur, all the details have been recorded accurately enabling all parties to be treated fairly. Throughout
the grievance redress process, the responsible committee will ensure that the concerned APs are
provided with copies of complaints and decisions or resolutions reached.
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274. If efforts to resolve disputes using the grievance procedures remain unresolved or are
unsatisfactory, APs have the right to directly submit their concerns or problems to ADB’s Southeast Asia
Department, through the ADB Cambodia Resident Mission (CARM). If APs are still not satisfied with the
responses of CARM and the Southeast Asia Department, they can directly contact ADB’s Office of the
Special Project Facilitator.
Figure 47. Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM)
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VIII.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

275. This chapter presents the mitigation measures, environmental monitoring plan, institutional
arrangements, reporting, and budget to address adverse environmental impacts of the project.
A.

Introduction

276. This chapter presents the Project environmental management plan (EMP), including
mitigation measures, environmental monitoring plan (EMoP), budget, implementation roles and
responsibilities, reporting, and capacity building.
B. Environmental Mitigation Plan
277. The construction, operation, and maintenance of all subprojects will have an insignificant
impact on the local environment. Environmental mitigation measures normally associated with
internationally recognized good engineering practice will be implemented to ensure that potential
environmental impacts of the Project are avoided or minimized to acceptable levels. Mitigation
measures are presented in Table 32 for Coastal Road and Table 33 for Pier and related facilities,
including:
• potential environmental impacts that could occur during each Project stage;
• proposed mitigation measures to address each impact;
• the authority responsible for mitigation implementation; and,
• mitigation cost and/or financing.
278. Environmental monitoring will consist of routine checking that the prescribed mitigation
measures have been effectively implemented during each stage of the Project as shown in Table
20 & 21 (compliance monitoring). The Project Implementation Consultant (PIC) Environmental
Specialists, with support from PIU will monitor the implementation status of the EMP, including
identifying any non-compliance, proposing actions and a timeline for rectifying deficiencies and
following up on the status of previous non-compliances.
279. Throughout the construction period the PIC Environmental Specialists in consultation with
PMU/PIC will prepare quarterly environmental monitoring report for compilation and inclusion in
progress reports submitted to ADB, RGC and MoE. The reports will include a summary of the results
of site inspections and will focus on key issues of concern that need to be resolved. If RGC requires
additional monitoring reports over and above ADB’s requirements, these will be specified by the
MOE in their conditions for IEE approval.
280. The measures of Environmental mitigation have been designed to address the significant
environmental impacts during pre-construction, construction, operation and maintenance of the
subproject of Coastal Road and Pier in Kep province. In addition to the general of Impact mitigation
measures planned in Table 33 below for Coastal Road:
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Table 32. Impact mitigation measures plan for Coastal Road

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Timing

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost27
(USD)

Along main
section of the
Coastal Road
from Pk 1+140 to
Km 9+656

Measures
included in
the DED

DED

Along main
section of the
Coastal Road
from Pk 1+400 to
Km 4+200

Measure
included in
the DED

Location

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

No marginal
cost28

IA/PIU

PIU

DED

No marginal
cost

IA/PIU

PIU

Pre-construction phase

Detailed Design

Possible
riscreased
flooding risk

Possible impact
on mangrove
forest

Possible alteration
of coastal zone
equilibrium due to
sea wall
construction

Possible negative
impact on the
Angkol beach
reserved area

27
28

1.

Culverts were designed assuming, limited
distances between contiguous culverts,

2.

Climate change increase of intense rainfall
events was considered.

3.

Flow conditions were verified for adverse
tailwater level at culvert outlet into the sea
considering high tide, sea surge and sea
water increase due to climate change

4.

The alignment was kept along existing
road, verifying that excavation or backfill
works will remain inside the existing road
footprint

5.

The detailed design kept the alignment of
the proposed new protection wall within
the existing coastline.

6.

The sea protection wall adopted shallow
foundations in order to avoid deep
excavations near the sea

7.

The road alignment of the new road
section was kept at least 50 m of the coast
line.

8.

The road design level was kept as low as
possible with respect to the existing
ground in facilitate access to the beach
and avoiding the landscape deterioration.

Along Main
Section From Pk
1+140 to km
9+655

Measure
included in
the DED

DED

No marginal
cost

IA/PIU

PIU

Along Angkol
reach from Pk
9+655 to Pk
10+300

Measures
included in
the DED

DED

No marginal
cost

IA/PIU

PIU

Costs will need to be updated by contractors, but the cost for testing air, noise, vibration and water may be high (around USD5,000.00 for one semester).
No marginal cost indicates that costs to implement mitigation are to be built into cost estimates of contract bid documents
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Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost27
(USD)

DED

For all
construction sites.

A few
weeks
before
construction
starts

Entire subproject,

Final siting

Location

Timing

Along Angkol
reach from Pk
9+655 to Pk
10+300

Measure
included in
the DED

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

No marginal
cost29

IA/PIU

PIU

once

No marginal
cost30

IA/PIU

PIU

Before
construction
begins

once

No marginal
cost

PIU/DOE

DOE

Before
construction
initiated

Once with
final designs
documents

No marginal
cost

PMCES/EA

PMCES/PIU

9.
Possible social
impact on existing
economic
activities along
the beach

10. The alignment of the new road was
defined in such a way to minimize the
number of kiosk or stores to be relocated
for the road construction

Disclosure, & reengagement of
community

No community
impacts

11. Information Disclosure and Grievance
Redress Mechanism of IEE was
undertaken and distributed construction
activity schedule to affected community
and affected HHs.

Government
approvals

No negative
impact

12. MoE/DOE project permits and license
certificate of EMP report for Coastal Road
was issued.

13. PMCES31 to ensure the following
management measures are organized and
in place:

Final design of
subproject,

Minimize negative
environmental
impacts

a) identification of spill management
prevention plans, and emergency
response plans for all construction
activities along access road;
b) locate possible concrete batch plant
location for access and internal roads at
least 1-2km from local villages.
d) ensure no disruption to water supply,
utilities, and electricity to local villages with
set contingency plans for any unavoidable
disruptions planned;
e) no disruption to normal pedestrian and

29

No marginal cost indicates that costs to implement mitigation are to be built into cost estimates of contractor bid documents
No marginal cost indicates that costs to implement mitigation are to be built into cost estimates of contractor bid documents
31
PMCES is Project management and supervision consultant

30
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Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

All places of box
culverts and along
road sections
close to the coast
line and for road
drainage

Measure
included in
the DED

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost27
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

vehicle traffic along all access road PR
1332 with planned contingency alternate
routes..
f) erect/install signage at intersection of
access road and along PR 1332 to warn
public and motorists of construction
schedule along the Connection road to the
Coastal Road.
14. ;
15.

16. Climate change mitigation and resilience
measures were integrated in the DED;

17. The borrow pits, storage yard and workers’
camp need to be identified before starting
to carry out the construction works;

Before the
construction
starts

Finalize EMP

Positive
environmental
impacts

18. The EMP included in the Bid Document
shall be updated, where necessary, to be
consistent with the Environment Protection
Management Contract stipulated with
MOE. If changed t final EMP shall be
submitted to ADB to review and approval
prior to bidding.

All sites

Before
construction
initiated

Once with
detailed
designs
documents

No marginal
cost

PMCES

EA/PIU

Confirm Government
of Province
approved
construction sites
and Place for
dispose waste from
construction

No negative
impact

19. Notify DOE, DPWT to confirm locations of
sites for disposal areas for construction
waste for subproject, and obtain required
permits.

Entire subproject

Before
construction

As required

No marginal
cost

PIU/DOE/
/DOT

PIU
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Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

UXO survey, &
removal

Injured worker or
public

Develop bid
documents

Obtain & activate
permits and licenses

Capacity
development

Recruitment of
workers

No negative
environmental
impact

Prevent or
minimize impacts

No negative
environmental
impact

Spread of
sexually
transmitted
disease and
Covid-19

Mitigation Measures

20. Ensure Government and military is
consulted and the areas are cleared and
certified free of UXO risk before
construction works start.
21. Ensure that the final updated EMP is
included in contractor tender documents,
and that tender documents specify
requirement for site-specific, budgeted
CEMP.
22. Bid documents prescribe that contractor
must have experience with implementing
EMPs and must provide designated
environment, health and safety staff with
experience.
23. Contractors obligations include full
compliance with all statutory requirements
of Government for use of construction
equipment, and operation construction
plants such as concrete batching.
24. Finalize and schedule training plan for
(PIU/Constructor) to be able to fully
implement EMP, and to manage
implementation of mitigation measures by
contractors.

Responsibility

Location

Timing

All construction
sites.

Before
construction
begins

Once

See
Monitoring
Plan below

EA/PIU

Government,
military

All subproject
areas

Before
construction
begins

Once for all
tenders

No marginal
cost

PMCES/EA

PIU

For all
construction sites

Beginning
of
construction

Once

No marginal
cost

PMCES

PIU &
contractors

All subproject
areas

Before
construction
begins

Initially,
refresher
later if
needed

No marginal
cost

PMCES

PMCES/PIU

25. Create awareness and training plan for
contractors whom will implement
mitigation measures.
26. Use local workers as much as possible
thereby reducing number of migrant
workers. This provision was included in
contractor tender documents

Estimated
Cost27
(USD)

Activity
Reporting

All construction
sites and
communities
nearby.

Throughout
construction
phase

EA/PIU
Worker hiring
stages

27. The local workers should have women at
least 20 to 30 % of the total workers
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Supervision

No marginal
cost

Implement
ation

Contractor’s
bid
documents

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

28. CEMP must include Plans training on
sanitation, waste management in Camp
and sexually transmitted and HIV/AIDs to
workers to be done prior commencement
of work and then repeated regularly (at
least once every 3 months). Also, for
addressing COVID-19 health risks, the
H&S plans should be aligned with any
government regulations and guidelines on
COVID-19 prevention and control, or in the
absence thereof, with good practice
guidelines as maybe updated from time to
time.' The CONTRACTORS' H&S plans
should be reviewed by the Engineer or
supervision consultant in consultation with
public health specialist inspectors, with
recommendations forwarded to the
executing agency. (also attached from in
appendix D)

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost27
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation
Contractor’s
E&H officer

Before the
construction
starts

Contractor

29. The Contractor shall hire the Health and
Safety Officer and the Environmental
Officer who will prepared the CEMP and
the H&S plans and will be responsible for
the actual implementation during the
works and the preparation of the Monthly
Reports and quarterly reports to be
submitted regularly to PMU and to MOE
30. The site-inspector responding for
Environment, Health and Safety shall be
recruited and assigned to the project.

PMCES
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PIU

31. Prepare site-specific CEMP for different
potential impacts of construction of
Coastal road upgrades.
Prepare CEMP

Prevent or
minimize impacts

32. The CEMP need to be complemented with
attached with management plans such as:
solid waste and waste water management
plant, dust and air monitoring plan, health
and safety management plan and any
other relevant management plan.

All construction
sites

Ahead of
construction

Once

No marginal
cost

PMCES/PIU

Contractor
Contractor’s
E&H officer

Construction Phase
Physical Resource

33. Regularly apply wetting agents (e.g.,
water, CaCl2) to exposed soil, access
road, and approach road sections from
NR-33. Water truck must be on site for
immediate watering as needed.
34. Cover or keep moist all stockpiles of
construction aggregates, and all
truckloads of aggregates.

Air, dust, Noise and
vibration sub-plan

Dust &
Noise

35. Minimize time that excavations and
exposed soil are left open/exposed.
Backfill immediately.
36. As much as possible restrict working time
between 07:00 and 17:00.

- PMU
All construction
sites.

Fulltime by
observation
and Test
some time

- MoE/DOE
6 months

No marginal
cost

- PIU
- PIC
- Local
authorities

37. Maintain vehicles and equipment in proper
working order with a monthly
check/service schedule
38. Replace unnecessarily noisy vehicles and
machinery.
39. Vehicles and machinery to be turned off
when not in use.
40. Construct temporary noise barriers around
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Contractor

excessively noisy activity areas.
41. Clean mud from access road off
construction trucks at the end of each day
to reduce dust and skid risk.
42. Provide watering on the access road in
regularly to ensure that the dust is not
come out.
43. Transportation of soil and construction
material must be limited the speed;
44. Checking on the pollution from trucks
transportation and other emission from
project activities.
45. Dust shall be mitigated by spray water on
the used road for project;
46. All of wastes are not allowed to burn in
order to avoid the air pollution;
47. Limit the speed of all transportations in the
worksites to mitigate vibration and reduce
risk of accidents;
Contractor’s
E&H officer

48. Monitor levels of air quality parameters
CO, NO2, SO2 ,CH4, O3, TSP, PM10,
PM2.5 and Pb

49. Proper management of all wastes to avoid
water pollution;

Water quality control

Water Pollution

50. Sea Water Testing for 17 parameters as
the following: pH, TDS, TSS, DO, BOD5,
COD, oil &grease, Detergent, SO4, TN,
TP, Pb, As, Cd, Fe, Hg, and Total
Coliform.

- PMU

Location #1
(X:428097; Y:
1160159)
Location#2 (X:
431974; Y:
1156555

Every 6
month

Semester

Base on the
real cost

- MoE

Contractor

- PIU

Contractor’s
E&H officer

- PIC
- Local
authorities

51. Used oil from trucks and other machinery
will be kept in safe place in watertight
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containers verifying that no leak occurs to
pollute surface, ground water and soil.
52. Berms, and plastic sheet fencing should
be placed around all excavations and
earthwork areas to contain erosion.

Erosion control subplan

Land erosion

53. Earthworks should be conducted mainly
during dry periods, avoiding as much as
possible if possible to be carried out
during rainy periods..
54. Protect exposed or cut slopes with planted
vegetation, and have a slope stabilization
protocol ready.

- PMU
- MoE
All construction
sites

Throughout
construction
phase

Monthly

No marginal
cost

- PIU

contractor

- PIC
- Local
authorities

55. The slope of road embankment must be
compacted and protected from erosion in
properly manner
Biological Resource
56. Contact provincial forestry department for
advice on how to minimize damage to
trees and vegetation.
57. All of materials of construction and
unsuitable soil are not allowed to be
dumped in the mangrove forest area.
58. All workers camp will not be installed in
proximity of the mangrove forest.
Mangrove, Birds,
wildlife, Tree and
vegetation removal,
and site restoration
sub-plan

Hunting, Damage
or loss of trees,
vegetation,
mangrove and
landscape

59. Contractor shall not make cuts to create
deposits for construction materials or for
creating workers camp in this area.
Contractor shall advise all workers not to
hunt in this area.
60. Restrict tree and vegetation removal along
ROW of Coastal road.

- All construction
sites, Borrow pit
and workers’
camp;
- it is about 2.5
Km along the
boundary of
mangrove (at
PK3.8)

- PMU
Beginning
and end of
subproject

Monthly

No marginal
cost

- MoE

contractor –

- PIU

Contractor’s
E&H officer

- PIC
- Local
authorities

61. Minimize tree removal, and install
protective physical barriers around trees
that do not need to be removed.
62. ROW of road needs to re-vegetated and
landscaped after construction is
completed. Consult provincial forestry
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department to determine the most
successful restoration strategy and
techniques.
Safety, health and Social
63. Locate worker camps at least 1km away
from nearby villages.
64. Consult in advance the local authorities
on the location of the worker camp and
work closely with competencies
authorities.
65. Name list of workers shall be updated
monthly and submitted to local authorities,
especially commune and police offices.
66. Ensure that there are no alcohol and drug
used and traffic in the camp and with
residential people.
67. Ensure adequate housing and waste
disposal facilities including pit latrines and
garbage cans.

Worker camps

Pollution, social
problems and
facilities supports

68. A solid waste collection program must be
established and implemented that
maintains clean worker camps;

Contractor /
All worker camp
sites

Throughout
construction
phase

69. Locate separate pit latrines for male and
female workers away from worker living
and eating areas.
70. A clean-out or infill schedule for pit
latrines must be established and
implemented to ensure clean operable
latrines are available at all times. At the
workers’ camp must install enough
latrines, bathroom and clean water. 1
latrine is needed serve up to8workers
(However, one for male and another for
female).
71. Camp must be provided with mosquito
nets, hammocks, First Aid box with
medicine, and other supporting stuffs for
health.
72. Contractor shall have the agreement with
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Monthly

No marginal
cost

PMCES/PIU

Contractor’s
E&H officer

local t health unit or referral hospital to
ensure that they will cooperate in case of
emergency cases.
73. Worker camp must have adequate
drainage.
74. Local food and clean water should be
provided to worker camps. Guns and
weapons not allowed in camps.
75. Interaction of transient workers with local
community should be discouraged. HIV
Aids test and education should be given
to workers.
76. Camp areas must be restored to original
condition after construction completed.
77. Sanitation Jell for hands, Face Masks and
soap shall be provided to all workers;
78. All workers shall be checked the
temperature before starting the work in
the site;
79. Implement training and awareness plan
for PIU/SS and contractors.

Training & capacity
building

Prevention of
impacts through
education

80. The training on sanitation, waste
management in Camp and sexually
transmitted and HIV/AIDs to workers need
to be done prior commencement of work
in regularly (at least once every 3
months). Also, for addressing COVID-19
health risks, the H&S plans should be
aligned with any government regulations
and guidelines on COVID-19 prevention
and control, or in the absence thereof,
with good practice guidelines as maybe
updated from time to time.' The
CONTRACTORS' H&S plans should be
reviewed by the Engineer or supervision
consultant in consultation with public
health inspectors specialists, with
recommendation forwarded to the
executing agency. (also attached from in
appendix C )

PMCES/
Contractor’s
E&H officer

PIU office,
construction sites

Beginning
of
construction
and
Quarterly
during
construction

81. Regular toolbox meetings shall be done to
review and patrol on the uniform, safety,
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After each
event

No marginal
cost

PMCES/PIC/
PIU

Contractor’s
E&H officer

and alert/remind about Covid-19
prevention measures;
82. Information about location of latrine and
clean water shall be given in the toolbox
meeting;
83. All workers need to be trained before
starting their work about safety, uniform,
sanitation or hygiene and their waste
management in the worksite.
84. All topsoil and overburden removed for
road clearance should be stockpiled on
site for later restoration.
85. Storage yard for all construction materials
and parking place for all trucks,
excavators, bulldozers shall be ready
before starting of construction works.
86. Potentially unstable slope conditions on
Road property shall be stabilized with tree
planting, and with fast growing local
grass..

Construction
materials
acquisition,
transport, and
storage sub-plan

Pollution, injury,
increased traffic,
disrupted access

87. Define & schedule the sources and how
construction materialsare extracted,
moved, and stored on site.
88. All piles of aggregates along the road
must be covered.

For all
construction
areas.

Throughout
construction
phase

89. All aggregate loads on trucks transported
from outside must be covered.
90. Limit the speed of trucks, equipment for
transportation of construction material and
soil/sand;
91. Install safety sign board and all kind of
traffic sign boards at construction sites
and access roads.
92. At storage site, concrete pavement shall
be placed in order to avoid leakage oil
and hazardous materials. Stores must
equipped with adequate firefighting
equipment
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Monthly

No marginal
cost

PMCES/PIU/
PIC

Contractor

93. Any uncontaminated excavated spoil that
needs to be disposed outside worksite
property or from access road must be
preferably reused on another construction
site, or disposed of in DOE-designated
sites.

Excavated spoil
management subplan

Contamination of
soil and adjacent
seasonal stream
from excavated
spoil, and
construction waste

94. All unsuitable soil or excavated soil from
clearance at worksite shall be disposed in
adequate sites approved by the Engineer.
The sites should not affect residential land
or farmland.;

All excavation
areas for box
culverts.

Throughout
construction
phase

Monthly

See
Monitoring
Plan

PMCES &
PIU & DOE &
PIC

Contractor

95. A record of type, estimated volume, and
source of disposed spoil must be kept and
updated in the Camp Office.
Any excavated contaminated spoil must
be handled following DOE regulations
including transport, treatment (if
necessary), and disposal.

96. Management of solid and liquid waste
from road construction site must follow
MoE/DOE regulations, covering:
collection, handling, transport, recycling,
and offsite disposal of waste generated by
construction activities and by workers
camp.

Solid and liquid
construction waste
sub-plan

Contamination of
land and surface
waters from
construction waste

97. Offsite disposed of construction waste
should be catalogued for type, estimated
weight, and source.
98. Construction sites should have enough
large garbage bins that enable separation
of recyclable waste from waste that needs
keep at safe place in order to be collected
for final disposal.

- PMU
All construction
sites and worker
camps

Throughout
construction
phase

- MoE
Monthly

No marginal
cost

- PIU
- PIC
-Local
authorities

99. A schedule of solid and liquid construction
waste pickup and disposal from
construction of road must be established
and implemented to ensure construction
sites are clean as possible.
Hazardous Waste
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Contractor

100. Collection, storage, transport, and
disposal of hazardous waste such as
used oils, empty drums, gasoline, paint,
and other toxics must follow MOE/DOE
regulations and managed with close
coordination with local authorities.
101. Wastes should be separated (e.g.,
hydrocarbons, batteries, paints, organic
solvents)
102. Wastes must be stored above ground in
closed, well labeled, ventilated plastic bins
in good condition at least 30m from
construction activity areas, stream, and
away from nearby villages.
103. All spills must be cleaned up completely
and all contaminated soil shall be
removed and handled as contaminated
material.
104. Develop plan with schedule and locations
where outages in utilities and services are
expected to l occur.
Implement utility and
power disruption
sub-plan

Loss or disruption
of utilities and
services to local
villages such as
water supply and
electricity

105. Contact local utilities and services with
schedule, and identify possible
contingency back-up plans for outages.

All construction
sites.

Fulltime

Monthly

No marginal
cost

PMCES &
PIU & Utility
company

Contractor

All construction
sites.

Fulltime

Monthly

No marginal
cost

PMCES &
PIU & PIC

Contractor/

106. Contact affected villages to inform them
of planned outages.
107. Try to schedule all outages during low
use time such between 24:00 and 06:00.
108. Proper fencing, protective barriers, and
buffer zones should be provided around
all construction sites to protect public.

Implement worker
and public safety
sub-plan

Public and
worker injury, and
health

109. Sufficient signage and information
disclosure shall be placed at all sites and
site supervisors and night guards shall be
provided at all sensitive sites.

Contractor’s
E&H officer

110. Worker and public safety guidelines of the
Government should be followed. See draft
Occupational Safety & Health Master Plan
of Ministry of Labor & Vocational Training.
Supplement as needed with IFC EHS
guidelines for Waste Management
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Facilities, Toll Roads, and Construction
and Decommission
111. Speed limits adequate to site conditions,
and traffic management schemes should
be developed, posted, and enforced on all
roads used by construction vehicles or
affected by the works..
112. Standing water suitable for disease vector
breeding should be drained out.
113. Worker education and awareness
seminars for construction hazards should
be given at beginning of construction
phase, and afterwards at least monthly
and whenever the nature and type of work
will be changed. A construction site safety
program should be developed and
distributed to workers.

Contractor’s
E&H officer

114. Appropriate safety clothing and footwear
should be mandatory for all construction
workers.

Contractor’s
E&H officer

115. Adequate medical services must be on
site or nearby all construction sites.
Contractor’s
E&H officer

116. Drinking water must be provided at all
construction sites.
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117. Sufficient lighting must be used during
necessary night work.
118. All construction sites should be examined
daily to ensure unsafe conditions are
removed. Unsafe situations should be
recorded in site diaries for subsequent
preventive maintenance
119. Protective berms, plastic sheet fencing, or
silt curtains should be placed between all
earthworks and the streams near
boundary of Pier property

Civil works

Degradation of
water quality of
adjacent streams

120. Erosion diversion channels and collector
ponds must be built around and adjacent
to aggregate stockpile areas to contain
rain-induced erosion.
121. Earthworks should be conducted during
dry periods.

construction sites

Throughout
construction
phase

Monthly

No marginal
cost

PMCES &
PIU & PIC

Contractor

122. All construction fluids such as oils, and
fuels should be stored and handled well
away from streams near boundary of Pier
property
123. No waste of any kind is to be thrown in
the adjacent streams.
124. No washing or repair of machinery is
allowed near adjacent streams.
125. Pit latrines have to be located far away
from adjacent streams.
126. The earth works and excavation works be
done only in the dry periods.

Cultural chance
finds sub-plan

Damage to cultural
property or values,
and chance finds

127. Contractor has to inform and coordinate
the works closely with provincial
department of Cultural, Fine and Art of
Kep Province in case of finding heritage
sites.
128. The probability of finds of valued relics
and cultural values should be anticipated
by Contractor. Site supervisors should be
vigilant on sites where finds are expected.

- PMU
All construction
sites

At the start,
and
throughout
construction
phase

- MoE
Monthly

No marginal
cost

- PIU
- PIC
-Local
authorities

129. Upon a chance find all work stops
immediately. Culture section of DOT and
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Contractor

PIU shall be notified by telephone to
determine if find is valuable and how to
proceed with the works, if valuable.
130. Work at the find site will stop until DOT
and DoCFA allow the work to continue.
131. Create adequate traffic detours, and
sufficient signage & warning lights along
access road and on PR 1332 if
necessary.

Construction and
urban traffic subplan

Traffic disruption,
accidents, public
injury

132. Post speed limits, and create dedicated
alternative routes or lanes to avoid traffic
interruptions..
133. Install signage on PR1332 and access
road to inform community of location of
construction traffic areas and provide
directions on diversion routes or traffic
limitation on r road sections affected by
the works..

All construction
sites

Fulltime

Monthly

No marginal
cost

PMCES &
PIU

Contractor

All areas with
surface waters

Design &
construction
phases

Monthly

No marginal
cost

PMCES &
PIU

Contractor

Annually

O&M

134. Create safe pedestrian walkway areas
around construction sites.
135. Provide adequate short-term provisional
drainage runoff ways from construction
sites to prevent ponding and flooding.
Construction
drainage sub-plan

Loss of drainage &
flood storage

136. Install temporary storm drains or ditches
on construction sites where is necessary.
137. Ensure that natural storm water runoff
along Coastal road is maintained during
the rainy season.

Operation of completed coastal road
138. Enforce the respect of speed limits posts
placed along road.
Operation of
Coastal Road

Increased traffic
accidents & air
pollution

139. Rgularly carry out inspections to verify
that traffic sign are clearly visible and kept
in good working condition.

Coastal Road

Biannually

140. Road drainage culverts or ditches must be
regularly cleaned and maintained
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Kep Municipality

141. Regularly clean and maintain the road
embankment slopes;
142. Regularly check on the condition of waste
in the drain of the road and box culverts;
143. Enforce control for avoiding transit of over
loaded trucks w along the road.

Possible impact of
the Coastal Road
on un/regulated
urban
development
alongthe new
road

144. Kep Municipality shall ensure that the
development in the coastal area, which
may accelerate due to enhanced
connectivity provided by the project, is as
per the approved development plan of the
area. Kep Municipality shall ensure that
the Development Plan / Regulations are
strictly enforced, and haphazard or
unapproved or any developmental
activities that may be detrimental to
environmental sensitivity of the coastal
area are disallowed”.

Along the Coastal
Road and Angkol
Beach

Biannually
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-IPMU

Kep Municipality

281. Following Table 33 elaborates in detail the Impact Mitigation Plan for Koh Tonsay Pier Project:
Table 33. Impact mitigation measures plan for Koh Tonsay PierSubproject
Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

Pre-construction phase
1.
Disclosure, & reengagement of
community

No community
impacts

Government
approvals

No negative
impact

2.

3.

Information Disclosure and Grievance
Redress Mechanism of IEE was
undertaken and construction activity
schedule was distributed to affected
community and businesses.

For all
construction sites.

A few weeks
before
construction
starts

once

No marginal
cost33

IA/PIU

PIU

MoE/DOE process for release of required
project permits and license certificate of
IESIA is under way.

Entire subproject,

Before
construction
begins

once

No marginal
cost

PIU/DOE

DOE

Koh Tonsay

Measures
included in
the DED

DED

No marginal
cost

PMU

Detailed
Design Stage

Koh Tonsay

Measures
included in
the DED

DED

No marginal
cost

PMU

PMCES

Design was developed according to the
following design criteria:

a. the pier was located as far as possible
from the beach; 2. the site for the pier was
selected in an area with rocky sea bottom
where no coral reef are present,

Detailed Design
Stage

risk of sea water
deterioration

b. Design of the pier was defined in order to
minimize excavation for foundations and
minimize the amount of construction
materials to be imported from mainland,
c. adoption of silt curtains was included as a
pay item in the works BOQ in order to
ensure that the silt created by the offshore
works will be confined in limited working
areas.

Detailed Design
Stage

32
33

Impact of the
walkway on the
landscape and
tourist use of the
beach

4.

Design was developed according to the
following criteria:

a. the alignment was kept as much as
possible away from the beach to avoid
adverse impact on the natural landscape

Costs will need to be updated by contractors, but the cost for testing air, noise, vibration and water may be high (around USD5,000.00 for one semester).
No marginal cost indicates that costs to implement mitigation are to be built into cost estimates of contractor bid documents
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Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

Koh Tonsay

Measures
included in
the DED

DED

Koh Tonsay

Measures
included in
the DED

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

No marginal
cost

PMU

PMCES

DED

No marginal
cost

PMU

PMCES

Once with final
designs
documents

No marginal
cost

PMCES/EA

PMCES/PIU

and tourist use of the beach,
b. the alignment was defined in order to
minimize the need to relocate the existing
stores and bungalows
c. the walkway will be almost levelled to the
ground and finished with architectural
design which make it as a complement of
the beach infrastructures
5.

Detailed Design
Stage

Possible
contamination
due to
wastewater
originated in the
pier associated
facilities

a. location of the public shower/toilets units
was defined as far as possible from the
beach in sites that have been agreed with
the owners of the resorts;
b. Adequate individual treatment were
included in the design to avoid the risk that
outflow contaminates the beach and sea
water.
6.

Detailed Design
Stage

Impact of
Climate Change

Detailed Design was developed
according to these criteria:

The Pier was designed according to
following criteria:

a. Sea water level increase due to climate
change expected in the operation lifetime
was accounted for in determining the height
of the protection dike;
b. The protection dike and the pier
structures were designed in order to sustain
without damages the action of waves in
case of increased strength of storms and
cyclones due to the climate change.

7.
Final design of
subproject,

Minimize negative
environmental
impacts

CEMP shall include the following
management measures and PMCES shall
verify that the measures are put in place:
a) identification of spill management
prevention plans, and emergency
response plans for all construction
activities at Pier site and along walkway;

Final siting

Before
construction
starts
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Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

All sites

To be
included in
Bid
Documents

Once with
detailed designs
documents

Location

Timing

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

No marginal
cost

PMCES

EA/PIU

b) Locate possible concrete batch plant as
far away as possible from beach and m
from resident houses...
8.

The borrow pits, storage yard and workers’
camp need to be identified before starting
to carry out the construction works;

9.

The EMP included in the Bid Document
shall be updated, where necessary, to be
consistent with the requirements set forth
in the MOE approved IESIA . If changed,
the final EMP shall be submitted to ADB to
review and approval prior to bidding.

The Pier Terminal
Platform and
Protection Dike

Before
construction
starts

Finalize EMP

Positive
environmental
impacts

Confirm Government
approved
construction waste
disposal sites

No negative
impact

10. Notify DOE, DPWT to confirm locations of
sites for disposal areas for construction
waste for subproject, and obtain required
permits.

Entire subproject

Before
construction
starts

As required

No marginal
cost

PIU/DOE/
/DOT

PIU

Injured worker or
public

11. Ensure Government and military is
consulted and the areas for the Pier and
its components are cleared and certified
free of UXO risk before the construction
works start.

All construction
sites.

Before
construction
starts

Once

See
Monitoring
Plan below

EA/PIU

Government,
military

All subproject
areas

Before
construction
starts

Once for all
tenders

No marginal
cost

PMCES/EA

PIU

For all
construction sites

Beginning of
construction

Once

No marginal
cost

PMCES

PIU &
contractors

UXO survey, &
removal

Develop bid
documents

No negative
environmental
impact

Obtain & activate
permits and licenses

Prevent or
minimize impacts

12. Ensure that the updated EMP is included
in contractor tender documents, and that
tender documents specify requirement for
site-specific, budgeted CEMP.
13. Specify in the bid documents that
contractor must have experience with
implementing EMPs and provide
designated environment, health and safety
staff with experience, including the tool for
Covid-19.
14. Contractors must comply with all statutory
requirements of Government for use of
construction equipment, and operation
construction plants such as concrete
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Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

All subproject
areas

Before
construction
starts

Initially,
refresher later if
needed

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

No marginal
cost

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

PMCES

PMCES/PIU

PMU

Contractor’s
bid
documents

EA/PIU

Contractor/

batching.

Capacity
development

No negative
environmental
impact

15. Finalize and schedule training plan for
(PIU/SS) to be able to fully implement
mitigation measures included in the EMP
and its sub-plans, and to manage
implementation of mitigation measures by
contractor.
16. Create awareness and training plan for
contractors whom will implement
mitigation measures.

Recruitment of
workers

Spread of sexually
transmitted
disease

17. Bid Documents shall state that the
contractor shall give priority for hiring
workers in the communes of Kep, to
reduce the number of migrant workers
from other provinces.

To be
included in
the Bid
Documents

18. The Contractor shall have at least 20 %
of the total work force formed by female
workers.

Throughout
construction
phase

19. Contractor,s CEMP must include plans for
training his staff on: on sanitation, waste
management in Camp and sexually
transmitted and HIV/AIDs to workers need
to be done prior commencement of work in
regularly (at least 3 months once). CEMP
shall also include an H&S Plan, for
addressing COVID-19 health risks. The
H&S plans should be aligned with any
government regulations and guidelines on
COVID-19 prevention and control, or in the
absence thereof, with good practice
guidelines as maybe updated from time to
time.' The CONTRACTORS' H&S plans
should be reviewed by the Engineer or
supervision consultant in consultation with
public health inspectors specialists, with
recommendations forwarded to the
executing agency (also attached from in

All construction
sites and
communities
nearby.

Before
construction
starts
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Monthly
Environmental
Reports

No marginal
cost

Contractor’s
E&H officer

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

appendix C ).
20. The Contractor shall hire the Health and
Safety Officer and the Environmental
Officer who will prepared the CEMP and
the H&S plans and will be responsible for
the actual implementation during the
works and the preparation of the Monthly
Reports and quarterly reports to be
submitted regularly to PMU and to MOE

Before
construction
starts

PMCES

Contractor /
Contractor’s
E&H officer

21. PIU shall recruit and assign a siteinspector responding for monitoring the
compliance of Environment, Health and
Safety measures the subproject site.

Before
construction
starts

PIU

22. Prepare site-specific CEMP(s) for different
potential impacts of construction of Pier,
and walkway upgrades.

Prepare CEMP

Prevent or
minimize impacts

23. The CEMP needs to be complemented
with other management plans to be
attached such as: solid waste and waste
water management plant, dust and air
monitoring plan, health and safety
including Covid-19 management plan and
any other relevant management plan.

All construction
sites

Ahead of
construction

Once

No marginal
cost

6 month Reports

No marginal
cost

PMCES/PIU

Contractor /
Contractor’s
E&H officer

Construction Phase
Physical Resource

Air, dust, Noise and
vibration sub-plan

Dust &
Noise

24. Fence around the pier and terminal
worksite will be installed and maintained.
Water tank trailer must be on site for
immediate watering as needed along the

One location
nearby the pier
construction

Through the
construction
period
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- PMU
- MoE
- PIU

Contractor /
Contractor’s
E&H officer

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

walkway site.
25. Cover or keep moist all stockpiles of
construction aggregates, barges for
transportation of embankment material
and aggregates.

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

- PIC
all work sites

- Local
authorities

26. Minimize time that excavations cuts slopes
are left open/exposed.
27. As much as possible restrict working time
between 07:00 and 17:00. In particular for
activities such as excavation, concrete
mixing.
28. For walkway, manual labour shall be
preferably used, or alternatively small
equipment in order to avoid using large
excavators, bulldozers and trucks;

Contractor

29. However, the Contractor shall use and
keep all equipment in proper working
conditions, including the the vehicles and
equipment used to transport materials
from souces up to the Kep pier. .
30. Replace unnecessarily noisy equipment
machinery.
31. Equipment and machinery shell be turned
off when idling.
32. Construct temporary noise barriers around
excessively noisy activity areas.
33. Clean mud from access road off
construction trucks at the end of each day
to reduce dust and skid risk.
34. Provide watering on the walkway and
access roads in regularly to avoid
propagation of dust.
35. Checking on the pollution from trucks
transportation and other emission from
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Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

project activities.
36. Construction solid wastes will be properly
disposed in DOE approved areas. Burning
of construction waste is not allowed in
order to avoid air pollution;
37. Contractor shall monitor at least once
every 3 months air quality parameters:
CO, NO2, SO2, O3, TSP, PM10, PM2.5
and Pb
38. Contractor shall ensure proper
management of all wastes to avoid water
pollution;

Water quality control

Water Pollution

39. Used oil from equipment and machinery
will be kept in watertight containers stored
in safe place, concrete paved in order to
avoid risk of leaks polluting water and
soil;
40. Contractor shall carry out monitoring of
Sea Water quality by sampling and
testing following17 parameters: pH, TDS,
TSS, DO, BOD5, COD, oil &grease,
Detergent, SO4, TN, TP, Pb, As, Cd, Fe,
Hg, and Total Coliform.

At designated
location near the
beach

There are 3
locations around
the pier
construction
(location#1: X:
425574; Y:
1153921;
Location #2: X:
425455; Y:
1153816;
Location#3:
X:425339; Y:
1153744)

Contractor’s
E&H officer

every 3
months

Contractor’s
E&H officer

- PMU
Every 3
month and
Daily for
controlling on
waste;

- MoE
Semester

Base on the
real cost

- PIU

Contractor /
Contractor’s
E&H officer

- PIC
- Local
authorities

41. Berms, and plastic sheet fencing should
be placed around all excavations and
earthwork areas to contain erosion.

Erosion control subplan

42. Protect exposed cut slopes with planted
vegetation, and have a slope stabilization
protocol ready.
Land erosion

43. The slope of pier’s rockfill dike is formed
by large rocks to be properly compacted
and accurately profiled.

- PMU
- MoE
Pier and its
embankment;

Throughout
construction
phase

Monthly

No marginal
cost

- PIU
- PIC
- Local
authorities

44. Silt curtains shall be kept around the pier
work sites during dredging of foundation
excavation for preventing high turbidity to
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Contractor

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

be propagated towards the beach.
Biological Resource
45. Contact provincial forestry department for
advice on how to minimize damage to
trees and vegetation.
46. Restrict tree and vegetation removal
alongside the pier and part of the walkway.
Birds, wildlife, Tree
and vegetation
removal, and site
restoration sub-plan

Hunting, Damage
or loss of trees,
vegetation, and
landscape

47. Minimize tree removal, and install
protective physical barriers around trees
that do not need to be removed.
48. The slopes of the walkway shall be revegetated and landscaped after
construction completed. Consult provincial
forestry department to determine the most
successful restoration strategy and
techniques.

- PMU
All construction
sites.
(observation)

- MoE
Beginning
and end of
subproject

Monthly

No marginal
cost

- PIU
- PIC
- Local
authorities

49. Noted: there is no any mangrove identified
near the pier area.
Safety, health and Social
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Contractor

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

50. Locate worker camps as far as possible
from the community and the tourist
resorts.

Before
construction
starts

PMCES/PIU

51. Local authorities and community on the
island must agree on the location
proposed for Contractor camp.

as above

PIU

52. Monthly updated name list of workers
shall be transmitted to local authorities,
the local community and the local police
office.

Throughout
construction
phase

PIU

Implement
ation

Contractor

PIU
53. Ensure that there are no alcohol and drug
used and traffic in the camp and to
residential people.
Before
construction
starts

54. Ensure adequate housing and waste
disposal facilities including pit latrines with
septic tanques and garbage bins.
Worker camps

Pollution and
social problems

55. A solid waste collection program must be
established and implemented to maintain
the worker camp clean. The wastes shall
separate the recyclable materials to be
regularly transported via boat to the
mainland for final disposal in the Kep
Landfill.
56. Locate separate pit latrines for male and
female workers shall be provided in
adequate number, located away from
worker living and eating areas. 1 latrine
should serve up to 8 workers. The latrines
shall be provided with adequately sized
septic tanques. Septic tanques shall be
emptied regularly and the septage shall
be transported to mainland for disposal in
the Kep Landfill.
57. The workers’ camp shall be equipped
with, separated bathroom and showers
for male and females workers and clean

All worker camp
sites

As above

PMCES

Monthly

No marginal cost

PIU

PMCES
As above

PMCES
As above
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Contractor’s
E&H officer
Contractor’s
E&H officer

Contractor’s
E&H officer

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

water supply.
58. Separate dormitories for gender shall be
installed and provided with enough
mosquito nets, hammocks , First Aid box
with medicine, face masks, sanitation jell
and other supporting stuffs for health and
for Covid-19.

PMCES

59. Contractor shall have the agreement with
local health unit or referral hospital to
ensure fast intervention and cooperation
whenever an emergency case occurs.

Contractor’s
E&H officer

60. Worker camp must be safe from flooding
and have adequate drainage.
61. Food and clean water should be provided
to worker camps. Guns and weapons not
allowed in camps.
62. Interaction of transient workers with local
community should be discouraged. HIV
Aids test and education should be given to
workers.
63. Camp areas must be restored to original
condition after construction completed.

Training & capacity
building

Prevention of
impacts through
education

64. Implement training and awareness plan
for PIU/SS and contractors.

PIU office,

Beginning of
construction

65. PIU inspector in charge for monitoring on
safety and Health, shall verify the actual
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After each
event

No marginal cost

PMCES/PIC/
PIU

PMCES/
Ccontractor

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

implementation of the training on
sanitation, waste management in Camp
and sexually transmitted and HIV/AIDs to
workers, as defined in the approved subplan of the CEMP

Location

Timing

contractor camp

Throughout
construction
phase

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

monthly or as
new activity
starts

66. Toolbox meeting to review and patrol on
the uniform and safety shall be done
regularly;

Implement
ation

Contractor’s
E&H officer

At project
beginning

67. Mapping to all of workers about location of
latrine and clean water shall be done in
the toolbox meeting;

At project
start

68. All of workers need to be trained before
starting their work about safety, uniform,
sanitation or hygiene and their waste
management in the worksite.

Contractor’s
E&H officer

69. Storage yard for all construction materials
and parking place for all trucks,
excavators, bulldozers… shall be ready
before starting work of construction.
70. Remaining unstable slope along the
walkway shall be rectified with tree
planting, or initially with quicker growing
local grasses if necessary.
Construction
materials acquisition,
transport, and
storage sub-plan

Pollution, injury,
increased traffic,
disrupted access

71. Define & schedule sources for
construction materials for rockfill
protection dike and for concrete
aggregates and how shall be transported
to the island, where shall be stored near
the pier site.

For all
construction area
of Pier and
walkway.

Throughout
construction
phase

72. All piles of aggregates for the Pier and the
walkway must be covered.
73. All aggregate loads on trucks transported
from outside sources to the Kep r must be
covered.
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Monthly

No marginal cost

PMCES/PIU/
PIC

Contractor

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

74. Limit the speed for transportation of
construction materials on the mainland;
75. Installation safety sign board at
construction site.

Contractor’s
E&H officer

76. The storage site near the pier shall be
concrete paved in order to avoid risk of
spill or leakage oil and hazardous
materials. The storage site shall be
equipped with adequate firefighting
equipment.
77. All kinds of construction waste shall
temporarly stored and well be managed at
the Koh Tonsay site; then regularly
transported by boat for final disposal at
the Kep landfill.

Contractor’s
E&H officer

78. Any uncontaminated excavated spoil that
must be preferably reused on this site or
another construction site. Otherwise
disposed of in DOE-designated sites.

Excavated spoil
management subplan

Contamination of
soil and adjacent
seasonal stream
from excavated
spoil, and
construction waste

79. All unsuitable soil or excavated soil or
dredging at worksite shall be properly
deposited in adequate sites to be
approved by the Engineer, after
verification that no residential land or
agricultural land is affected;

All excavation
areas

Throughout
construction
phase

All construction
sites and worker
camps

Throughout
construction
phase

See Monitoring
Plan for
contaminated soil
analyses
Monthly

PMCES &
PIU & DOE &
PIC

Contractor

80. Record of type, volume, and source of
disposed spoil must be kept updated in
the Contractor site office.
81. Any excavated contaminated spoil must
be handled following DOE regulations
including transport, treatment (if
necessary), and disposal.

Solid and liquid
construction waste
sub-plan

Contamination of
land and surface
waters from

82. Management of general construction solid
and liquid waste from Pier construction
site must follow DOE regulations, and will
cover, collection, handling, transport,
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Monthly

No marginal cost

- PMU
- MoE

Contractor

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts
construction waste

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

recycling, and offsite disposal of waste
created from construction activities and
work force.

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

- PIU
- PIC
-Local
authorities

83. Offsite disposed of construction waste
should be catalogued for type, estimated
weigh, and source.
84. Construction sites should have enough
large garbage bins that enable separation
of recyclable waste from waste that needs
keep at safe place in order to collect to be
disposed at landfill.
85. A schedule of solid and liquid construction
waste pickup and disposal from Pier and
along road must be established and
implemented to ensure construction sites
are kept clean.

Contractor’s
E&H officer

Hazardous Waste
86. Collection, storage, transport, and
disposal of hazardous waste such as used
oils, empty drums, gasoline, paint, and
other toxics must follow MOE regulations
and work closely with local authorities in
regularly.
Contractor’s
E&H officer

87. Hazardous wastes (e.g., hydrocarbons,
batteries, paints, organic solvents) shall
be stored in concrete paved area and kept
in in closed, well labeled, ventilated plastic
bins in good conditions. The storage site
shall be at least 30m from construction
activity areas, far from adjacent stream,
and safe from flooding risk.
88. Accidental spills must be cleaned up
completely with all contaminated soil
removed and handled as contaminated
soil. At the end of the construction, the
site of the hazardous material shall be
demolished and the site shall be
decontaminated by removal and disposal
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Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

All construction
sites.

Through
Construction
phase

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

of all construction spoil materials and soils
to be managed as contaminated
materials.
89. Proper fencing, protective barriers, and
buffer zones should be provided around
all construction sites to protect public and
tourists.
90. Sufficient signage and information
disclosure, and site supervisors and night
guards should be placed at all sites.

Implement worker
and public safety
sub-plan

Public and
worker injury, and
health

91. Worker and public safety guidelines of the
Government should be followed. See draft
Occupational Safety & Health Master Plan
of Ministry of Labor & Vocational Training.
Supplement as needed with IFC EHS
guidelines for Waste Management
Facilities, Toll Roads, and Construction
and Decommission
92. Standing water suitable for disease vector
breeding should be drained out.

contractor /

93. Worker education and awareness
seminars for construction hazards should
be given at beginning of construction
phase, and at ideal frequency of monthly.
A construction site safety program should
be developed and distributed to workers.
94. Appropriate safety clothing and footwear
should be mandatory for all construction
workers.
95. Adequate medical services must be on
site or nearby all construction sites.
96. Drinking water must be provided at all
construction sites.
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Monthly

No marginal cost

PMCES &
PIU & PIC

Contractor’s
E&H officer

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Responsibility

Location

Timing

construction sites

Throughout
construction
phase

Monthly

No marginal cost

PMCES &
PIU & PIC

Contractor

Fulltime

Monthly

No marginal cost

PMCES &
PIU

contractor

Supervision

Implement
ation

97. Sufficient lighting must be used during
eventually needed night work.
98. The Contractor’s safety and Health officer,
shall daily inspect all construction sites to
ensure unsafe conditions are removed.
Unsafe situations should be recorded on
site diary for subsequent preventive
maintenance
99. Protective berms, plastic sheet fencing, or
silt curtains should be placed between all
earthworks and the streams crossing the
walkway alignment.
Civil works

Degradation of
water quality of
adjacent streams

100. Erosion diversion channels and collector
ponds must be built around and adjacent
to aggregate stockpile areas to avoid
erosion and runoff dispersion of materials
in the nearby areas.
101. Earthworks should be avoided during
rainy periods.
102. No waste of any kind is to be thrown in
the adjacent streams.
103. Washing or repair of machinery near the
adjacent streams is forbidden.
104. Camp pit latrines must be located l away
from the adjacent streams or from the sea
coast line.

Construction and
urban traffic subplan

Traffic disruption,
accidents, public
injury

105. The drvers of the truck for the
transportation of construction materials
shall be instructed to observe strictly the
established speed limits:

Along access
roads to the pier
on mainland

106. The Contractor shall coordinate with Kep
authorities for the location of parking area
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Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

Design &
construction
phases

Monthly

No marginal
cost

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

and storage on the mainland, in order
affect to public and tourists.
107. Contractor shall create safe pedestrian
path around the pier construction site in
order to avoid tpassing through the
construction sites.

Construction
drainage sub-plan

Loss of drainage &
flood storage

108. Provide adequate temporary flood
diversions or cofferdam at construction
sites to prevent ponding and flooding.
109. Natural runoff of storm water around the
Pier and the walkway should be ensured
without any onbstruction during the
construction works. working site is

Near the Pier
construction site

All areas with
surface waters

PMCES &
PIU

contractor

Operation of completed Pier
110. Regularly monitor status of maintenance
of all structures of the Pier, withs particular
attention to the floating pontoons..
111. Review records of the boat mooring
operation and reports about incidents
during navidagion or mooring.
Operation of
completed Pier

Quality of project
Pier infrastructure

112. Inspect the staus of maintenance and
efficiency of the terminal and its
appurtenance and equipments.

Pier, terminal
building,

Monthly

Annually

O&M

Community, Kep Municipality
and DOT

walkway and
public showertoilet units

Monthly

Annually

O&M

Community, Kep Municipality
and DOT

113. Interview the representative of boat
transportation association to assess about
complaints about the operation of the pier

Operation of
walkway and Toilet
showers units

Status and
efficiency of the
infrastructure

114. Inspect mantienance status of the
walkway and of the lighting equipmens
115. Inspect status and cleanines of the
shower-toilet units and the regular
operation of the hydraulic and piping.
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Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

water supply
sources,
reservoir, lines
and metered
connections

Monthly

Annually

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

O&M

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

116. Inspect condition of the septic tanques
and wetlands
117. Take samples and carry out lab tests of
surface water in proximity of the wetlands
to assess treatment efficiency and
absence of environmental pollution
118. Take sea water sample and carry out lab
tests to assess water quality near the
beach, with particilat attention to
concentration of e-coli and Nitrates to
assess pollution potentially harmfull fot
bathing
119. Inspect maintenance status of the water
supply componentsç pump sumps, water
reservoirs and its piping, water pipes, user
connections, valves and consumption
meters.

Operation of the
water supply sytem

Status and
efficiency of the
watersupply
components

120. Take data about water consumption by
private users and tourist facilities,
comparing meter readings with the records
in the administration office. Take also data
about the payment of water consumption
charges by the private users.
121. Measure water levels in the existing
dugwell-ponds.
122. Inquire with the resort users about
problems or adequacy of the water supply.
123. Take two water samples at reservoir and
in one user tap and send to laboratory for
water analysis, particularly on E-coli,
Aluminum (Al), Ammonia (NH3), Arsenic
(As), Barium (Ba), Cadmium (Cd),
Chloride (Cl-), Residue chlorine,
Chromium (Cr), Cupper (Cu), Fluoride (F),
Total Hardness (CaCO3), Iron (Fe), Lead
(Pb), Manganese (Mn), Mercury (Hg),
Nitrate (NO3), Nitrite (NO2), Sodium (Na),
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Community, Kep Municipality
and DOT

Subproject
Activity

Potential
Environmental
Impacts

Mitigation Measures

Location

Timing

Activity
Reporting

At the Power
plant, at the
Administrator
office in the
Terminal bldg..
and at the users
metered electrical
connections

Monthly

Annually

Estimated
Cost32
(USD)

O&M

Responsibility
Supervision

Implement
ation

Sulphate (PO4), Zinc (Zn), Color, pH,
Total Dissolved, Solid (TDS), Conductivity.
124. Inspect the status of the power plant ,
checking the conditions of the solar panel,
the operation of the diesel generator and
the level of maintenance, recording the
number of hours, the energy produced by
the diesel generator and the fuel
consumption.

Operation of
powerplant

at the powerplant
and in the office of
the terminal
building, at the
metered
connections

125. In the office of the pier building take note
of the recorded energy produced, and of
the power consumed by all metered
connections and of the payment for the
power charges.
126. Every 6 months make a sound check of
the diesel generator measured at 10 m
distance from the plant and compare with
the equipment specifications.
127. Every 6 months make interviews with the
seven resort operators to assess their
degree of satisfaction about the power
supply and if there is any grievance about
noise, performance or whatever.
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Community, Kep Municipality
and DOT

B.

Environmental Monitoring Plan

282. Environmental monitoring will consist of working systematic checking that mitigation measures
stipulating in the EMP that it has effectively been implemented during each stage of the
subproject. The Environment Specialists of PIC will assist PIU to guide contractor to monitor the
status of the EMP, including identifying any non-compliance, proposing actions and a timeline for
rectifying deficiencies and following up on the status of previous non-compliances.
283. The Contractors shall hire a qualified Environmental and Safety and Health Officer which will
have the main responsibility for preparing the CEMPs and for caring about its implementation
throughout the construction phase. He/she will also be the main responsible for the preparation
of the Contractor’s Monthly Environmental Progress Reports, the Semiannual Environmental
Monitoring Reports for MOE and the implementation of the Environmental Monitoring plan
described hereafter.
284. The Environmental Monitoring Plan (EMoP) is presented in the following paragraphs, including:
• monitoring tasks to ensure mitigation measures have been implemented effectively
during each Project stage;
• schedule and responsibility for monitoring; and,
• monitoring costs (see Table 36).

Table 34: Environmental Monitoring Plan
Parameter

Location

Method
Monitoring

Along
Coastal Road
and Pier

of

Schedule

Responsibility

Meetings
and
coordination with
CMAA/
site
inspection

Prior to start of
construction

Contractor
through CMAA
recognized
demining
contractor

Document review

Prior
to
issuance of bid
documents

MoT/MPWT with
assistance
of
PIC

Along Road
and Walkway
of Pier on the
Koh Tonsay
Island

Meetings
APs

Prior to start of
construction

MoT/MPWT with
assistance
of
PIC

-

Document review

Prior to approval
of construction
commencement

MoT/MPWT with
assistance
of
PIC

Document review

One month after
signing
of
construction
contract

MoT/MPWT with
assistance
of
PIC
with
assistance
of
PIC

Pre-Construction Phase
Confirmation
that
clearance
have
obtained

UXO
been

Environmental audit of bid
documents
to
ensure
relevant sections of EMP
have been included.

Consultation with APs

Design audit to check if MoE
requirements/
recommendations
have
been addressed for project
components
within
Protected area and Wildlife
Sanctuary or IBA
Approval of contractor’s
Construction Environmental
Management Plan to ensure
compliance with EMP and
contract document.

-

-

with
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Construction Phase
Regular inspection of
construction activities to
related
mitigation
measures as specified in
the EMP are properly
implemented and are
effective.

Road, Pier
and
walkway

Site inspection and
observation

Monthly
throughout
construction
period

Review
Contractor’s
Occupational Health and
Safety plan and training
on Covid-19

-

Review
of
plan;
monitor worker OHS
training and public
health education

Before start of
construction;
periodic
monitoring.

Regular inspection of
traffic safety and control
measures

Road, Pier
and
walkway

Site inspection and
observation

Monthly
throughout
construction
period.

Road, Pier
and
walkway

Monitor
and
inspection
of
construction works
especially impact to
communities, roads,
and
river,
and
irrigation, drainage
canals.

Damage or nuisance to
nearby areas

Monthly
throughout
construction
period

MoT/MPWT with
assistance
of
PIC
with
assistance
of
PIC
MoT/MPWT/PIU
and
Contractor with
assistance
of
PIC
MoT/MPWT/PIU
and Contractor
with assistance
of PIC
MoT/MPWT/PIU
and Contractor
with assistance
of PIC

Operation Phase
waste
pollution

control

and

Health and safety; injury
to workers and villagers

Road, Pier
and
walkway

Road
Pier

and

Inspecting the status
of waste that may
damage and pollute
to beach and water
Inspect integrity of
subprojects in order
to
maintain
and
ensure
good
condition

Monthly

PIU/
Kep
Municipality and
community

Monthly

PIU/
Kep
Municipality and
community

Inspect
Warning
Signs/Boards
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C.

Reporting

285. Throughout in period of the construction, PMU, in coordination with the contractor and with
assistance of the PIC, will prepare monthly/quarterly environmental reports on the implementation
of the EMP and on program of the environmental monitoring. The report shall contain a summary
of the environmental effects, which have been observed, and the project’s compliance with the
EMP. Recommended corrective actions in the project construction, if any, and other observations
and recommendations shall form part of the report.
286. During the operational phase, PMU and PIU will be responsible for undertaking monitoring,
reporting and resolution of environmental health and safety issues. All monitoring and reporting
activities will be sustained by PIU/Kep Municipality to ensure that mitigation measures are
effectively implemented.
D.

Implementation Arrangements

287. The PMU will be the project executing agency (EA) and will have overall responsibility for
implementation. The implementing agency (IA) will be PMU that to be supported by the PIC.
288. The PIC will assist existing PMU staff and will include international and national environmental
specialists knowledgeable on environmental assessment, planning and protection of cultural and
heritage sites and environmentally-sensitive sites. According to the current organizational set-up
of PMU it needs to carry out the relevant environmental laws and also it will enable the PMU to
meet the safeguards requirements of ADB. However, support of the PIC international and national
environmental specialists will include but not limited to the following:
• To Review bid documents to ensure that the EMP requirements have been included;
•

To Ensure that UXO clearance have been conducted by a CMAA recognized demining
contractor;

•

To undertake a design audit to check that all requirements of MoE have been addressed for
project components within the Protected area and Wildlife Sanctuary or IBA;

•

To establish environmental monitoring and reporting procedures that are in accordance with
ADB requirements;

•

Undertake environmental compliance monitoring;

•

Provide a brief refresher training to PIU/Kep Municipality on EMP implementation,
requirements of ADB monitoring and reporting;

•

Assist in the preparation of periodic environmental monitoring reports;
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E.

Institutional Arrangements for EMP Implementation

289. During construction, the contractor will be responsible for implementing the subprojects in
compliance with relevant Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) environmental standards, the
policies and procedures of the ADB (as per the SPS 2009) and the EMP, including specifications
and special provisions that are set out in the construction contract.
290. In the operational phase, institutional responsibilities and reporting and review requirements in
respect of the EMP for the relevant parties have been developed. PMU with support from the PIC
Environmental Specialists, will be responsible for ensuring that the overall project is implemented
in accordance with the conditions of the ADB loan agreement including ADB environmental
guidelines and Government’s environmental regulations and standards. In particular, PIU and Kep
Municipality will respond to ensure on daily basis that the EMP is implemented during each stage
of the project (pre- construction, construction and operation). This includes the following activities:

•

Ensuring that Government and ADB requirements and procedures relating to environmental
safeguards are complied with prior to construction such as:

o The bidding documents include relevant sections of the EMP.
o EMP implementation is monitored and results are reported regularly.
o Sufficient environmental safeguard staff resources are in place to undertake EMP
responsibilities of PMU/PIU.

F.

•

Carrying out regular monitoring of the contractor's construction activities to ensure that work
is carried out in full compliance with the EMP, and environmental specifications and
provisions set out in the construction contract (assisted by the PIC Environment Specialists).

•

Monitoring the social conditions associated with the project, including any complaints from
villagers towards project construction practices, contractor activities, impairment of livelihood
resulting from damage to or loss of crops as a result of construction activities, loss of access,
etc, (to be assisted by the PIC Environment Specialists).
Construction Environmental Management Plan

291. In the construction contract, the Contractors will be required to implement and submit a
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) in accordance with the EMP. The
contractor will also be required to submit the report of environmental management to PMU as part
of project progress reporting. This environmental management reports will identify the work that
they are undertaken over the reporting period and document the environmental protection
measures that have been carried out, or if any of problems encountered, and follow-up actions
that were taken (or will be taken) to correct any matter.
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G.

H. Environmental Management and Monitoring Costs

292. The estimated costs for implementing the EMP are presented in Table below.
Table 35: Estimated EMP Budget
Estimated Budget, US$

Item
1. Training on EMP implementation for Contractors

Part of PMC cost

2. PMU inspection and monitoring (@12 months; USD2500/month)

36,000

3. Hiring of PIC Consultants for Environment (National and International)

97,500

Sub-total (1)

133,500

Monitoring during construction stage

Part of Contractor cost

1. Air Testing, Noise measurement, and Vibration (construction stage)

44,000

2. Water Testing (construction stage)

22,000

3. HSE site inspector (12 MM)

54000
Sub-total (2)
Total

120,000
253,500
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IX.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

293. The main findings of the IEE can be summarized as follows: 1) surveys were conducted to
define the status of the environmental setting and the existence of critical issues that could
be causing severe impacts on the fauna, on forest an water quality due to the implementation
of the project in each phase of development (pre-construction, construction and operation),
2) Public Consultations were conducted in the communities possibly affected by the project
in order to assess the people perception about the project, their concerns and the extent of
the social impacts caused by the project construction and operation.
294. It was verified that the Provincial Government is fully involved in the project preparation and
strongly supports its implementation. It should be mentioned that The Coastal Road is part
of the planned development of the province Road Network and that the Government has
undertaken since 2014 the construction of the coastal road which was not completed because
of adequate funding. As concerning the Koh Tonsay Pier, it is noted that the Kep Pier, which
is the mainland starting point for the boat transportation to Koh Tonsay is undergoing an
important rehabilitation and upgrading: this intervention that should be ideally coupled with
the realization of the Pier on the destination side.
295. Interviews and questionnaire with the Koh Tonsay resort operators revealed that the
deficiency of water supply and the lack of electric power constitute a major constraint to the
development of touristic activities, so, it was considered highly advisable to provide water
supply and electric power to the entire community and not only to the pier and other Tourist
facilities. It was also assessed that the community residents and tourist operators are willing
to pay for the use of water and energy according to fair rates, comparable to the unit rates
generally applied in Cambodia for these utilities. The estimated charges for these services
would constitute an important component of the revenues generated by the project in order
to cover the O&M cost of the project.
296. The water supply and the proposed power plant will cause very limited environmental
impacts. Definitely, the social impacts to the community are to be considered as positive,
perceived by the community as a great benefit for their touristic activity. Mitigation measures
were considered in the EMP for the effective monitoring of the performance of the proposed
water supply and power plant and for the mitigation measures able to minimize eventual
environmental impacts.
297. The identified possible impacts can be classified as not significant, localized and temporary.
All impacts may be reduced to acceptable level by adopting appropriate mitigation measures
that have been detailed in the EMP included in this report, covering the three subsequent
stages: Pre-construction, Construction and Operation. PMCES will be responsible to ensure
that the envisaged Mitigation Measures included in the EMP are properly implemented in the
design and then fully incorporated in the CEMPs. Then during the construction proper
monitoring shall be carried out to ensure that the mitigation measures are fully implemented
by the Contractor. During the operation period the Kep Provincial Departments and the
MPWT PIUs will ensure that proper operation and maintenance procedures are carried out
and that the identified mitigation measures included in the EMPs are fully complied with.
298. The IEE concludes that the technical features of the two subprojects (coastal road and pier),
based on the feasibility designs, are sufficient to identify the affected environmental setting
and adequate to identify the scope of the project’s potential environmental impacts. The
identified environmental impacts of the project are considered not significant, site-specific
and reversible. Unless new sensitive environmental issue or significant social impacts are
identified after completion of the DED, it can be concluded that the subprojects can be
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classified as Category B for environment and will not require further detailed environmental
impact assessment.
299. Cambodia legislation as further detailed hereafter states that the construction of the Coastal
Road 12.4 km, most of which is an upgrade of existing roads only need an EMP to be
approved by MOE. The Prakas No. 21 of February 2020, states that a road with length lower
than 30 km does not required a IESIA study for the release of the Construction License, but
will only require the stipulation of an Environmental Protection Contract between MOE and
MPWT, with enclosed EMP, prepared based on the DED.
300. The above mentioned Prakas No. 21 of February 2020, states that IESIA is required for any
kind of port. Therefore, the approval by MOE of a specific IESIA study, based on the DED of
the project is needed for the clearance for the Koh Tonsay Pier subproject.
301. After the EMP for the Coastal Road and the IESIA study for the pier are approved by MoE,
the present IEE shall be updated, in order to ensure that all requirements imposed by MOE
are incorporated within the EMPs included in the Bidding Documents. These eventual
updates of the EMPs should be also approved by ADB before the construction contracts are
signed.
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